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The flight test system combines state-of-the-art microprocessor
technology and high accuracy instrumentation with parameter Identifi-
cation technology which minimize data and flight time requirements.
The system was designed to avoid permanent modifications of the test
airplane and allow qu*ck installation. It is capable of longitudinal
and lateral-directional stability and control derivative estimation.
This report presenti details of this system, calibration and flight
'	 test procedures, and the results of the Cessna 172 flight test pro-
gram. The system has proven easy to install, simple to operate,
and capable of accurate estimation of stability and control param-
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All parameters in this report are referenced to a system of


































Vector of unknowns for MMLE
Mean aerodynamic chord
Coefficient of force in A direction
(A • -X)
Variation of body A coefficient
with angle of attack
Variation of body A coefficient
with speed
Variation of body A coefficient
with elevator or canard angle
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Variation of rolling moment coef-
S	 ficient with sideslip angle
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This report describes the results of work completed in the third
phase of a continuing program sponsored by the NASA Dryden Flight
0
Research Facility (NASA-DFRF). Funding was provided under NASA
Grant NSG 4019 (CRINC/FRL 4070). This program began on January 21,
1979; and the current phase was completed on March 31, 1982. The
program encompassed the design, development, and use of a simple,
self-contained flight test data acquisition system. The program
was divided into three phases:
Phase I
• A literature survey of flight test techniques
(Reference 1) .
• The development of a proof-of-concept system capable
of longitudinal stability and control parameter
estimation (Reference 2).
Pha-oe II
• The development of a complete system capable of
longitudinal and lateral-directional stability and
control parameter estimation (Reference 3). This
phase included sufficient flight testing to prove
the flight test system.
Phase III
• The refinement of the completed system for a cleaner
9	
installation, overall package size reduction, and
p	
additional ease of use.
1
• The complerion of flight tests on a Cessna 172
airplane at various cruise power settings.
This report describes in detail the system components, cali-
bration and analysis procedures, as well as the results of the flight
test program.
Thu purpose of the project is discussed in Chapter 2. Also
discussed in that chapter are the design criteria and formal require-
ments for flight test instrumentation systems. The literature survey
(Reference 1) was the primary instrument for establishment of the
criteria.
Chapter 3 describes in detail the hardware that was selected
and assembled into the final data acquisition system. Copies of the
instrument specifications are included.
The data acquisition system is capable of longitudinal and
lateral-directional stability and control parameter estimation.
The limitations of the system are only those of sensor accuracy and
range and limited computer program capability. The instrument
ranges selected for this system were applicable to general aviation
class airplanes. The computer program used for data analysis is
applicable to linear, time invariant equPtions of motion.
The system was designed with the goals of ease of I.nstallation
in an airplane and little or no need for permanent modifications
to be made to the airplane. The data acquisition system is composed
of four major modules:
(1) The power supply module, which consists of an independent
battery and voltage regulation system. In this manner the
2
data acquisition system is totally isolated from the
airplane electric'. system.
(2) The transducer module, which consists of a package of
inertial instruments combined with various external
transducers (total temperature probe, to	 pressure
probe, stat!.c pressure probe, and three control position
transducers). These external transducers are taped to
the airplane with double-sided foam tape.
(3) The data management module, which consists of a micro-
computer controller, a 16-channel multiplexing anslog-
to-digital converter, and a digital cassette recorder.
This data system has proven to be a simple, accurate,
and reliable method for recording flight test data.
(4) The operator's control module, which consists of the
switches which control the data acquisition program
as well as an independent digital voltmeter. This
voltmeter is used for checking the output of the trans-
ducers (both inflight and during ground checkout).
Chapter 4 contains a description of the ground-based computer
system and a discussion of the selection procedure that led to the
purchase of this computer system.
The data analysis programs and linear airplane math model
are discussed in Chapter 5. The heart of the parameter estimation
technique used in this project is the Modified Maximum Likelihood
The actual results of the KU flight test program on a Cessna 172
are discussed in Chapter 6. These results are compared againet esti-
mated longitudinal and lateral-directional stability derivatives
from NASA-Langley flight tests (Reference 4). Also included in
this chapter are discussions of the flight test maneuver and test
procedures. Figure 1.1 shows the experimental configuration of the
tested Cessna 172.
Figure 1.1	 Experimental Configuratl... of the Airplane Tested
ORIGIf JAL Pi.t;c
6LACK AND WHITE P.HO_ZOGRApji
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Chapter 7 presents the conclusions which were drawn from the
j
experiences using this data acquisition system. Chapter 8 discusses
recommendations for further work and for changes which can be made
to improve the data acquisition system.
References and a list of all reports and formal papers which have
been written about this research are presented in Chapters 9 and 10.
Appendix A has been included for a description and listing
of all computer programs used in the flight testing and data analysis
procedures.
A comparison of the KU-FRL ^ME output with the NASA-DFRF
MMLE output has been included as Appendix B. The test case A
(of Reference 5) was run on the KU-FRL computer system and compared
with the output listed in Reference 5.
To allow for conversion of the estimated parameters among
the various axes systems, Appendix C presents several setF of
transformation equations. This appendix is taken directl y from
Reference 6.
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1	 2. PURPOSE OF PROJECT
Flight testing airplanes has previously required a high degree
of complex instrumentation to get good results. This is particularly
true in stability and control parameter estimation. In general, the
normal approach has been to equip each individual flight test airplane
with available instruments coupled with those specifically needed
for the test program. This nonsystematic approach to the requirements
of the flight test program can lead to high cost and needless com-
plexity In the instrumentation system. This complexity typically
leads to many man-hours in instrumenting the airplane and Ln system
checkouts.
With recent advances in microcomputer technology, it was thought
that an accurate, multipurpose data acquisition system could he de-
veloped which was applicable to flight testing airplanes. This system
would combine state-of-the-art microcomputer technology with high-
accuracy sensors in a systematic approach to the problem of flight
testing. The system described within this report has been developed
to meet those goals. The design criteria for the system are explained
below.
• EASE OF INSTALLATION: This has been a mayor design consider-
ation; if possible, no permanent modification should be done
to the airplane. The system should be easy to install, should
require few man-hours for installation, and should require
no complex installation procedures. This should include the
control surface position transducer (CPT) calibrations which
are done after the system is installed.
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• SELF-CONTAINED: The system should be totally independent
from the airplane. This includes independent power as well
as sensors. Likewise minimum ground support should be needed.
• SIMPLE: The system should be simple in operation. Complex
instrumentation procedures, difficult calibration techniques,
and specialized operator knowledge should be kept to a
minimum wherever possible.
• FLIGHT TEST MANEUVER: The system and data analysis procedures
should require no specialized piloting techniques to obtain
good resul::s.
• CLASS OF AIRCRAFT: The system and analysis methods should
be applicable to all classes of aircraft. For this specific
a , plication, the transducer ranges and accuracies were chosen
for general-aviation-class airplanes.
• FLEXIBILITY: The system and analysis methods have been proven
for stability and control parameter estimation; but regardless
of this, the system should be adaptable to other test require-
ments.
• COSTS: The system should meet all of the Above objectives






The system designed and developed in this research program meets
the criteria listed in Chapter 2. The flight system can be broken
A
i
into four major parts:
(1) Data Management Computer,
(2) Transducers,
(3) Power Supply,
(4) Operator's Control Box.
A block diagram of the complete flight test package is shown
in Figure 3.1. This system is used in two modes:
(1) airborne mode for recording flight data
(Figures 3.2 and 3.3),
(2) ground-based mode for transferring flight test data
to the data reduction computer (Figures 3.4
and 3.5).
In the following sections the requirements of the flight test
data acquisition system, detailed descriptions of the system com-





The requirements of the instrumentation system were accumulated
through a literature survey (References 7 through 23) and through
r:-	 discussions with personnel at NASA-DFRF and in the aerospace industry.
►"^	 Table 3.1 summarizes the sensors used in previous test programs.
;^	 g
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BATTERY MODULE 61.3	 (lb)
COMPUTER MODULE 37.3
TRANSDUCER MODULE 17.0






OPERATOR'S CONTROL BOX 1.0
*
MISCELLANEOUS (cables, clamps, etc.) 2.0
TOTAL: 134.1
*not shown
Figure 3.2	 Major Components of the Airborne System
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channels to be recorded woo set at fourteen with growth capability
to sixteen. The appli"tior of the ME method (see Chapter 5 for
details) does not require that all states be measured to get good
parameter estimates of the equatains of motion. Because of this
fact, one of the important selection criteria for excluding
a
8
measurement of a state was the complexity of the sensor installation.
The accuracy required of the sensors was determined by study of
these other systems. Table 3.2 summarizes this information. The
required ranges of these sene v^rs were determined by consideration
of the performance characteristics of the class of airplanes to be
tested. These ranges and the system accuracies for the selected
sensors are summarized in Table 3.3.
For Phase III All transducer channels were measured at the
same sample rate. This is quite different from earlier work which
limited measurement of temperature, static pressure and dynamic
pressure to the beginning and end of each maneuver.
"_'ae choice of data sample rate was based on the following
considerations:
• The minimum sample rate must be higher than the highest
undamped natural frequency of the airplane.
• The minimum sample rate must be high enough to avoii
time skewing the data points.
• The minimum sample rate must be high enough to meas
r4,'	 !	 the control input completely.
The minimum sample rate must be as low as possible
the above constraints to allow economy of the recor
15
















Ax .002 g .005 R .002 g
Ay .02 g or .002 g
AZ .02 g 2 % .002 g
e 1/2 e '	 . 2 e or .5e
m 1/2 e i	 2 % .5'
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O 4 e 2e ^e 5 e
'E
0
6A .4e or .5e
6 R .4e 2 % .5e
T 2e F 2e F
P S 10 ft 10 ft







Ax longitudinal acceleration .0020 g t2	 g.
Ay lateral acceleration .0020 g !.S g
AZ normal acceleration .0024 g s5 6
6 pitch angle .5* 1-30*
roll angle .5* 1-30*
p pitch rate .5*/sec 1-50* /sac
q roll	 rate .5*/sec 1-50*/sec
r yaw rate .5*/sec t50*/sec
6E elevator position .5*
6A aileron position .5*
6R rudder position .5*
T temperature 2'F -65* to 120*F
PS static pressure .010 psi& 0 to 25 K feet
(25 ft)
PD dynamic pressure .005 psi 4v to 150 knots
(4 knots)
*whichever value is larger	 '
For data analysis a sample rate of at least five times the
highest undamped natural frequency defines the minimum acceptable
sample rate (Reference 24, Volume 1, Chapter 6). In this class
of airplanes the following natural frequencies are typical
(Reference 25).
w nSP	
0.05 - 1.00 Hz
W	 0.01 - 0.03 Hz
nP
W	 0.25 - 0.60 Hz
n 
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This sets an absolute minimum on the sample rate of five samples
per second (SPS). Reference 16 states that to measure the control
input time history. 20 SPS should be a lower limit. For this reason,
two sample rates were investigated in this phase. 10 and 20 SPS.
The use of a computer-controlled data acquisition system allows
rapid scanning of the sensors (20 Lsec/channel. 280 usec total*)
which eliminates the time skewing problems normally associated with
these slow sample rates.
3.2 Data Management System
The data management module consists of a microprocessor-controlled
data acquisition computer system. It uses a commercially available
Rockwell AIM-65 microcomputer tied to a 16-channel multiplexing analog .
-to-digital converter and a digital cassette Late drive. The use of a
commerciall; available computer greatly reduced the design task as
well as the overall system complexity and cost. The versatility
of the system is high, since the functions of the system are stored
in firmware (erasable, programable read only memory--EPROM) which
can be easily changed, rather than in the hardware, which cannot.
There were many trade-offs in the choice of a system for on-board
digital recording of the flight data. The trade-offs considered
were those of analog vs. digital data recording and airborne vs.
telemetry systems. The following is a discussion of these trade-
offs as well as a detailed description of the system which was
developed.
*
Values for the KU-FRL system.
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In the past, most systems which used true on-board recording
(ignoring photopanel installations which must be manually recorded
at a later time) used analog recording systems. This fact was due
to the high cost and complexity of digital systems. In recent
years, progress has been made, largely due to advances in silicon
chip technology, which have reduced the size and cist of digital
systems dramatically. These advances, coupled with the fact that
the data analysis techniques usually require digital information,
motivated a choice of a totally digital system.
Flight programs in the past have typically used telemetry
or transmitting the digital data to the ground for recording.
Telemetry has an important place in aircraft flight testing,
specifically in high risk operations such as flutter or spin
testing. The major disadvantages are the required ground station,
hi.gh cost, and complexity of the on-board telemetry system. This
method has been preferred in the past due to the large size and
inaccuracies of older recording methods. The improvements discussed
previously combined with advances made in digital recording devices
have changed r`-is. For the KU-FRL recording system, an on-board digital
cassette recorder has been chosen.
The heart of the data management moduli: is a Rockwell AIM-65
microcomputer. This computer is coupled through its expansion inter-
faces to the other components. These components are the Datel MDAS-
16 multiplexing analog-to-digital converter, the TEAC MT2-02 digital
cassette tape transport, and an RS232 interfacing port. A block
diagram of these components is shown in Figure 3.6.




















Figure 3.6	 Computer Module Block Diagram
The AIM-65 is a single-board computer that uses an eight-bit
6502 microprocessor. The computer contains 4K bytes of random
access memory (RAM), 4K bytes of EPROM (which contain the data
acquisition programs), as well as a monitor and symbolic assembler.
A 20 character display, 20 character printer, and keyboard unit
allow the user to interact with the computer in the ground-based
modes. Two application connectors greatly increase the versatility
of the computer system. One expansion connector interfaces the
computer with an RS232 port and to an audio cassett recorder
which is used for software development. The second port is used
20
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for memory expansion and external computer interfaces. For the KU-
FRL system this expansion port is used to interface the computer
with the MDAS-16 and TEAC MT2-02.
The MDAS-16 module is shown in Figure 3.7. This device is a
16-channel multiplexing unit combined with a 12-bit (3 1/2 digit)
analog-to-digital converter. The unit has random address as well
as sequential address capability when tied to a microprocessor
controller. The measurement voltage ranges are user-selectable
(-5 to +5 VDC was se..ected for this system). The unit has an
effective throughput of 50 KHz with M, seconds access time between
channels. The specif'.cations for the unit are shown in Figure 3.8.
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R6solotbn ................	 12 81ts
Error. mass. 6OkHs sampling 1.025% of FSRNadis6rity. max, ......... 0,51LSOONf. NonWleeriq, mass..... A% LSOGais Error ................. A01. to zeroOHaet Error ..............Ad. to zero
TMnp. Ceases. of Gain Dltex.	 /°CTenp. Coasts. ttl ONmw mes. t7ppm/°C of FS
DN1. LitwrMy Tasmpao. rive. t3ppm/°C of FSCatenal Motm R61asc., mMl. 70 d@ at 1 kMsO'C to 7M
wasr 8 i	 llgasatiasn ... .01%/% Supply
POWER REQUIREMENT .. Is SVOC 105V@65mA
-15VDC tO 5V @60 mA
•5VOC tO 25V Q 200inA
DYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS
T1put Ram. max. .... 60 kHz
Aaq.iNi ion Times .......... 12 yseG.
conlrrNon Time ......... 8 peesAperture Tim. am........ 50 nsec
sanpb•Nold Droop. max. 	 60µV/msec.FeedtArough. miss. ... 	 Of %Chrurd Croeetasu IMw.j .. •80 CE 31 1 kNs
DIGITAL INPUT$
Lna^ ................ Three separate trip utswhichenable
brstate outputs sit 4 bit bytes1 TTL load
Mw Address In ....... 3 bit IMOAS •SDI or 4 bit(MDAS • 16) binary address
1 LS TTL load9RW ............	 1 LS TTL IoW with IOK pull-up
resistorA/D Trigger ........... i LS TTL IoW with IOK pull-up
resistorA/D T p	 1 LS TTl LoadMum Enabis ........... 1 TTL bad with I OK pull up
resistorCount Enable........... 1 LS TTL load with 10K pull up
axis orGimim ........... 1 LS TTL IoW with IOK pull-up
reslsla
mwmm . ......... 1 LS TTL load with ICK pull-up
,	 resistorMss In .. ....- - " 	 1 TTL bad
shat Cycle ........... 1 TTL bad with IOK puff-up
resistor
ANALOG INPUM
Number W Channeb .......	 18 Singh Ended IMDAS • 1818 Otttertntisl IMDASUS 1
Mart Vokege RapesIn11pdw ................. 	 0 to #6V 0 to •1OV
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Man. Input Vdmgas.
no demape...........	 *I BYInput Impedasnta .......... 	 100 me	 isInput Rise Current ......... 	 3M. I	 A max. 0 to 700C
IrTF




Perasd Dam Out ..... 	 12 parallel lines of buttered tit•
state output data
Drives 12 TfL loads.Codbg ...............	 Straight binary, offset binary. and
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binary coding.Onves 517E loads
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rp	 rlsnOnvss 20 TTL loads
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I[	 ISlatus) ......,..	 Drives4 TTL badsMSR Out .............	 Drives 5 TTL loadsOU Out ............. 	 Drives 5 TTL bads
PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENTAL
Operating Temp. Range	 D"C to 70'CStorage Temperature Range 	 -25°C to •85°C
►eckage $ore	 ..............	 4 6 is 2 5 x 0 375 inchesIf 16,8 x 63.6 is 9.5 mm)
Paebepe Type ..............	 Steel, shielded on 5 sides
Weight	 ......	 .............	 8 os	 (17091
NOTEfh. 2 "=weVV.1!('0 % V eWl"1*') ^'2.OVN





The calibration procedures for the MDAS-16 are described in detail
in Reference 31.
The other major component of the data management module is
the TEAL tape transport. This unit is shown in Figure 3.9. It is
a low-cast magnetic tape unit designed specifically for digital
applications. The unit makes use of standard audio-type digital
cassette tapes for data storage. All interfacing required for the
tape transport is included in the package. The tape unit requires
only control signals and parallel data input, both provided by the
AIM-65. All detailed control functions required by the tape unit
are generated internally. Only simple control signals are required
to initiate the various functions, such as data recording or data
playback.
The data management module is also used for data transfer to
the ground-based computer system. The use of the same recorder
for in-flight recording and playback avoids possible tape head
mismatch problems and reduces overall system costs. The data are
transferred over an RS232 serial port to any computer with an RS232
port or dial-up time-sharing capability. The RS232 ports can be
connected directly for transmission of the data at up to 9600 bits
per second or through a modem across telephone lines at 300 bits
per second. An appropriate software program is needed by the AIM-65
to interact with the ground-based computer system. Once the data are
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To keep the overall system size as small as possible, transducers
were separated from the voltage regulators and signal filters. Figure
3.10 shows the transducer package assembly, and also the relative
location of the sensors in the transducer package. Those transducers
which must be externally mounted are connected to the transducer
package through MIL-SPEC connectors.
The transducer package was firmly clamped to the seat tracks
just behind the pilot and copilot seats in the Cessna 172 flight
test program. Following are descriptions of the individual sensors
used in this program.
3.3.1 Accelerometers
The accelerometers used in this package are force feedback
(or closed-loop) type. This type of accelerometer derives its
measurement by determining the force required to maintain its
seismic mass at zero displacement. This technique reduces the
errors caused by mass displacement and does not rely on springs
(and their associated inaccuracies) as do displacement (or open-loop)
type accelerometers. The disadvantage of the closed-loop accelerometer
is its relatively high cost. It is essential to note that linear
(as opposed to vibration) accelerometers must be used for this type
of transducer package. This restriction is due to the low frequency







































aThe accelerometers chosen are manufactured by Schaevitz Engineer-
ing. Their specifications are shown in Figure 3.11. This type of
accelerometer is intended for measurement of linear accelerations
such as guidance and control systems or vehicle ride analysis.
Both a precision sensor and its required electronics have been
integrated into the accelerometer package. The sensor can be in-
stalled with relative ease; it requires only a DC input voltage
and a measurement of the DC voltage output.
3.3.2 Attitude Gyro
Both roll attitude and pitch attitude are measured with a
Humphrey VG-24 vertical gyroscope. The specifications of this
gyro are shown in Figure 3.12. This gyroscope is a self-erecting
DC type with potentiometers for determining the sensor outputs
(+28 VDC used for the motor, and t5 VDC used for the potentiometer
excitation). This gyro has operated reliably throughout three
phases of this test program.
3.3.3 Rate Gyros
A three-axis DC/DC rate gyro package was used for measurement
of pitch, roll, and yaw rates. The advantage of using a three-axis
package rather than three separate gyros is that orthogonal alignment
of the gyros upon installation is assured. However, failure of a
single gyro would require removal of the entire package for repair.
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Damping Ratio	 0 6 typical (0 3 to 1 0 on requesn
Linearity (Notes 1 a 2)
	
20 05 0 . of full scale output
llrsteresis (Note 2)
	
002% of full scale
Resolution (Note 2)
	
0.001 of full scale
Cross-Axis sensitivity 	 20 002 g per g up to 110 g range.
(Note 3)	 inclusive
=0.005 g par g over 210 g range
Rise
	 Less than 0.1!. of full scale
Sensitive Axis to
Case Alignment	 it.
Noise Output	 SmV rms maximum
Operating Temperature
	 -40'C to +955
Storage Tem perature	 -55'C to ' 105'C
Thermal Coefficient
of Sensitivity
	 0.02: per 'C
Thermal Coefficient
of alas
	 0.002' per 'C
Shock Survival
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i Figure 3.12 Humphrey VG-24 Vertical Gyro
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Integrating (or closed-circuit) gyros provide better accuracy;
however, they cost approximately ten times as much. The accuracy
of a displacement gyro meets the requirements (see Tables 3.2 and
3.3) and therefore was chosen for the sensor package.
The gyros selected are manufactured by Northrop Corporation,
Precision Products Division. Required input power is 28 VDC,
while the output signal is -5 to +5 VDC. The gyros are model G5
subminiature rate sensors. The gyro package and specifications
are shown in Figure 3.13.
3.3.4 Control Position Transducers
Linear displacement transducers manufactured by Space-Age
Control, Inc., were used to measure rudder, aileron, and elevator
positions. This transducer is shown in Figure 3.14. Due to the
relatively small size of the transducer, it was considered acceptable
to mount it externally to the airframe. Chapter 6 shows the instal-
lation locations used for the Cessna 172 flight tests.
A novel technique for the attachment of the control position
transducers (CPT's) has been used. Double-sided foam tape attaches
these external devices (as well as the temperature and pitot probes)
to the airframe. The mounting technique is depicted in Figure 3.15.
This technique was first tested in the KU-FRL subsonic wind tunnel
at speeds up to 119 mph. These tests were tun for two hours with
no degradation in rigidity of the mount (Reference 27). This method
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0 - 160 •F
Zero output 1i 79/100.1






















1/2 S FS. 0-1/2 scale
2 I FS, 1/2 - FS
100 hr(typical 14000 hr)
10 emgohms (min).3O vd:
0.5 to 0.9
35 Ns (sin)
2508 peak savtooth. 5 IBM
0.1 g /me. 20-2000 Ns
-65 - 200 •F
MIL-I-8161D
Figure 3.13 Northrop G5 3-Axis Rate Gyro Package
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SAC Linear Displacement Trans-
ducers (LDT) consist of an &xtension
cable, spirally wound on a spring-
loaded rewind drum, which is coupled
to a precision, wire-wound, rotary
potentiometer. The cable end is at-
tached to the oLj pct :chose movements
are to be monitored. As the cable is
extended or retracted, the cable drum
rotates the potentiometer wiper, •tary-
ing the voltage at the wiper tap (No.
2) of the potentiometer. The voltage
may be measured to reflect the posi-
tion, airection, or rate of motion
of the object attached to the cable.
OF POOR QUALITY
TECHNICAL INFORMATION
I AM	 ..ft. w„
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SERIES 160
MODEL DASH RANGE RESOLUTION
NO.	 NO. 0 TO (INCHES) INCHES
1W_	 161 2 0.0033
Potentiometer life, 1 .urn units, 1,000,000 cycles
3-turn units, 600,000 cycles
or p00 hours at rated power
Cable static; tension at :Rro extens ion 10.16-0:




able on special order are
5	 10 20, 60, 100, 200,
500,	 K 5K, 10K, &20K.
4CK
	
turn only). 50K and
100K 0 turn only)











	 %3%	 t I %
Linearity Q turn) 	 4.25%	 10.20%
Line. rity (1 turn)	 s0.5%	 10 35%
Max	 current at 155()F (ambient) is 31.6 milliamps
Max. voltage across coil is 31.6 volts
Power	 rating,	 1.0 watts at	 1550F	 derated	 to
0.0 watts at	 255OF
Insulation	 resistance,
	




strength,	 1000	 volts	 RMS	 min. at
60 CPS
Figure 3.14 Space Age Controls Linear Displacement Transducer
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-lightly sand surface of airplane
-clean with isopropyl alcohol
-surface must be room temperature during attatchment
-fair with duct tape
SURFACE ON AIRPLANE
3M 14265 -DOUBLE COATED NEOPRENE FOAM TAPE
Adheoive	 A-20 Firm Acrylic
Thickness 3/64 in.
Tensile 60 psi
Static Shear 66 psi
Tamp max. 225 OF
Temp sin	 -20 OF
Figure 3.15 External Device Mounting Technique
(with no failures of any type). The tape used is 3M number 4265
neoprene foam tape. Its properties are included in Figure 3.15.
A minor inconvenience of the mounting locations for the CPT's
is the resultant nonlinear calibration curves. All other sensor
calibrations were linear.
3.3.5 Static and Dynamic Pressure Transducer
A b&D Instruments Company model 2504 series transducer was used
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specifications are shown in Figure 3.16. This device incorporates
its own signal condition.ag and utilizes semiconductor pressure
transducers. This type of pressure transducer is particularly
temperature sensitive; the B&D unit compensates for this by heating
its case to maintain a constant temperature.
The pitot tube was designed and constructed according to speci-
fications taken from Reference 28 (see Figure 3.17). The pitot
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Figure 3.17	 Pitot Tube
in Figure 3.15. It allows a high angularity of flow while still
maintaining true readings. The pitot tube has been constructed to
assure that it remains outside of the boundary layer. This in turn
assures that true readings are maintained as long as the axis of the
tube is close to the direction of the airflow (±15°). The tube was
mounted under the right wing, halfway between the propeller arc and
the wing tip (see Figure 3.18). This location minimizes flow and
energy effects of the wing tip vortices and propeller slip stream.
For accurate measurement of static pressure, a trailing cone
can be used (see Reference 29). Initial flight tesLa showed diffi-
culty in deploying this cone after takeoff. For this reason the
cone was used in its retracted position for the Phase III flight
tests of the Cessna 172. This has been found to be sufficient for 	 t
stability and control parameter estimation; however, a more accurate 	
i
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1	 Figure 3.18	 Location of Pitot Tube and Temperature Probe
static pressure measurement would be required for any performance
testing.
3.3.6 Temperature Transducer
An Analog Devices Company semiconduc^or temperature transducer
was used for measurement of air temperature. Specifications for
this unit are shown in Figure 3.19. The transducer is mounted in
the probe as shown in Figure 3.20. The sleeve was added to the
temperature probe to assure that the air is sufficiently slowed
to provide accurate temperature measurement. The temperature probe
















Forward voltage	 +44 v
Reverse voltage	 -20 v
Breakdown voltage(to case) 2200 v
Rated temperature range 	 -550C to +1500C
Storage temperature 	 -65'C to +155'C
Lead temperature(soldering)+300'C
PowerSupply
Operating voltage range	 +4v to +30v
Output
Nominal current (+25 0 C)	 298.2 uA
Nominal temp. coefficient 1400C
Calibration error (+25'C) 20.5'C max
Figure 3.19 Temperature Transduc
Absolute error (rated range)
No external adjustment 21.7'C max
+25 •C calib error a 0 21.06C max
Nonlinearity 23.0'C max
Repeatability 20.1'C max
Long term drift 20.1'C/month max
Current noise 40 pAM
Power supply rejection
+4v <Vs <+5v 0.5uA/v
+5v <Vs <+15v 0.2uA/v
+15v <Vs <+30v O.luA/v
Case isolation 1010 ohms
Effective shunt capacitancel00pF
Turn on time 20 us
Reverse bias leakage











fIt is mounted to the underside of the left wing using the double-
sided tape (see Figure 3.18).
3.4 Calibration
Calibration of the various inertial transducers used in the
transducer package was accomplished with a pendulum-type calibration
stand specifically constructed for that purpose. Figure 3.21 shows
the calibration pendulum. This pendulum was capable of calibrating
the attitude gyro, the 3-axis rate gyros, and each of the three
linear accelerometers. For these calibration tests, the entire data
acquisition system measured the output of the transducer module,
which was mounted at the end of the pendulum arm. This gave a com-
plete system calibration as opposed to individual sensor calibrations.
Figures 3.22, 3.23, and 3.24 show the construction drawings for this
calibration stand.
The calibration of the transducers was accomplished in two modes:
(1) a static mode for angular calibration of the vertical gyro and
for ±1 g calibration of the accelerometers and (2) a dynamic mode
for calibration of the rate gyros and for calibration of the acceler-
ometers at elevated-g levels. In the dynamic mode the data acquisition





























































































































Early flight tests showed that the response characteristics
of the accelerometers were such that they picked up aircraft engine
vibrations. The graph of Figure 3.25 shows the airframe vibration
characteristics (measured using an accelerometer and observing its
output on an oscilloscope trace) as a function of engine speed.
It is obvious from these curves that the vibration is primarily
caused by the engine and is a function of engine speed. This vibra-
tion is almost entirely at frequencies greater than 100 Hz.
A low-pass filter with a break frequency of 20 hertz was used
to eliminate this unwanted high-frequency vibration from the measure-
ment signal. A two-pole active filter with the response character-
istics of Figure 3.26 virtually eliminated the noise and left the
desired measurement (occurring at a frequency near 1 Hz) unchanged.
Measurements of the AZ accelerometer with filter and without (see
Figure 3.27) show this to be true.
To avoid phase shifts associated with filter lags, all chancels
were filtered with the same design two-pole '.alter. The filter box
details are shown in Figure 3.28.
3.6 Power Supply
Two options were considered as power sources for this instru-
mentation system:
(1) Tap the aircraft electrical system, or
(2) Carry a separate battery package during the flight tests.
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Figure 3.25 Measured Airframe Vibration
1	 10	 100	 200
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Option one offered several advantages over the second option.
These included a significant size and weight saving as well as no
limitations to flight time due to depleted batteries. It was
realized, however, that two disadvantages also existed. Due to
the fact that two separate voltage standards exist in current
general-aviation-class airplanes, a complex voltage control system
or several single-input voltage systems would be required. Further-
more, modifications to the electrical system of each airplane would
be required during system installation.
Further research into the second option uncovered a suitable
rechargeable battery, manufactured by Eagle-Picher. These lead-acid
batteries are salad, rechargeable, and maintenance free. A typical
discharge curve is shown in Figure 3.29. For flight test purposes
the batteries were used in a deep cycle regime; i.e., removing 50-
100% of the rated battery capacity prior to recharge. In this type
of application, the recharge time is 12 to 20 hours, and the battery
expected lifetime is 100 to 150 complete discharge/charge cycles.
The batteries are usable in any position. The cost of these batteries
is low enough that several battery packages could be purchased for
less than the prise of a regulated voltage divider (of the type
required if the airplane electrical systems were used).
The voltages required for the on-board data acquisition system
are shown in Table 3.4. Batteries were sized to match the power
requirements at each of the voltages. The wiring diagram and battery
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*To Determine Discharge Rote of Various Batteries Multiply listed Capacity (C) by fester she-A:
for example — She rate at shish an eight ampere hear battery mwt he disshsrged to yield a
useful ten horn equals .ONC or .01 10, - I A.M. e:.7! amperes.
Figure 3.29 Typical Eagle -Picher Battery Discharge Curve
is shown in Figure 3 . 31. This system supplies a maximum of 2 1/2
hours of running time between recharges.
The largest disadvantage to using batteries for power is the
weight. The battery module weighs 61 . 3 lbs. As the table in Figure
3.2 shows, this is the heaviest component in the data acquisition
system. For the majority of general-aviation-class airplanes, this
weight is not a problem.
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Table 3.4	 Power Requirements for the Data Acquisition Package





+12 TEAC tape drive
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12V8	 12V15	 12V20	 12V1.5	 12V1.5
_(1.2A) *	(1.4A)*	 (2A)*	 (200mA)*	 (200mA)*
* maximum current requirerient
NOMINAL CAPAC (INCHES)
BATTERY	 NOMINAL





CF12V20 12 20.0 19.0 117.5 12.5 6.51 1	 4.91 6.53	 6.75 16.2
CF12V15 12 15.0 14.i	 113.0 9.0 7.22 3.34 6.50 6.75 12.8
CF12VB 12 8.0 7.7	 1	 7.0 5.0 6.00 4.00 3.75 3.97 7.5
CF12V1.5 1	 12 1	 .5 1	 1.4	 1	 1.3 1	 0.9 1	 7.02 1.33 2.40 1760 9.
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3.7 Operator's Control
The flight engineer or pilot controls the data acquisition
system through a small control box shown in Figure 3.32. The control
box performs the same functions as the keyboard unit, allowing user
input to the data acquision programs.
Figure 3.32	 Operator's Control Box
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The control box has four control switches:
• Program Selection Switch: This switch loads either the
10 or 20 SPS data acquisition program. This switch allows
the operator to change sample rates during the flight test.
• Initialize Tape Switch: This switch initializes a fresh
tape for proper use by the data acquisition program.
• Run/Standby Switch: This switch controls the data acquisition
process. When it is in the run mode, data will be recorded.
In the standby mode the system is not active.
• Rewind Tape Switch: This switch is used to place an "end"
mark on the data tape and rewind the tape.
A high-impedance digital voltmeter is provided to the pilot
or flight engineer so that he can observe a particular transducer
output. The meter is installed in the control box, as shown in
Figure 3.33. A rotary switch on the control box selec*_ ,i the signal
to be observed.
This voltmeter also allows verif ^ation of correct functioning
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Figure 3.33	 Operator ' s Control Box
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4. GROUND-BASED COMPUTER SYSTEM
The Modified Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MMLE) data reduction
process described in Chapter 5 requires a computer system capable of
being programmed in a high-level language. Phase I (Reference 2;
pointed out the requirement for a compiled language capability. This
requirement is due to the long execution time associated with an
interpretive language. (A Hewlett-Packard 9825A was used in Phase I.
This desk-top calculator could only be programmed in interpretive
Basic.) This chapter presents the results of a benchmark process
undertaken in Phase II (Reference 3) used to evaluate the capability
of numerous computer systems. Also included in the second section
is a detailed description of the selected computer system.
4.1 Benchmark Routines
A two-step evaluation process was used to evaluate computer
system speed. The first benchmark program is the INTEGER SPEED
ROUTINE. This routine was easily implemented and gave a good speed
estimate for each computer system. The second benchmark program
which was run was the FLOATING POINT SPEED ROUTINE. This program
more closely matched the kind and number of operations which took
place in the MMLE program. Each of these programs is described
in detail below. The INTEGER SPEED ROUTINE is a program that calculates
the prime numbers up to 10,100. The FLOATING POINT ROUTINE is a program
that performs operations similiar to those in the MMLE program. The
routine was made to have the same run time on the HP 9825A as one iter-
ation of the MMLE program (300 time points).
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4.1.1 Integer Speed Benchmark
This routine was taken from Reference 30. A listing of this
program is contained in Table 4.1. Although the program does not
realistically reflect the MKLE program, it was a simple algorithm
which was easy to program and gave a good ball-park estimate of
computer speed.
This benchmark showed that all acceptable computers used a
compiled language as well as a floating point processor. Table
4.2 contains the results of the integer speed benchmark. This
routine shows no eight-bit computers capable of meeting the desired
speed of 8 minutes maximum for completion of the routine. This
study narrowed the number of computer systems which were evaluated
further.
Table 4.1 Integer Speed Routine
(FORTRAN Listine)
10 DO 100 11-5 ,10OG0, 2
20 I-1.1/2
30 DO 200 K-3,I,2
40 J-(M/K)*K












MACHINE LANGUAGE .» Sa HRS:MIN:SEC
AIM 65 BASIC (PRINTER OUTPUT) • 4:	 14:	 44
ASSEMBLY ( LED OUTPUT) 0:	 23:	 36
ASSEMBLY (PRINTER OUTPUT) 0:	 33:	 40
TRS 80 LEVEL I BASIC • 7:	 12:	 27
'- LEVEL II BASIC • 6:	 31:	 10
ASSEMBLY 0:	 21:	 55
00i FORTRAN • 0:	 54:	 18
O0 MODEL 11 BASIC + 3:	 15:	 00
APPLE 11 INTEGER BASIC " 2:	 24:	 31
FLOATING POINT BASIC + 3:	 56:	 23
TERAC 8510 PASCAL (COMPILE TO P CODE) " * 0:	 30:	 35
TEKTRONIX (4052) BASIC * 1:	 23:	 00
HP 9825 BASIC * 1:	 41:	 17
HP 1000 FORTRAN RTE TV B (CRT OUTPUT) + • 0:	 01:	 23 3
p "	 (NO OUTPUT) * " 0:	 00:	 48 J
v FORTRAN RTEM (CRT OUTPUT) " " 0:	 00:	 57 3
_
If (NO OUTPUT) * * 0: 00: 44 J
:- IBM SERIES I FORTRAN M OUTPUT) + * 0:	 01:	 30 3
m "	 (PRINTER OUTPUT) * " 0: 04:	 30
PDP 11 / 34* FORTRAN ( RSX 11 M) (CRT OUTPUT) * * 0:	 07:	 10 .`
.. to (PRINTER OUTPUT) " * 0:	 11:	 20
MINC 11 / 23 FORTRAN RT11—IV (CRT OUTPUT) + * 0:	 03:	 36 .^
"	 (DISC OUTPUT) " " 0:	 03:	 29 3
FORTRAN RT13-IV PLUS (CRT OUTPUT) + + 0:	 03:	 10 3
of	 (DISC OUTPUT) + • 0:	 03: OU J
HONEYWELL 60/66 FORTRAN " • 0: 00: 44 3
PL/l + " 0:	 02:	 13
a CDC CYBER 70 FORTRAN (NON OPTIMIZED) + + 0:	 00:	 39 3
v FORTRAN (OPTIMIZED) * * 0:	 00:	 37 3
IBM 370- 148 PL/ l (OPTIMIZED) * * 0:	 01:	 19 3
*
The PDP 11 / 34 was operating in a multi -user mode.	 Its performance is estimated to be
approximately 2-3 times faster than the 11 /23 series computer in single -user mode.
4.1.2 Floating Point Speed Benchmark
An attempt was made to model more closely the processes which took
place in the MMLE program. This routine is shown in Table 4.3. The
program primarily contains floating point matrix mathematics.
Table 4.4 shows the run time for various computer systems. A maximum
acceptable speed was 6 minutes for this routine (our speed requirement).






5G	 DO 400 M-1,40
60	 DO 200 I-1,20








150	 DO 300 I.1,20
160	 DO 300 Js1,20




210	 DO 400 I-1,20




250	 DO 100 Is1,20
260












HP1000 (NO OUTPUT) 1:08.7
(DISC OUTPUT) 2:07
IBM SERIES 1 (DISC OUTPUT) 0:58
MINC 11/0? (DISC OUTPUT) 5:35
MINC 11/23 (DISC OUTPUT) 4:00
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4.2 Computer System Description
Several factors besides sa.peed were considered in the evaluation
of computer systems. The following factors were considered:
• Cost
• Floating Point Hardware availability
• RS232 ports/General Purpose Interface Buss (GPIB)
availability
• CRT graphics capability
• Hard/Flexible disk storage capability
• Programming language availability
• Existence of a user's group
• Delivery time.
After evaluation of all acceptable computers, the Digital Equipment
Corporation (DEC) MINC 11/03 computer was selected as best meeting
the requirements. A description of this computer follows.
The MINC 11/03 is shown in Figure 4.1. The block diagram of
Figure 4.2 shows the basic features and some of the options available.
The computer uses a 16-bit DEC LSI 11/03 processor, capable of
addressing 64K bytes of memory, and contains a floating point hard-
ware package, four RS232 ports, and a GPIB port.
Pita and program storage is handled using the dual RX02 flexible
disk drives. These use 8" flexible disks, capable of holding 500 K
bytes of information each.
Computer and program interaction is handled using the DEC-VT 105
graphics terminal. This permits inputting and outputting of data, as
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Figure 4.1	 Digital Equipment Corporation MINC 11/03 Computer
*1 1*	 J
kOptions availLble (not on , KU-FRL system)
► Installed on KU-FRL System
ire 4.2	 MINC 11/03 Computer System Block Diagram
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The RS232 ports are used for input and output of ti.s data.
Four are provided. One is used for the VT 105 terminal, one is
configured to allow data transfer from the Rockwell AIM-65, one
is configured to be modem compatible, and one is used to control
a hard-copy printer.
The GPIB port allows ease of interfacing to many industry
standard components. This port currently connects the computer
to a hard-copy plotter for analysis and report-quality plots of
flight test data.
The standard MINC comes with Basic language software. The
KU-FRL package has the RT11-FORTRAN IV software option. This
version of FORTRAN allows compiling programs to machine level,
which was determined necessary to perform the data reduction task
as indicated in Section 4.1.
The MINC computer has been found capable of performing the
functions intended. The MMLE process takes approximately 20 minutes
for 5 iterations, which is close to the prediction from the floating
point benchmark routine.
A DEC LAl20 hard-copy terminal was added to the computer system.
The LAl20 and its specifications are shown in Figure 4.3. This
printer is capable of printing at a maximum rate of 180 characters
per second. The unit is interfaced to the MINC 11/03 computer
system through an RS232 serial interface port.
A Hewlett-Packard 7225B graphics plotter was also added to
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Figure 4.3	 DEC 1Al20 Printer Specifications
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V axis 209 mm (6 m l
X axis 265 mm 111 2 in)
Accepts up to ISO A4 or 6', x 11 -in Chan paper
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50.25 r-rr (0.0 1 ) inclut4s linearity and repeatability
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Figure 4.4	 Hewlett Packard 7225B Digital Plotter Specifications
The unit in interfacet] to the MINC 11/03 through the GPIB interface.
a capable of plots of up to 8 112 x 11 inches in size.
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of the 16 analog channels to be accessed through the MDAS-'a
very high sample rate and displayed on the LED display.
4
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5. DATA REDUCTION METHOD
I
This chapter describeE the computer analysis procedures used for
longitudinal and lateral -directional stability parameter estimation.
The overall data analysis procedure is shown in Figure 5.1.
For Phase III the system described in Chapter 3 was used for
sensor calibration and airborne data acquisition. The MINC 11/03
cu.aputer described in Chapter 4 was used for all data analysis.
The computer required much of the analysis procedure to be subdivided
into small tasks due to its memory limitations.
The program listings for the computer analysis programs described
in this chapter are contained in Appendix A.
5.1 On-Board Computer Programs
The on-board AIM-65 computer is used for three basic purposes:
(1) calibration of the instrumentation system, (2) airborne data
acquisition, and (3) data trarisfer to the ground-based computer
system (see Append{:^ A.1 for flowcharts and listing).
5.1.1 Instrument Calibration
The instrument calibration program is used to calibrate the
on-board computer and instruments as a complete system. The program























MINC 11/03 CRT Graphics Display
remove data errors
account for cg offsets
and instrument bias
hard copy plots on
HP 7225B digital
plotter
Figure 5.1 Overall Flight Test Data Processing Flowchart
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calibrates the instruments without the intermediate steps of cali-
brating to voltage levels. It is written in assembly language for
fast execution. Reference 31 explains in detail the use of the
calibration program.
5.1.2 Airborne Data Acquisition
This program is used by the AIM-65 for the control of the MDAS-16
and TEAC digital tape drive. It is written in assembly language and
is capable of sampling and recording 16 channels of data continuously
at either 10 or 20 SPS.
This program has four control inputs which are located on the
operator's control box. Upon power-up, either the 10 or the 20 SPS
program can be loaded into the computer. These programs are loaded
by a single, double-pole, toggle switch. The switch is toggled to
load the program and then returned to its center position to run the
program. Once a program is selected, the tape rust be initialized.
This is accomplished with the "INITIALIZE TAPE" button. Pushing the
button causes the computer to rewind the cassette and write a
beginning-of-tae mark. This mark is used by the computer for
locating the data.
Once the computer has initialized the tape, the "RUN/STANDBY"
toggle switch is used to control the data acquisition process.
Placing this switch in the "RUN" position causes the computer to
begin sampling its 16 channels sequentially and recording their
output on the digital cassette. The data are sampled continuously
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at 10 or 20 SPS. This sampling and recording process continues until
the "RUN/STANDBY" switch is placed in the "STANDBY" position. In this
mode, the computer remains idle until the "RUN" mode is again selected.
As a method of checking for data recording errors, the four
highest bits of the 12-bit digital measurement are recorded twice.
These bits are compared when the data is dumped, and differences are
flagged as errors.
The final switch on the control box is the "CLOSE 6 REWIND TAPE"
switch. This switch is used to write an end-of-tape mark on the
cassette and rewind the tape.
5.1.3 Transfer of Flight Data to the Ground-Based Computer
This data transfer program dumps the flight test data from the
AIM-65 computer system to a ground-based computer system for data
analysis. The data is dumped from the AIM-65 computer across an
RS232 serial interface. The program is entered by pressing the
F1 special function key.
A running total of any data errors is kept and printed out
by the AIM-65 on its thermal printer. Most errors to date are
believed to have been caused by poor quality data cassettes.
Using the qualified cassettes (see Table 5.1 and Reference 26),
few data errors have been found in the flight data.
The MINC 11/03 program which accepts the data from the AIM-65
is shown in Appendix A.2. This program is used to transfer the flight
data from the TEAC cassette tape to the MINC 11/03 disk. In this
k1
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Manufacturer Type Part No.
3M Scotch 834A/1-300
TDK Data Cassette HR-850 90C
MAXELL Data Cassette M-90
BASF Digital Power Typing Cassette 52346
(Qualified as per Reference 26)
mode the AIM-65 keyboard is used for controlling the data transfer.
The MINC 11/03 program loads the transferred data into its memory and
then transfers this data to the data dibk,
5.2 Data Analysis Programs
The data analysis programs are that group of programs which take
the flight to t data from its AIM -611
 format to engineering units,
perform the MMLE analysis, and present the results.
5.2.1 Quic:: Look Plots
The Quick Look Plots program is the program which allows rapid
examination of the flight test data on the VT 105 graphics CRT. The
listing of this program is contained in Appendix A.3. Upon examination,
the operator can decide which runs should be subjected to further
analysis.
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5.2.2 Engineering Units Conversion
This program is used to take the raw AIM-65 formatted data
and translate it into engineering units. This program only accounts
for sensor calibrations; the instrument position corrections are ac-
counted for in the MMLE program itself. The program listing is con-
tained in Appendix A.4.
5.2.3 Modified Maximum Likelihood Estimation Routine.
The flight data were processed through the Modified Maximum
Likelihood Estimator (MMLE) developed by NASA (see References 5
and 16-19). This technique has been used by NASA for over 12 years.
A simplified Y14LE program (NASA Dryden "BONES" version) has been
placed on the MINC 11/03 computer and updated. The actual program
listings are included in Appendix A.7. Described here is the theory
used in this technique, and some of the assumptions made for the
KU-FRL version.
The MMLE estimator is an iterative process that determines
the coefficients of a given set of linear differential equations
describing the motion of the aircraft. It does this by comparing
the difference between actual in-flight measured responses of various
states, and the predicted responses of these states using an estimate
of the coefficients. The actual measured control input is used as the
input for the estimating procedure. The estimated coefficients are
updated each iteration, using a cost function minimization algorithm.
The flow chart below shows the MMLE concept.
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Figure 5.2 Maximum Likelihood Estimation Concept
(from Reference 17)
The mathematical model used to describe the airplane is derived
from the small perturbation equations of motion (see Reference 25).
These are shown here explicitly, in the nondimensional form.
The derivatives in Reference 25 are for the stability axes system.
See Appendix C for conversion to the body axes used in this report.
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- for longitudinal (trom Reference 25, Equation 6.1):
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Using the definitions shown in Table 5.2, Equations [5.11 and
[5.21 can be converted to the dimensional .form shown below.
- for longitudinal (from Reference 25, Equation 6.72):
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- for lateral (fram Reference 25, Equation 6.141):
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* from Reference 24, Table 6.3, page 413
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Table 5.2(b) Lateral
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Using the concept of state variable theory (see Reference 25).
Equations (5.3] and (5.4] can be reduced to the following form:
P
[R] (X(t)} - ( A ) (x(t)) + tB] {u(t)}	 (5.5)
where
{x(t)} - state vector
[R]	 - acceleration transformation matrix
(A]	 - stability matrix
[B]	 - control matrix
i
{u(t)}	 control vector.
Equation ( 5.5] can be written more explicitly in the forms
which follow:
- for longitudinal (where [ R] - identity matrix):
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(See Table 5 . 3 for explicit definition of these terms.)
- for lateral:
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Table 5.3(a) Longitudinal, State Vector Coefficients
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* Note: The equation bias terms are used to allow prediction of the complete
state which is made up of the steady state and the perturbed state.
t Note: With the approximations above, Equation [5.6] is rewritten as:
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*NOTE:  The equation bias terms are used to allow prediction of the
complete state which is made up of the steady state and the
perturbed state.
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To allow determination of states other than the ones contained
in {x(t)}, the following expression can to derived:
(y(t))	 [— —1 {x(t)) + [ —, {u(t)} + { °_}
where
{y(t)} - computed observation vector
[G] - observation matrix
[H] - observation matrix
{v}	 - variable bias vector.
[5.8]
(See Table 5.4 for explicit definition of these terms.)
The computed observation vector, {y(t)}, corresponds to the
measured observation vector, shown here:
{z(t)} - { y (t)) + {n(t)} *	 [5.9]
where
{z(t)} - measured observation vector - {8 9 m, p, q, r,
AX, Ay , AZ, 6E, 6A , 6R , P S , PD , T}
{n(t)} - measured noise vector.
From the terms of Equations [5.5], [5.8], and [5.9], the vector
{c} - f ([A], [B]. [ G ], [ H ], {v ))	 [5.10]
(where f indicates "a function of") is defined as the vector of
unknowns. It is this vector that the FILE method estimates.
MMLE determines the unknowns ({c}) by minimizing the cost function
given by:
T
,j- T o {z(t) - y (t)}t [D ] { z ( t ) - y ( t )} dt
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Table 5.4 Matrices Used in the Observation Equation
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or approximately in the discrete case:
N
J . (N11) i^ {zi - `. i } t [D] {zi _ y i ) At *	 [5.12]
(where i is the time index, and N the number of time points).
The weighting matrix, ID), is used to piovide emphasis on the
various measured states; in other words, to allow greater emphasis
on the more accurate transducers, or the transducers that are more
important to d©scribL the maneuver performed.
The value of the curt functional, J, is minimized using the
Newton-Raphson method. This technique is an iterative procedure,
utilizing an estimated value of the vA,tor of unknowns, { c), and the
1
first and second gradients of the cost functional, J, with respect
to the vector of unknowns, { c). The equation
{c}L . {c}




(where L is the iteration number) is used to revise estimates for
the vector of unknowns, { c). The first and second gradients are
given by:
N
{V cJ} - N21
	




N1 LV^c{zi - Y1. 




-The Balakrishnan modification makes use of the fact that the
term oc{zi - yi } approaches zero with convergence and thus can be
neglected. The expression for the second gradient becomes:
N(5.161{v2J}	
N?1 E Vc {z	 t [D]O {zi - yi } ci - yi}
After several iterations the cost function converges near some
small value. At this point the parameters of Equations 15.61 and [5.7]
have been modified to obtain their most likely value which results in
the best fit of the measured states.
The following inputs and modifications were made to the MMLE
method, allowing effective use of the technique on the MINC 11/03
computer.
Initial estimates of the derivatives in Equations [5.6] and [5.7]
were obtained using the analytical methods of Reference 25. Although
the MMLE technique does not require accurate knowledge of these
derivatives, this prodecure does speed convergence.
A diagonal multiplying factor allows control over how large a
change is made to the derivatives after each iteration. Too large
a value of this factor causes sluggishness in the convergence, and
too small a value will cause divergence. This factor was set equal
to 1.0 for all cases analyzed. This was found to be acceptable.
The weighting matrix, [D], of Equation [5.11], was chosen after
analysis of the instrumentation error magnitudes. The first run
i




package, provided a weighted error for each measurement state. As
suggested in Reference 5, the values for the wei.ghtit^g matrix were
chosen to attempt to equalize the weighted errors. After the values
for the weighting matrix were chosen for the instrument package,
they were then left at this for further maneuver analysis.
5.2.4 Time History Plotting
The ICE method not only produces the estimates of the coef-
ficients but also calculates the estimated time histories for the
various states. These data are stored on the data disk for plotting
by this routine. Appendix A.8 contains the listing for this program.
The graphs produced are good visual indications of the goodness of
the estimated model coefficients.
5.2.5 Summary Coefficient Plotting
For presentation of the results of many cases which have been
run at many flight conditions, the estimated derivatives are plotted
as functions of lift coefficient. This is an interactive program
that plots lift coefficient, estimated derivative, and confidence
level. Once these values are input, the computer plots the value





6. KU-FRL FLIGHT TEST PROGRAM
This section describes the Phase III flight tests conducted
on the University of Kansas Cessna 172 airplane. Discussed are
instrumentation system installation and calibration, weight and
balance calculations, aircraft certification, flight test proce-
dures, a description of the typical flight test maneuver, and the
results of the flight tests.
6.1 System Installation and Calibration
Installation of the instrumentation system required approximately
eight man-hours. This included the requisite removal of oil and dirt
accumulations from the bottom of the aircraft, surface preparations
for the e::terral transducers, installation of the external transducers,
cockpit modifications, and internal hardware installation. The control
position transducers (CPT's) required installed calibrations, which
took approximately three man-hours to complete. The CPT's were located
such that maximum control surface deflection caused the largest possible
potentiometer variation. The aileron and elevator CPT's were cali-
brated using an inclinometer to measure the angular deflections while
observing the outputs through the data acquisition system. Similarly,
the rudder was calibrated using a KU-FRL-developed protractor for
measuring angular position.
In preparation for mounting the external transducers, the aircraft




isopropyl alcohol, in the regions of the transducer*. and also in
the regions of the wiring runs. The transducer wires and the total
pressure tubing were routed along the outside of the aircraft to
an inspection hole in the belly of the aircraft. They were secured
and faired to the aircraft skin with duct tape.
The trausducers were mounted with 3M-4265 tape, as discussed
in Chapter 3 and Reference 3, and faired with duct tape * Figures
6.1, 6.2, 6.3, and 6.4 sh&, the relative locations and installation
details of the elevator and rudder CPT's, the aileron CPT, the
pitot pressure tube, and the total temperature sensor, respectively.
Figure 6.5 shows the static cons location and installation. Figure
6.6 shows the cable and tube routings into the ln^Apection hole.
Inside the aircraft, the sensor lines entered through a
matched inspection hole in the cabin floor (Figure 6.7) and were
routed to the transducer package (Figure 6.8). The carpeting from
the center cabin floor was removed to simplify the cable routing.
The transducer package was mounted solidly to the pilot's and co-
pilot's seat tracks, on the aircraft centerline, as shown in Figure
6.9. This pallet was attached to the seat tracks using four C-
clamps.
To facilitate the installation of the battery box, computer
box, voltage regulator package, and filter package, the rear seat
of the airplane was removed. Figure 6.10 shows the location of
the above components. The packages were secured using seatbelts












Figure 6.1	 Rudder and Elevator Control Position Transducers
Figure 6.2	 Aileron Control Position Transducer
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Figure 6.3
	 Pitot Pressure Probe
Figure 6.4
	 Total Temperature Probe
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Figure 6.5
	 Static Pressure Cone
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Figure 6.7	 Cable and Tube Installation Details (Inside)
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Figure 6.9	 Installed Transducer Package (Oblique View)
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6.2 Weiaht and Balance
The basis for the weight and balance calculations performed for
this flight test program was an Aircraft Weight Record for the air-
plane (a 1974 Cessna 172M, N12800). This Weight Record, made on
3 February 1981, was done at Cessna Aircraft Company, Pawnee Division.
The aircraft empty weight and moment are shown in Table 6.1. The
component weights of the instrumentation system, pilot, flight engi-
neer, fuel, and oil and their respective moments are also given in
Table 6.1. The total aircraft weignt and moment are found to be well
within the Standard Category loading envelope, as shown in Figure
6.11.
It was also necessary to locate the vertical and lateral positiors
of the center of gravity. For the vertical c.g. location, the air-
craft was weighed in the level flight attitude and in a nose-up and
a nose-down attitude. The intersection of the lines perpendicular to
the ground and passing through the longitudinal c.g. located the
vertical position of the c.g., as illustrated in Figure 6.12. The
lateral position was computed directly from the difference in the
main gear reactions. The aircraft was weighed with full fuel, the
instrumentation system, and the flight crew on board.
The ai «:raf.t inertias, as given in Table 6.2, were taken directly
from Reference 3 data. Also shown in Table 6.2 are some of the
pertinent geometric data for the Cessna 172.
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Figure 6 . 7.1 Test Airplane Standard Category Loading Envelope
.w►o^
Figure 6 . 12 Test Airplane Vertical Center-of-Gravity Location Details
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Table 6.2	 Test Airplane Inertia and Geometric Data
Wing area (S) 174 ft`
Wing span (b) 35.8 ft
Inertias
Ixx 1029 slug ft 
1 1891 slug ft.z
I Xz 0 slug ft 
I 1092 slug ft 
YY
Weight 2098 lb
Mass (m) 65.21 slugs
Mean geometric chord (c) 4.9 ft
Center of gravity (Fuselage Station) 40.0 inch
Taken from Reference 3
6.3 Aircraft Certification
The attachment of the external transducers, and the aircraft
flight test loading (which required the removal of the rear seat),
required the airplane to be recertified in the Experimental Category
for the duration of the flight test program.
Following the installation of the system, an inspector from
the Kansas City FAA Engineering and Maintenance District Office
(EMDO) checked the hardware installation, weight and balance statement,
and received assurance that no flight test maneuver would be performed
outside the manufacturer's flight envelope for the airplane. The
inspector was supplied with a copy of the Flight Test Instrumentation
Certification Report (Reference 27), which completely detailed the
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external hardware and the methods of attachment, and the weight
and balance statement. The inspector then issued an Experimental
Category Airworthiness Certificate and a set of operating limitations
for the aircraft.
After the removal of the instrumentation system, an annual (or
100-hour) inspection of the airplane was performed, and the FAA
inspector returned, re-examined the airplane, and restored its
Standard Category Airworthiness Certificate. The FAA was extremely
cooperative in working with the KU-FRL in this and past programs.
6.4 Flight Test Procedures
For the actual flight tests, a set of checklists and flight
cards was prepared to ensure consistent test procedures. The check-
lists are shown in Figure 6.13 and were used in conjunction with
the aircraft checklist for each flight.
The flight cards, samples of which are shown in Figure 6.14,
were used to provide a standard data-taking format for the pilot or
flight engineer. Some of the parameters recorded were:
• Aircraft weight and e.g.
• Ambient temperature
• Voltage outputs of the control position transducers
at maximum control deflections both before takeoff
and after landing
• Sample rate
• Time of day, pressure altitude, and indicated airspeed
before each maneuver





TAPE IN, WRITE-PROTECT OFF
COMPUTE REQUIRED TEST POINTS
ENOUGH DATA SHEETS? TAPES?
BATTERIES ON, VOLTAGE REGULATORS ON
VERIFY All GYROS COME UP NORMALLY
INITIALIZE PROGRAM (10/20 SPS)
INITIALIZE TAPE, VERIFY RUN F'4CTION
GUARD THE "CLOSE 6 REWIND TAPE" SWITCH
CHECK ALL POSITION TRANSDUCERS FOR
FUNCTION AND NOTE LIMIT VALUE:. VOLT-
METER OFF.
NOTE OAT, LOCAL BARO, ENGINE START TIME,
TAKEOFF WEIGHT AND MOMENT, SAMPLE RATE
RECORD STATIC DATA BEFORE TAKEOFF
RECORD TIME OF TAKEOFF
PACE TWO
BEFORE MANEUVER:
CHECK THAT ALL TRANSDUCERS FUNCTION
WITH VOLTMETER. VOLTMETER OFF.
GUARD THE "CLOSE 6 REWIND TAPE" SWITCH
TAKE STEADY-STATE DATA; VERIFY TAPE
MOVEMENT
SET ALTIMETER TO 29.92; CHECK LOCAL
ALTIMETER SETTING WITH IIXD
RECORD ALTITUDE, AIRSPEED, TIME,
MANEUVER TYPE AHD SEQUENCE, OTHER DATA
AS REQUIRED







NOTE ANY ALTIMETER SETTING CHANGE
NOTE POSITION TRANSDUCER VOLTAGES
CLOSE OUT TAPE, WRITE-PROTECT
VOLTAGE REGULATORS OFF, BATTERIES OFF
VOLTMETER OFF
AIRCRAFT AND PILOT LOGS
RECEIPTS
TOP TANKS, RECORD FUEL USED
Figure 6.13 Flight Test Program Checklists
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EIGHT:	 i.t	 DATE:230iGEl	 TACM: OUT I14N1.1
TAKEOFF WEIGHT: d140 bfMGM,• fl.'1' OAT; 144 F
TAKEOFF TIME:
	 11 2a CST LOCAL ALTIMETER: 90.32
TAKEOFF FUEL:	 30	 GAL ENGNR MGT: 	 $O a! 1.4
POSITION TRANSDUCER VOLTAGES: OLT	 IN
UP: 6.41 IS	 ° MA3oELEVATOR: DOWN; • M.oge
	 4.1ot
AILERON:	 LEFT: • 1 .013	 L. 241ZRIGHT: - 4.156)	 -4.747
RUDDER:	 LEFT: ° 3 .911	 °6.243RIGHT: • 4 .77 1
	 1.761
SAMPLE RATE: a	 20	 SIPS
LANDING TIME:	 12:20 CST LANDING LOCATION: OSL
V UEL USED:	 ©' 3	 GAL
REMARKS:
Figure 6.14 Flight Test Program Flight Cards
A typical flight began with installing the onboard packages
(batteries, transducer package, voltage regulators, filters, and
computer) and starting the system (before engine start) to verify
that the gyros erected properly. Then, before takeoff, steady-state
data were taken and the tape drive cycled. Once airborne, all trans-
ducers were excited and output voltages checked for proper trends.
The aircraft was flown to an altitude with little or no turbulence
(to minimize turbulence noise in the data) and trimmed to the desired
flight condition. Attempts were made to duplicate the flight condi-
tions (airspeeds and lift coefficients) of the Reference 4 flight
tests. Once trimmed and stabilized, steady-state data were taken
for approximately 3 seconds and then the maneuver was initiated.
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When completed, the controls were held fixed; and data were recorded
for 5 to 10 seconds more. Then the next flight condition was set up
and the next maneuver flown.
6.5 Flight Test Maneuver
The analysis of `light test data with the MMLE process utilizes
dynamic maneuvers. The important factor with the MMLE process is
to excite all aircraft modes if all parameters are to be estimated
with high accuracy.
The standard maneuver chosen for this series of tests was a
2-3-1 input suggested by NASA as being a good equal-energy input
that could be easily flown. Further consultation with NASA-DFRF
indicated that experience had shown that the maneuver itself was
fairly noncritical; he maneuver was very forgiving and allowed much
deviation from exact step inputs. The KU-FRL flight tests also indi-
cated that to be essentially true. This is further discussed in the
next chapter.
The longitudinal input was nominally a 2 seconds back, 3
seconds forward, and 1 second back yoke input of about 10 degrees
maximum control surface deflection.
The lateral-directional input was a nominal 2-3-1 aileron
input with a symmetrical 2-3-1 rudder input, which had its 2-second
segment superimposed on the 1-second aileron input.
Variations on the standard maneuvers included an antisymmetrical
lateral input and long sample times to record the entire phugoid
and spiral modes. The antisymmetrical input was a left-right-left
aileron input coupled with a right-left-right rudder input.
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6.6 Flight Test Results
Presented here are the results of 35 separate maneuvers which
were analyzed with the MKLE process. Of these maneuvers 18 were
longitudinal and 17 were lateral-directional. Tables 6.3 and 6.4
contair the estimated parameters of the longitudinal and lateral-
directional analyses, respectively. Figures 6.15 and 6.16 show
two typical flight time-history comparisons. On these figures
the dashed line is the computed time history, while the solid line
is the measured time history.
The estimated parameters have been compared with flight test
results obtained by NASA Langley on a Cessna 172 (Reference 4).
Figures 6.17 and 6.18 show these comparisons of the derivative
estimates. Confidence levels are shown for the KU-FRL results.
The Langley results are shown as dashed lines. For the acceleration
derivatives (C Z and Cy ) two methods were used for estimating
dE	dR
these values. The first method was just to allow the MMLE process
to estimate these derivatives. The second method was to take the
moment derivatives (C 	 and C ) and divide by the nondimensional
m
moment arms. (These second estimates are shown as crossed circles
on Figures 6.17 and 6.18.)
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Figure 6.16 Typical Lateral-Directional Flight Time Hiotory Comparison
(Run 2A-4)
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The flight test system that has been designed, developed, and
evaluated in three separate flight test programs has consistently
met the following objectives:
• It is easy to install.
• It is self-contained.
• It is simple to operate.
• The flight test program requires no complex flight
maneuvers.
• The system has shown that it is applicable to general-
aviation-class airplanes.
• The system is capable of longitudinal and lateral-
directional stability and control parameter estimation.
• The system has proven to be low in cost when compared to
other systems of this sophistication and capability.
In the analysis of flight test data, the IrME method is capable
of estimating all parameters in the vector differential equation
[5.51. these estimated parameters are body axes dimensional stability
and control derivatives which can be converted to nondimensional format
using Tables 5.2 and 3,3. They can be expressed in stability axes
using the equations of Appendix C.
Some of the flight test work from lhase III has shown that relative
to the earlier phases the acceleration derivatives--i.e., C Z and
dE
CY --were better predicted in the earlier tests. The basic differ-
dR




of the step control inputs. This is evidenced by the angular accel-
erations which in the earlier work were twice the value of those in
Phase III. This has led to some recommendations about the flight
maneuver for these types of flight testing.
The basic 2-3-1 step input has proven to be an easy maneuver to
fly and a relatively good maneuver for getting reasonable estimates of
the stability and control derivatives. For good estimation of all
control derivatives, the step inputs should be sharp and well-defined
within the operational flight load envelope of the airplane. To
assure accurate estimation of the long period dynamics of the airriane
math model, the time histories need to include at least one fu'.1
oscillation of these dynamic modes.
The 20-sample-per-second data rate, which was tested in
Phase III, was not found to give significantly better estimates
than the 10-sample-per-second rate. It may be found tha with the
sharper step inputs an improvement due to the higher data rate may
be .,oticed.
Recommendations for modifications and uses of this flight
test_ package are made in Chapter 8.
The total system component cost can be broken into three costs:
(1) cost of ground-based computer system, $25,000;
(2) cost of flight test instruments, $12,000; and
(3) cost of data management computer, $1,000.
These costs Ca not include the money spent for system construction.




The cost of one commercially available system with similar (or
t	 greater) capabilities was $24,000. This s ystem consisted of the
following components:
(1) Sealed Cartridge Recorder with controller
(2) 8-bit computer with an RS232 interface
(3) 32-channel, 12-bit analog-to-digital conversion module.
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8. RECOMMENDATIONS
The recommendations made in the Phase II report concerning
equipment, calibration procedures, and data reduction techniques
have largely been incorporated into the present system. Some further
refinements in the size of the computer package are still possible.
The use of a pendulum for calibration of the entire system has
increased the system accuracy as well as reduced the Crambr-Rao
bounds of the estimated parameters. Some further recommendations
about the system are:
• A new, more accurate airspeed and altitude sensor
should be acquired.
• Maneuver inputs should be examined in more detail
to see the effects upon estimated parameters.
• Limits for the applicability of the estimated math
model should be tested. In particular the applicability
could be tested in level turns or other high "g" flight
conditions.
• Some form of quick look capability should be incorporated
into the system to improve the efficiency of remote site
operations.
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APPENDIX A
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
This appendix contains listings of the programs and subroutines
used in the flight test system. Each listing is preceded by a brief
s
,
	 description, a flow chart (when needed for clarification), and pro-
gramming notes that explain conventions used and point out items needed
for a better understanding of the operation of the programs.
A.1 AIM-65 EPROM PROGRAMS
A.2 MINC LATA TRANSFER (AIM-65 TO MINC)
A.3 MINC QUICK LOOK DATA PLOT (CRT GRAPHICS)
A.4 MINC ENGINEERING CONVERSION
A.5 MINC INSTRUMENTATION CALIBRATION
A.6 MINC MMLE SET-UP
A.7 MINC MMLE PROGRAM (NEWTON)
A.8 MINC TIME HISTORY PLOTTING (HARD COPY OUTPUT)
A.9 MINC PLOTTER LIBRARY ROUTINES (FOR HP 7225B PLOTTER)
A.10 MINC TIME HISTORY PLOTTING (CRT GRAPHICS)
A.11 MINC DATA TRANSFER (MINC TO MAINFRAME COMPUTER)
A.12 DATA ERROR CORRECTION
A.13 MINC SUMMARY DERIVATIVE OUTPUT
115
A.1) AIi-L	 ROM PROGRAMS
Description: This program consists of an executive that performs
variable initialization and activates one of the four modes of the
program. The EPROM is placed in the AIM -65 in the location normally
reserved for the BASIC interpreter ROM. The monitor routines provide
two entry locations used to start initialization of the variable and
either the 10 samples per second ( SPS) data acquisition program or
the 2C SPS program. Once the init ialization is complete, the 3 special
function keys provide linkages to the data recovery program, the MDAS-16
direct readout program, and the 100 SPS data acquisition program.
Program 10 OR 20 SPS DATA ACQUISITION
Description: This AIM-65 program collects and saves the measured
state time histories. Information is collected and stored on the cas-
sette tape in blocks of 5 timepoints (one-half or one-fourth seconds
of data). The data for each channel are coded as two binary eight-bit
words totaling sixteen bits. The first word contains the eight most
significant bits. The second word holds the four most significant
ai.d the four least significant bits. This provides a redundancy check
for the four highest bits of each measurement.
Flowchart:
START
Initialize Da-,. % Tape
and Variables






'uata	 yes Output Data Buffer From Memory
Buffer	 To TEAC Digital CRssette
Wait for Interupt'
to Sample Data I
Sample One Time Point and Store It In
Data Buffer (16 channels, 320 usec •)





Description: This program permits the AIM-65 to transfer the
information recorded by the DATA ACQUISITION programs. The information
is passed directly to the MINC through an RS-232 port. The data format








600	 yes	 Wait For MINC To Write Data





yes	 Send Block of "«" To
	 File
	




Send Block of	 Fill MINC
Data to MINC	 Buffer
END
Programming Note: This routine makes extensive use of the AIM-65
monitor. The RS-232 data transfer is made to the ground based computer
at 9600 buad with even parity. The baud rate is stored in memory locat-
ions $A417 and $A418. Rockwell Application Note R650O N08 lists values
which change the transfer baud rate to other standard values. For com-
puters that are unable to use this high transfer rate the baud rate can




Description: This program provides a means of looking directly
at the digitization of analog inputs. Linearity and offsets can be
determined for calibration of the MIDAS module. The program also
permits the calibration of steady state instrument outputs in direct
digital fashion.
Program 100 SPS DATA ACQUISITION
Description: This program performs like the 10 or 20 SPS DATA
ACQUISITION program. The data are collected much faster than they
can be recorded on tape. To overcome this problem, the data buffer
has been expanded to almost 12K RAM. This provides about 3.7 seconds
of buffer space for data.
Listing:
••0000
I*tt**	 THE UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS FLIGHT RESEARCH LAB
$**t*t	 PROJECT 4070	 BOB CLARKE
Is****
	
AIM-65CLOCK SPEED MEASURED AT 999657 HZ
It****	 TIMING LOOPS REFLECT THIS SPEED FOR INCREASED
{tint	 ACCURACY	 TEST RUN ON 3-NOV-81 BY 906 CLARKE
1*****	 PROGRAMS IN EPROM:
$***$*	 1) INITIALI7ATION
Sete••	 2) 10 OR 20 SPS DATA ACQUISITION
1*t***
	
3) DATA RECOVERY (AUTO-TRANSMISSION TO MINC)
$*t***	 4) MDAS-16 VOLTAGE OFFSEWLINEARITY CALIBRATION
i*ttf*	 S) 100 SPS DATA ACQUISITION FOR TRANSDUCER CALIBRAT
$PAGE ZERO VAR
x•0000 RNCNT•O












nn0000 TIMEN n 22
IMAS-16 REG












































#tw 0000 UDRb nSA000
nn0000 UTILw6A004
n 6 0000 UTICH•SAO05
••0000 U72L n$A008
sw0000 UT2Hm$A009


































$INITIALIZATION OF DATA SAMPLE RATE AND FUNCTION KEYS
$ENTRY POINT $9000 ('5' KEY) IS 10 BPS DATA AO
































































































































































































































n n -160 WAIT
206301 JSR WAITX


















































STA VECTN nn 9141 COMO
LPA •eINT 48 PHA
STA VEC1L ADOD90 LDA CSR
t' , A **CO n -9145 COMP1
STA VIER ADOC90 LDA CSR











































;DATA RECOVERY l^AUTO-TRANSMISSION TO MINC)























































IRNCNT AND BLKCNT CAN BE SENT HERE




































OF POOH; QUAL IYY
EOAO CF'X 0160 6610 VlX TMP
DOC6 NNE CNVT CA UEX
A000 L11Y 00 uwB2EC AGAIN
u n B28E SEND92 6A ROR A
890002 LDA DUFIPY 9002 6CC NOPR
20E402 JSR SEND E610 INC' TMP
C8 INY n •B2Fl NOPR
COAO CF'Y 0160 CA DEX
DOF5 BNE SENDB2 DOFB 9NE AGAIN
E60C INC OCNT 6610 ROR TMP
A60C LUX OCNT 6A ROR A
E079 CPX 0120 20ACED JSR PLXY
— 1429F iOUTPUT ACC TO TTY SUBROUTINE
D003 NNE LADS iXvY ARE PRESERVED
201F84 JSR MWAIT 48 PHA
ws 82A4 LADS 209EED JSR PHXY
A502 LDA BLKCNT 81,27A4 STA STIY
C9FF CMP 66FF u n 8301
11004 BNE SENDB3 200FEC JSR DELAY
C503 CMP BLKCN7+1 AD00A8 LDA DRN
FOOB BEG END 29F9 At l D 46F9
—02AE ;ENDB3 8000A8 STA 1189
204&83 JSR RBLK 8112804 STA STIY+1
8003 OCS CLOSER 200FLC JSR DELAY
4C501:2 JMP SENDB ' n 9312
w n 8286 CL.OSIR A208 LIIX 6608




n w P2D9 END n 	 83111 OUTT1
200794 JSR EOF 6E27A4 I{i , R STIY
AOOD LDY $MEND-MO A1127A4 LDA STIY
20C4B2 JSR MESS 2904 AND 0604




ww82C4 MESS 200FEC JSR DELAY
89028F 1 F IA MOPY ss932F
48 PHA 28 PLP
297F AND 467F CA VEX
207AE9 JSR OUTPUT DOEA 914E OU111
C8 INY A904 LDA 0604
68 PL 01,28A4 ORA S7IY+1
1OF3 OPL MESS 81100AB STA 1189
60 RTS 200FEC JSR DELAY
-------------- ------
$EXTRA DELAY TO ALLOW FOR MINC RESPONSE
200FEC JSR DELAY
m n 92D2 GC'tlh ==9341
AOD6 LDY ♦MINPUT-MO 20ACEB JSR PLXY
20C402 JSR MESS 68 PLA




-------- ------ ------ nuB346 ROLK
ADOC90 LDA CSR
m n B2DE INVAL 2910 AND 6NRDY
A022 LDY •MINV-MO DOF9 ONE RPLK
2OC4B2 JSR MESS A9A4 LDA 0164
60 RTS 8110990 S1A WDC
-------------- ------ A9C4 LDA •RDL
8DOA10 STA CDR
- n 92E4 SEND « 8357
$GENERATE EVEN PARITY 2011093 JSR RWORD
#SAVE XvY ON STACK 9029 Pt y RBLK2
209EED JSR PHXY 8500 STA RNCNT
wv 82E7 PARITY 20DO93 JSR RWOR11
A209 LDX 009 11022 BCS R9LK2
ORIGINAL PAC.",: IS



































































































































































OMDAS-16 ANALOG/111CITAL CONVERSI ON CALIBRATION














































6A ROR A A9C2 LOA tWTM
6A ROR A 204181 JSR COMD
6A ROR A A9C2 LGA SWTh
6A ROP A 204181 JSR COMD
n 8486 A20C LDX $12
290F AND 1$OF n 9504 CLOSIT
85:3 STA MEMI A9C3 LOA 411'A
AD0380 LGA LOW 204191 JSR COMD
290F AND 0$OF CA DEX
8514 STA MEM2 DOFB ONE CLOSIT
20FOE9 JSk CRLF 4CCDB4 JMP STARTT
A513 LOA MEM1 --------------------
n •8496
2051EA JSR NOUT n s850F RECRD7
A512 LOA MEM A$'00 LDA 40
2051EA JSR NOUT 8504 STA BUFCNT
A514 LDf^ MEM2 8506 STA IBUF
2051EA JSR NOUT 8508 STA OBUF
4C5804 JMP LOOP A901 LDA 01
850E STA TEMPO
-------------- ------ A902 LGA t?BUF1
8507 STA IBUF+1
nn64A6 n wB51F
0100 SPS DATA ACQUISITION FOR TRANSDUCER CALIBRATION 8509 STA OBUF+1
;ENTRY POINT FROM • F3 • KEY A9B5 LOA t ±INTT
— 04A6 TRANSC 8D05A4 S7A VECTH
A000 LOY tMFAST-MO A999 LDA #<INTT
20C4B2 JSR MESS 8D04A4 S T A VECTL
AD0080 LOA CLEAR A9CO LDA t$CO
A992 LDA 4SRST SDOEAO STA UIER
OD0990 STA MORO ssB530
A901 LOA 41 A986 LDA 6<$1386
8500 STA RNCNT 8D04AO STA UTIL
n •84B7 A913 LOA t?$1386
A900 LDA 40 SD05AO STA UT1CH
8501 STA RNCNT+I 58 CLI
A9FF LTA 4$FF A9FF LDA #OFF
8D81A4 STA KDDRA2 8502 STA BLKCNT
A900 LDA 60 0503 SIA OLKCNT+I
81183A4 S(A KDDR02 ss8541 REC2T
8D80A4 STA KDRA2 A50E LOA TEMPO
nn B4C8 DOFC ONE REC2T
A9CO LDA t$CO E607 INC IBUF41
8DOBAO STA UACR A901 LDA 41
n s 84CD STARTT 850E STA TEMPO
A912 LOA $412 A507 LDA I9UF+1
8DOP90 STA MDRO C930 CMP 0430
A9CA LOA CREW DOFO ONE RENT
204191 JSR COMD ns8551 RECXT
A9CA LDA tREW A940 LDA 064{1
204181 JSR COMO SDOEAO STA UIER
n s B411C MAINT sn8S56 LOOPT
202591 JSR OKEY E602 INC BLKCNT
C9EF CMP , A502 LDA BLKCNT
DOF9 ONE
MAINT
AINT D002 ONE LOOPIT
A9CA LDA CREW E603 INC BLKCNT+1
204181 JSR COMI, naR55E LOOP11
0 LDA OSLO A509 LDA OBUF+1
204411 81 JSR COMD C92F CMP #$2F
ss B4ED MAIN27 F013 BEG LAST
202581 JSR OKEY 206481 JSR WRITE
C98F CMP ORECK A508 LDA OBUF
FO1B BEG RECRDT 18 CLC
C9DF CMP OCLOSEK 69A0 ADC $160
DOF5 ONE MAIN2T 8508 STA OBi:F
nn B4F8 CLOSET ssB56E
125
A509 LDA ObUFt1 AO
6900 ADC 40 = n BFOF MEND
8509 STA OPUF41 OD .BYTE CRr'	 LAST BLOCK THIS RU' ► SCE
4C5685 JMP LOOF'1 204C
n =B577 LAST ==BF23
A9FF LDA $$FF CE
8502 STA BLKCNT nnBF24 MINV
8503 STA BLKCNT+1 OD .BYTE CRr'	 INVALID COMMAN'iSC4
206461 JSR WRITE 2020
E600 INC RNCNT = nBF37
D002 ONE RECX27 C4
E601 INC RNCNTf1 ==BF38 MERR1
==8586 RECX2T OD .BYTE CRr'	 FILE MARK FOUN' ► SC4




==b589 INTT nn BF4A MRNCNT
48 PHA OD .BYTi CRr'RUN NUMBER ' ► SAO
ADOOAO L11A UDRB 5255
1037 BPL	 INTEXT AO
98 TYA = n BF58 MERROR
48 PHA OD .BYTE CR ► 'DATA ERROR'9$AO
A404 LDY BUFCNT 4441
A90F LDA 015 AO
850A STA CNT ==8F64 WORKIN
AD0180 LDA SEC OD .BYTE CR ► 'WORKIN'9$C7
==859A 574F
2060B1 JSR WAIT C7
­ 059D ILOOPT n=BF6C M20SPS
AD0260 LDA MED OD .BYTE CR9'20 SPS DATA AQ' ► {AO
9106 STA	 (IBUF) ► Y 3230
A110180 LDA SEC AO
C8 INY ==BF7C M10SPS
AD0380 LDA LOW OD .BYTE CR ► '10 SPS DATA AO' ► {AO
9106 STA	 (IBUF) ► Y 3130
C8 INY AO
C60A DEC CNT ==BFSC MTRANS
==B5AE OD .BYTE CR ► 'RS-232 DATA RECOV'v$A0
DOED ONE ILOOPT 5253
AD0260 LDA MED = n bF9E
9106 STA	 (IBUF)rY AO
C8 INY ==bF9F MCALIP
AD0380 LDA LOW OD .BYTE CR ► '	 MDAS-16 CALIB'rtAO
9104 STA	 (IbUF) ► Y 2020
C8 INY = n bFBI
8404 STY BUFCNT AO
n =b5BE ==BFB2 MiAST
D004 BNE STMT OD .BYTE CRr'	 TRANSDUCER CALIB'o$A0
A900 LDA 00 2054
850E STA TEMPO ==BFC4
==85C4 BTMT AO
68 PLA ==bFC5 MCHANL
AS TAY OD .BYTE CR ► '	 CHANNEL 0 (0-F)'P$BF
==B5C6 INTEXT 2043
A1104AO LDA UTIL ==bFD7
68 PLA BF
40 RTI ==BFDS MINPUT
n =B5,^.B OD .BYTE CRr'COMMAND4'v$A0
* w $BFO0 434F
==BF00 CCE AO
80 ,BYTE $80 .END
==BF01 DA ERRORS= 0000
20 .BYTE $20
==BF02 MO





A..') MINC DATA TRANSFER (AIM-65 TO MINC)
Descri ption: This program accepts raw data from the AIM-65.
This raw data is collected and stored on floppy disks for use in the
ENGINEERING CONVERSION and QUICK LOOK DATA PLOT routines.
Listing:
FORTRAN IV	 V02.5-2	 Sun 27-Dec-81 0//09522	 PAGf 001
0001	 PROGRAM AIMIN
C
C.... AIM TO MINC PROGRAM FOR 16 CHANNEL
C.... INPUT USING ASYNCHRONOUS TRANSMISSION
C.... WRITTEN BY MARK A MOSSER
C.... MODIFIED BY ROBERT CLARKE
C
C	 This Prodras in puts data from the AIM - 65 throu gh SLU-1
C	 as characters (32 Ht a time ) to fill s 600 X 32 character
C	 arrow.	 When fully this arrow is out put to the sequential
C	 specified files. UNFORMATTED RECORDS
C
0002	 DIMENSION IADDR (4)
0003	 BYTE IDATA(32r600)rNAME(15)
0004	 LOGICAL*l STAR
C.... DEFINE FILE NAME FOR AIM-65 TRANSFERED DATA FILES
0005	 DATA NAME
1
C.... DEFINE FLAG FOR RUN DATA SEPARATOR
0006	 DATA STAR /.TRUE./
C.... INITIALIZE DATA FILE TO BLANKS
0007	 DATA IAATA /19200*'
C.... START PROGRAM
0008	 TYPE *9 'THIS PROGRAM READS DATA FROM THE AIM-65
0009	 TYPE *r 'AT 9600 BAUD USING INPUT FORT SLU1
C.... INITIALIZE ISET FOR NUMBER OF MINC DATA FILE
0010	 ISET	 n 1
C.— OPEN FIRST OUTPUT FILE FOR DAIA
0011	 ENCODE (3r999rNAME(8)) ISET
0012	 999 FORMAT(I3)
C.... CHANGE ENCODED BLANKS BALK TO ZEROS
0013	 DO 1000 JJ-8+10
0011	 IF (NAME(JJ).EO.' ') NAME(JJ) n 10'
0016	 1000 CONTINUE




C.... TOP OF LOOP FOR DATA INPUT FROM AIM-65
C.... ATTACH THE INPUT PORT (OR REATTACH AS THE CASE MAY BE)
0019	 TYPE *# 'ATTACH SLU 1.'
C.... CHECK FOR ERRORS
0020	 IERR-MTATCH(2)
0021	 TYPE 998# IERR
0022	 998 FORMAT ('IERR or '9I2)
0023	 TYPE *r 'SET UP FOR READING.'
0021	 IADDR(1) n 050010
0025	 IADDR(2) - 0
0026	 IADDR(3) - 0
0027	 IADDR(1) - 0
0028	 IERR	 - MTSET(2rIADDR(1))
0029	 TYPE 998+ IERR
C.... READ DATA FROM INPUT PORT




0031 DO	 101	 I-10600
0032 DO	 102	 J•1932








	 n 	 '9I59'	 (AIM-65 DATA	 BLOCKS)')
C.... OUTPUT DATA TO DISK FILE
C.... WRITE OUT DATA FILE NAME
0038 TYPE	 7009	 (NAME(JJ)9JJw1914)
0039 700 FORMAT(1OX9'MINC FILE NAME FOR OUTPUT	 •	 '914A1)
C.... DUMP DATA TO DISK
0040 DO	 135 K+19600
C.... CHECK FOR TAPE MARK FLAG (FLAG IS TRANSFER OF DOLLAR SIGN)
0041 IF	 (IDATA(19K).E0.'S')	 GO	 TO	 135
C.... CHECK FOR END OF RUN (FLAG IS TRANSFER OF STAR)
C.... SEE IF :IRST CHARACTER ON THIS LINE IS A STAR
0043 IF	 (IDATA(19K % .NE.'t')	 GO	 TO	 134
C...• FIRST CHARACTER WAS A STAR
C.... SEE IF NEXT CHARACTER IS A STAR
0045 IF	 (IDATA(29K).EG.'*')	 00	 TO	 133
C.... ERROR: ONLY IF NOT A STAR
0047 TYPE #9'	 41tt ERROR t4t4	 DATA HAS ERROR IN FLAG FOR END OF RUN'




C.... NO ERROR.	 SO CLOSE FILE IF THIS IS THE FIRST LINE OF STARS
C.... SINCE 5 LINES OF STARS :BILL BE TRANSFERED IN ALL
0051 IF	 (.NOT.STAR)	 GO TO 135
C.... MUST BE FIRST LINE OF STARS
0053 CLOSE	 (UNITs19DISPOSE-'SAVE')
C.... OPEN NEW FILE AND SET STAR FLAG TO FALSE
C.... OPEN OUTPUT FILE FOR DATA
0054 ISET	 n 	 ISET+1




0057 IF	 (NAME(JJ).EQ.'	 ')	 NAME(JJ)	 a	 10'
0059 2001 CONTINUE
0060 TYPE 7009	 (NAME(JJ)9JJ=1914)
C ...	 . OPEN OUTPUT FILE
0061 OPEN	 (UNIT•19NAME=NAME9TYPE n 'NEW'9ACCESSa'SEQUENTIAL'9
1	 FORM 'FORMATTED '9RECORDSIZEw329BUFFERCOUNTm2)
C.... SET STAR FLAG TO FALSE
0062 STAR n 	 •FALSE.
C.... CONTINUE THROUGH LOOP
0063 00 TO 135
0064 134 CONTINUE
C.... SET STAR FLAG TO TRUE
0065 STAR a	 .TRUE.
0066 WRITE	 (1)	 (IDATA(L9K)9Lw1932)
0067 135 CONTINUE
C.... DETACH INPUT PORT TO ELIMINATE ERRORS
0068 TYPE 1c ► 	 'DETATCH INPUT POKT.'
0069 IERR - MTDTCH(2)
0070 TYPE 9989	 IERR
0071 GO TO 2002
0072 END
128
A.3) MINC (QUICK LOOK DATA PLOT
Description: The QUICK LOOK DATA PLOT program is used to aid
in choosing maneuvers to be analyzed by the MMLE program. The data
are plotted using the stripchart graphics mode of the VT-105 Graphics
Terminal. This routine uses the AIDI-65 data files created by the
MINC DATA TRANSFER routine.
Programming Note: This routine bypasses the MINC graphics
routine PLOT55 to use the stripchart graphics mode. It uses the
CONVERT subroutine which is explained in the ENGINEERING CONVERSION
program.
Listing:
FORTRAN IV V02.5-2	 Sun 27-Dec-81 02 :55:30	 PAGE 001
0001 PROGRAM GRAPH
C.... THIS PROGRAM USES THE GRAPHICS CAPABILITIES
.0 .... OF THE VT105 TERMINAL TO DISPLAY QUICK LOOK
C.... PLOTS OF THE AIM-65 RECORDED DATA FILES (UNFORMATTED RECORDS)
0002 BYTE NAME (15)rDATA(32r500)rNAMES(15r16)
0003 LOGICALt1 MORE+FIRST
C.... INITIALIZE NAME ARRAY FOR FILES
0004 DATA	 NAME	 /'U' ► 'Y'r'1'r' :'r'A'r'I'r'M'r'0'r'0'+'0'r
'.If' 
D'r'A'+'T'r0/
C .... , INITIALIZE DATA ARRAY
0005 DATA DATA /16000!'	 '/
C.... SET NAMES OF CHANNELS
0006 DATA NAMES
.	 'k'r'0' ► 'L'r'L'r'	 ,r'k'+'A'r'T'+'E'+,	 'r'	 'r'	 •+,	 •+,	 'r' '+
.	 'P'r'I'r'T'r'C'r'H'r' 	 ,+'R'r'A'r'T'r'E'r'	 'r'	 •+•	 ,+,	 •+• It
,r'R'r'A'r'T' ► 'E'+'	 ,+,	 ,+,	 ,r,	 ,r,	 , r ,	 ,+, ,+
18,+'A'r'N'r'K'+,	 ,r,A,+,N,r,G,r,L,r,E,r, 	 ,r,	 ,+'	 ,+,	 ,+, ,+ 
.	 'P'r'I'r'T'r'C'r'H'r " r'A'r'T'r'T'r'I 'r'T'r'U'r'D'r'E'+, •+
.	 '2'+ ,	 ,r'A'r'C'r'C'r'E'r'L' ► 'E'•'k 'r'A'+'T'r'I'r'0'r'N'+, •+It
.	 'X'+ ,	 ,r•A'r'C'r'C'r'E'r'L'r'E 'r'R'r'A'r'T'r'I'+'O'r'N'+, •+
.	 'T'•'0'r'T'+'A' ► 'L'+,	 ,r•P'r'R'r'E'r'S'r'S'.'U'r'R'r'E'+• ,+
•	 . R , + , f , r , 1	 , + , T . + , A , r ,	 , + . R , r I U , + , D , + , D , r , E , + , R , r ,	 . + ,	 , + , , +
,D,r,E,r,L,+,T,r,A,+ „ r, A, +,I,r•l,r,E.r.k,+•0'+,N,r,S,r, ,+
.	 'D'r'E'+'L'r'T'r'A'r " +'E'r'L'r'E'+,V,+,A,r,T,+,G,+'R'+' It
.
1 T 1 r'0 1 9 1 T 1 r'A'r'L'r'
	
,r,T,+,E,r,M,r,P,+,	 'r'	 'r'	 'r'	 'r' '+ 
1+11, +15'r'	 ,+,	 , r ,	 .+,	 ,+, It
•	
,C,r,H,+,A,+,N,r,N,r,E,r,L,r, 	 , + ,0, r ,	 ,+,	 ,+,	 ,+,	 ,+,	 ,+, ,/
C .... INITIALIZE MORE DATA IN FILE FLAG AND FIRST TIME FLAG
0007 DATA MORE+FIRST	 /.FALSE.+.TRUE./
C.... GET READY TO PLOT DA'!A
C.... ERASE TEXT FROM SCREkN TOP TO BOTTOM
0008 IERR	 m	 ITTOUR(0033)
0009 IERR	 =	 ITTOUR(•133',
0010 IERR	 n 	 ITTOUR(0061)
0011 IERR	 =	 ITTOUR(r1t2)
C.... SET TEXT SCROLL REGION TO BOTTOM 4 LINES
0012 IERR	 =	 ITTOUR(1033)
0013 IERR	 =	 ITTOUR(•133)




0015	 IERR	 a ITTOUR('061)
9016	 IERR	 a ITTOUR(1073)
0017	 IERR	 a ITTOUR(0062)
0018	 IERR	 a ITTOUR(6064)
0019	 IERR	 n ITTOUR(0162)
C.... TOP OF NEW FILE LOOP
0020	 1000 CONTINUE
C.... ENTER GRAPHICS MODE
0021	 IERR	 a ITTOUR(0033)
0022	 IERR	 n ITTOUR(0061)
C.... CLEAR GRAPHICS MEMORY
0023	 IERR	 a ITTOUR(0111)
0024	 IERR	 a ITTOUR(0060)
C.... ENABLE SQUARE GRAPHICS DISPLAY FORMAT (512X240)
0025	 IERR	 a ITTOUR(1111)
0026	 IERR	 n ITTOUR(0040)
0027	 IERR	 a ITTOUR(8041)
C.... ENABLE VERTICAL AND HORIZONTAL LINES
0028	 IERR	 n ITTOUR(1111)
0029	 IERR	 a ITTOUR('043)
0030	 IERR	 a ITTOUR(0041)
C ... . DEFINE VERTICAL LINES
C.... LEFT SIDE




0033	 IERR	 a ITTOUR(1060)
C.... RIGHT SIDE




0036	 IEkk	 n ITTOUR(0077)
C.... DEFINE HORIZONTAL LINES
C.... BOTTOM LINE




0039	 IERR	 a ITTOUR!0061)
C.... NEXT LINE UP
0040




0042	 IERR	 a ITTOUR(4062)
C.... NEXT LINE UP
0043
	 IERR	 a ITTOUR(0104)
0044	 IERR	 a ITTOUR(6053)
0045	 IERR	 a ITTOUR(0064)
C.... NEXT LINE UP
0046	 IERR	 a ITTOUR(0104)
0047	 IERR	 a ITTOUR(0075)
0048	 IERR	 a ITTOUR(6065)
C.... TOP LINE
0049	 IERR	 a ITTOUR(0104)
0050	 IERR	 a ITTOUR(0057)
005:	 IERR	 a ITTOUR(0067)
C.... DISABLE GRAPHS
0052	 IERR	 a ITTOUR(0101)
0053	 IERR	 a ITTOUR(8040)
0054	 IERR	 a ITTOUR(0040)
C.... ENABLE STRIPCHART GRAPHICS DISPLAY
0055	 IERR	 a ITTOUR('101)
0056	 IERR	 a ITTOUR(1047)
0057	 IERR	 a ITTOUR(•050)
C.... WRITE INITIAL POINV TO SCRELN
0058	 IERR	 a ITTOUR(1110)
0059	 IERR	 a ITTOUR('040)
0060	 IERR	 a ITTOUR('040)
C.... LEAVE GRAPHICS MODE
0061	 IERR	 a ITTOUR('033)
0062	 IERR	 a ITTOUR 0 062)
C.... MOVE CURSOR TO LOCATIONS FOR LABELS
0063	 IERR	 a ITTOUR(1033)




0065	 IERR	 a ITTOURf'061)
0066	 IERR	 • ITTOUR(0073)
0067	 IERR	 a ITTOUR(6061)
0069	 IERR	 n ITTOUR(0146)
Co * . *
 TYPE LABELS
0069	 TYPE 199
0070	 199 FORMAT(' 45.00 V'•////r' 42.50 V'r/////r' 0.00 V'r/////r
-2.50 V'•/////r' -5.00 V')
C...# MOVE CURSOR TO SCROLLING REGION
0071	 IERR	 a ITTOUR(0033)
0072	 IERR	 a ITTOUR(1133)
0073	 IERR	 • IT70UR(9062)
0074	 IERR	 w ITTOUR(6061)
0075	 IERR	 ow ITTOUR(1073)
0076	 IERR	 • ITTOUR(8061)
0077	 IERR	 a ITTOUR(1146)
C.... GET FILE NAME OF AIM-65 INPUT DATA FILE
0078	 TYPE 1
0079	 1 F(%RMAT(///////r
1 6 1 r9X9'In►ut the number of the AIM-65 date file : ')
0080	 ACCEPT 2#IAIM
0081	 2 FORMAT(1I4)
0082	 ENCODE (3/999/NAME(8)) IAIM
0083	 999 FORMAT(I3)
C.... CHANGE ENCODED BLANKS BACK TO ZEROS
0084	 DO 998 I.8.10
0085	 IF (NAME(I).EO.' ') NAME(I)&'0'
0067	 998 CONTINUE
0086	 TYPE 997. (NAME(I)PI&1914)
0089	 997 FORMAT(' 'r15Xv'FILE NAME: 'r14A10/)




C.... GET VALUE OF OF PARAMETER TO DISPLAY (IF 0 THEN QUIT)
0091	 TYPE 6
0092	 6 FORMAT('f'99Xr'In put the Parameter channel number:'.
(1 - 161 0 to ouit) ')
0093	 ACCEPT 7PINUM
0094	 7 FORMAT(r_3)
Co, SAVE CURSOR POSITION AND ATTRIBUTES
0095	 IERR	 A ITTOUR0033)
0096	 IERR	 s ITTOUR('067)
C.... SELECT BOLD CHAR ATTRIBUTES
0097	 IERR	 n ITTOUR(8033)
0098
	 IERR	 a ITTOUR0133)
0099	 IERR	 n ITTOUR(1061)
0100	 IERR	 a ITTOUR0155)
C.... MOVE CURSOR TO LOCATIONS FOR NAMES LAPEL
0101	 IERR	 or ITTOUR('033)
0102
	 IERR	 a ITTOUR(1133)
0103
	 IERR	 w ITTOUR(0061)
0104	 IERR	 a ITTOUR(6073)
0105
	 IERR	 n ITTOUR('063)
0106	 IERR	 s ITTOUR(0060)
0107	 IERR	 s ITTOUR('146)
0108	 TYPE 34.(NAMES(IAC.INUM)rIAC n 1.15)
0109	 34 FORMATI'S'r15A1)
C.... RESTORE CURSOR
0110	 IERR	 n ITTOUR(0033)
0111	 IERR	 n ITTOUR(0070)
0112	 IF ((INUM.GT.16.).OR.(INUM.LT.1)) 00 TO 4000
C.... TOP OF NEW CHANNEL NUMBER LOOP
0114	 3000 CONTINUE
C.... SAVE CURSOR POSITION AND ATTRIBUTES
0115	 IERR	 . ITTOUR('033)
0116	 IERR	 - ITTOUR(1067)
C.... SELECT BOLD CHAR ATTRIBUTES




OF POOR Q4! ;` t'TY
0118	 IERR	 • ITTOUR(0133)
0119	 IERR	 • ITTOUR(0061)
0120	 IERP	 n ITTOUR(1155)




0122	 IERR	 • ITTOUR(0133)
0123	 IERR	 • ITTOUR(8061)
f)124	 IERR	 n ITTOUR(0073)
0125	 IERR	 n ITTOUR(0063)
0126	 IERR	 • ITTOUR(0060)






0129	 IERR	 a ITTOUR(0033)
0130	 IERR	 a ITTOUR(0070)
C.... REWIND FILE READ DATA AGAIN
0131	 REWIND 1
0132	 FIRST	 . ,TRUE.
C.... TOP OF READING DATA FROM FILE LOOP
0133	 3001 CONTINUE
C.... INITIALIZE JLAST
0.34	 JLAST	 n 1






C ... . READ DATA rROM FILE. (UP TO 500 TIME POINTS)
0136	 DO 4 Jwlt500
0137	 READ (IPENDw5) (DATA(IvJ)rlml ► 32)
0138	 JLAST n J
0139	 4 CONTINUE
C.... SET MORE DATA IN FILE FLAG TO .TRUE.








C.-.. CONVERT THE DATA AND PUT IT INTO
C.... IDATA AFTER SCALING FOR PLGTTINO
0143	 IPOS1	 n INUMi2-1




110 B Ko 1 r JLAST
C.... GET DATA FROM ARRAY
0146	 IDATAH	 a DATA(IPOSI/K)




0151	 IUPPER	 a IPLT/32
0152	 ILOWER	 a IPLT-IUPPERt32
C.... ENTER GRAPHICS MODE
0153	 IEPR	 n ITTOUR(0033)
0154	 IERR	 a ITTOUR(0061)
C.... WRITE PLOT DATA TO TERMINAL
0155	 IiRR	 a ITTOUR(0102)
0156	 ISRR	 • ITTOUR(32+ILOWER)
0157	 IERR	 • ITTOUR(32+IUPPER)
C.... LEAVE GRAPHICS MODE
C	 IERR	 s ITTOUR('033)




700 FORMAT(' 'v20X9'TIME POINT 	 '914x' VOLTAGE w '#FIO.3)
0159	 8 CONTINUE
C.... LEAVE GRAPHICS MODE
0160	 IERR	 a ITTOUR(1033)
0161	 IERR	 a ITTOUR(1062)
C.... IF MORE DATA ON FILE FLAG IS .TRUE.$ THEN READ MORE AND PLOT IT
C.... SET FIRST FLAG TO FALSE
0162	 IF (MORE) FIRST • .FALSE.
0164	 IF (MORE) 00 TG 3001
C.... CHANNEL kAS BEEN COMPLETELY PLOTTED
C.... GET NEW CHANNEL NUMBER
132
ORIGINAL	 = 1
Of POOR QJAL IT l









0170	 IF ccINUM.GT.Ib.>.OR.(INUM.lT.11) 00 TO 4000
C.... THEREFORE VERTICAL SIDES ARE RESET AND STARTING POINT IS SET
C.... ENTER GRAPHICS MODE
0172
	 IERR	 n ITTOUR(•033)
0173
	 IERR	 • ITTOUR(0061)
C.... DISABLE GRAPHS
0174	 IERR	 n ITTOUR(0101)
0175	 IERR	 n ITTOUR(004t;
0176
	 IERR	 • ITTOUR(0040)
C.... ENABLE SQUARE GRAPHICS DISPLAY FORMAT (512X240)
0177	 IERR	 w ITTOUR(0111)
0178	 IERR	 0 ITTOUR(9040)
0179	 IERR	 a ITTOUR(0041)
C.... ENABLE VERTICAL AND NORIZONTPL L:Nc*
0180	 IERR	 a ITTOUR(4111!
0101
	 IERR	 • ITTOURI'043)
0182 IERR n ITTOUR(0041)





0184	 IERR	 v ITTOUR('C40)
0105	 IERR	 • ITTOUR(6046%
C.... RIGHT SIDE
0186	 IERR	 n ITTOUR(0114)
0167	 IERR	 r ITTOUR(1077)
0188	 IERR	 • 1TTOUR(1077)
C.... DEFINE HGRTZONTAL LINES
C.... BOTTOM LINE
0189	 IERR	 • ITTOUR('104)
0190




C.... NEXT LINE UP




0194	 IERR	 a ITTOUR(0062)
C.... NEXT LINE UP
0195




0197	 IERR	 ' ITTOUR(6064)
C.... )NEXT LINE UP
0198
	 IERR	 n ITTOUR(0104)
0199	 IERR	 • ITTOUR(0075)
0200	 IERR	 n ITTOUR(9065)
C.... TOP LINE




0203	 IERR	 . ITTOUR(0067)
C.... ENABLE STRIPCHART GRAPHICS DISPLAY
0204	 IERR	 • ITTOUR(9301)
0205	 IERR	 n ITTOUR(0047)
0206	 IERR	 • ITTOUR(6050)
C.... WRITE INITIAL POINT TO SCREEN
0207	 IERR	 n ITTOUR(6110)
0208	 IERR	 . ITTOUR(0040)
0209	 IERR	 s ITTOUR(0040)
C ... . LEAVE GRAPHICS MODE
0210	 IERR	 a ITTOUR(6033)
0211	 IERR	 • ITTOUR(0062)
C.... SAVE CURSOR POSITION AND ATTRIBUTES
0212	 IERR	 n ITTOUR(1033)
0213	 IERR	 a ITTOUR(1067)
C.... SELECT SOLD CHAR ATTRIBUTES
0214	 IERR	 • ITTOUR(8033)





0:16 If RR	 •	 ITTOUR(0061)
0217 IESR	 Y	 ITTOUR(0153)
C.... MOVE CURSOR TO LOCATIONS FOR NAMES l.AVEL
0216 IE"•R	 a	 ITTOUR(0033)
0219 IERP	 •	 ITTOUR(6133)
0220 IERR	 •	 ITTOUR(•061)
0221 IERR	 a	 ITTOUR(0073)
0222 IERR	 •	 1TTOUR(•063)
0223 IERR	 •	 ITTOUR(8060)
0224 IERR	 •	 ITTOUR(•146)
02251 TYPE 34r(NAMES(IACPINUM)PIAC*1#15)
^.... RESTORE CURSOR
0226 IERR	 a	 ITTOUR(0033)
0227 IERR	 •	 ITTOUR(8070)
C.... IF FILE IS SMALL AND ALL DATA FROM THIS CW MNEL
C.... HAS DEEM PLOTTED THEN THE SUFFER DOES NOT OET REFILLED
0228 IF	 ((.NOT.MORE).AND.FIRST)	 00 TO 3002
C.... IF FILE IS NOT SMALL AND IS LARGER THAN THE rUFFER
C.... DUFFER MUST BE REFILLED FROM DEOINNINO OF FILE
0230 IF	 ((.NOT.MORE).AND.(.NOT.FIRST)) 00 TO 3000
0232 4000 CONTINUE
Od33 CLOSE	 (UNIT51)
C.... CO TO TOP OF LOOP






A.4j MINC ENGINEERING CONVERSION
Description: This program performs the conversion from AIM-65
voltage format to engineering units. Instrumentation biases are not
removed to engineering units. Instrumentation biases are not removed
from accelerometer data; nor are the instrumentation offsets from the
center-of-gravity accounted ftr by this program. These functions
are now incorporated into the MME analysis program.
Programming Note: The actual conversion is handled in the
macro subroutine CONVERT which is written in assembly language.
Listing:
FORTRAN IV V02.5-2	 Sun 07-Feb-82 01:54:20	 PACE 001
0001 PROGRAM ENGR
C.... THIS PROGRAM CONVERTS THE AIM-65 RAW DATA TO
C.... ENGINEERING UNITS FOR USE BY THE MMLE PROGRAM
C.... (NOTE' ALL ANGULAR UNITS ARE RADIANS)
C.... THE AIM-6F DATA FILES ARE UNFORMATTED RECORDS
C.... THE OUTPUT DATA RECORD ARE ALSO UNFORMATTED RECORDS
C .... ....	 THE DATA RECORD FOR INPUT TO THE MMLE PROGRAM IS2
C........	 CTHArO PAZ#AX9DE9PHI9PrAY9R9DArDR3







C.... INITIALIZATION OF CONSTANTS
C.... INITIALIZE RUDDER ARRAYS
0006 DATA RUDBP	 /-1456. ► -1236. ► 	 -726.9	 -242. ► 	 176. ►
566. ► 	 900. ► 	 1209. ►	 1293./
0007 DATA RUDANG /
	 17.09	 15.Or	 10.09	 5.01,	 0.09
-5.09	 -10.09
	 -15.0 ►	 -16.8/
C.... INITIALIZE AILERON ARRAYS
0008 DATA AILBP	 /-2020. ► -1767. ► -1443.#-1054. ►
-565. ► 	 -199. ► 	 299.9	 820./
0009 DATA AILANG	 /	 17.6 ► 	 12.1#	 6.1#	 0.01,
-5.19	 -8.59	 -12.8 ► 	 -17.6/
C.... INITIALIZE ELEVATOR ARRAYS
0010 DATA ELVBP	 /-2040. ► -1064.9	 -665.9	 -291. ►
97.9	 403. ► 	 1025.9	 1699./
0011 DATA ELVANG / -27.59	 -15.2 ► 	 -10.2 ► 	 -5.29
O.Or	 4.89	 14.69	 26.6/
C.... INITIALIZE NAME ARRAY FOR FILES
0012 DATA	 NAME	 /'D'r'Y'r'1'#' :'r'A'r'I'r'N'r'0'r'0'9'0'r
1.0#'D'9'A'r'T'r0/
0013 DATA	 NNAME	 /'D' ► 'Y'r'1'9':'r'M'r'L'r'E' ► '0'r'0'r'0'•
C.... INITIALIZE DATA ARRAY
0014 DATA DATA /16000*' 	 '/
C.... INITIALIZE MORE DATA FLAG
0015 DATA MORE /.FALSE./
C.... INITIALIZE OFFSET COU14TER




C.... DEFINE DEORFES TO RADIAN CONVERSION FACTOR
0017	 DATA DOR /5i.'/
C
C.... DEFINE CHANNELS
C....	 ( 1) ROLL RATE
C ... -	 ( 2) PITCH RATE
C....	 ( 3) YAW RATE
C....	 ( 4) BANK ANGLE
C--.-	 c 5) PITCH ATTITUDE
C....	 ( 6) Z ACCELERATION
C..--	 ( 7) Y ACCELERATION
C.... ( S) X ACCELERATION
C....	 ( 9) TOTAL PRESSURE
C....	 (10) STATIC PRESSURE
C....	 (11) RUDDER DEFLECTION
C....	 (12) AILERON DEFLECTION
C....	 (13) ELEVATOR DEFLECTION
C.... (14) TOTAL TEMPERATURE
C....	 (15) CHANNEL 15
C....	 ( O) CHANNEL 0
C
C.... DEFINE TOP OF LOOP
0018	 1000 CONTINUE
C
C.... GET FILE NAME OF AIM-65 INPUT DATA FILE
0019	 TYPE 1
0020	 1 FORMAT(///////9
1 6 1 99X9'In ►ut the number of the AIM-65 data file i ')
0021	 •ACCEPT 29IAIM
0022	 2 FORMAT(II4)
0023	 ENCODE (3#999PNAME(S)) IAIM
0024	 999 FORMAT(I3)
C., CHANGE ENCODED BLANKS BACK TO ZEROS
0025	 DO 998 I=8910
0026	 IF (NAME(I).EO.' ') NAME(I)='O'
C.... ALSO CHANGE THE NAME FOR THE OUTPUT FILE
0028	 NNAME(I)= NAME(I)
0029	 998 CONTINUE
0030	 TYPE 9979 (NAME(I)9I=1 ► 14)9(NNAME(J)9J=I914)
0031	 997 FORMAT(' '95X9'INPUT FILE NAMES '914A19
5X9'OUTPUT FILE NAMES '914A19/)








C.... INITIALIZE TIME POINT COUNTER
0034	 ICOUNT = 0
C.... TOP OF READING DATA FROM FILE LOOP
0035	 3001 CONTINUE
C-... INITIALIZE JLAST
0036	 JLAST	 w IC.... RESET MORE DATA ON FILE FLAG
0037	 MORE
	 _ .FALSE.
C.... READ DATA FROM FILE (UP TO 500 TIME POINTS)
0038	 DO 4 J=19500
0039	 READ (1 ► END=5) (DATA(19J)9I=1932)
0040	 JLAST	 = J
0041
	 4 CONTINUE














OF POOR QUALITY0044 ICOUNT	 n ICOUNT+JLAST
C
C.... TOP OF CONVERT DATA LOOP
C.... GET DATA FROM ARRAY
0045 DO S K-1rJLAST
C.... CONVEPT THE DATA AND PUT IT INTO ILINE








0050 ILINEtINUM)	 s IDATA/16
0051 19 CONTINUE
C.... CHECK FOR DATA COMPATABILITY
0052 IF	 ( ( ILINE(9).GT.1800).AND.(ILINE(9).LT.1900)) 	 00	 TO 500
C.... DATA IS NOT COMPATABLE WITHOUT OFFSET
C.... T;rY OLD OFFSET
0054 INUM	 s 9+OFFSET
0055 IF	 (INUM.OT.16)	 INUMuINUM-16
0057 IF	 ((ILINE(INUM).OT.1800 ).AND.(ILINE(INUM).LT.1900)) 00 TO 490
C.... OLD OFFSET IS NO OOOD1 FIND NEW OFFSET
0059 DO 480
	 I&1r16
0060 IF	 ((ILINE(I).GT .1800).AND.(ILINE(I).LT.1900))	 IPOS	 s I
0062 480 CONTINUE
0063 IF	 (IPOS.LT .9)	 IPOS n 	 IPOS+16
0065 OFFSET	 s IPOS-9
0066 490 CONTINUE
C.... OFFSET IS GOOD) RECOVER DATA
0067 TYPE 499POFFSET
0068 499 FORMAT(40Xr'	 DATA IS BEING RECOVERM OFFSET	 1#I3)
0069 (10	 491	 Imir16
0070 INUM	 n I+OFFSET
0071 IF	 (INUM.0T.16)	 INUM n INUM-16
0073 LINE(I)	 n FLOAT(ILINE(INUM))
0074 491	 CON', INUE
0075 00 TO 502
0076 500 CONTINUE
C.... DATA IS COMPATABLE WITH NO OFFSET
0077 DO 301	 I'i.16
0078 LINE(I)	 • FLOAT(ILINE(I))
0079 501 CONTINUE
0080 502 CONTINUE
C.... CHECK FOR GOOD DATA
0061 IF	 ( ( LINE(10).OT.500.).AND.(LINE(14).GT.900.))	 00	 TO 505
C.... DATA MAY BE BADE PRINT MESSAOE TO INFORM USER
0063 TYPE 506rLINE(10)rLINE(14)
0084 506 FORMAT(4OXr'	 DATA MAY BE BAD 'r2F10.0)
0085 505 CONTINUE
C
C...... CONVERT TO ENGINEERING UNITS FOR OUTPUT
C...... CONVERT CHANNEL 0 1	 (ROLL RATE)
0066 ROUT(	 1)	 n 	 (LINE(	 1)+35.)10.0004266
C...... CONVERT CHANNEL f 2 (PITCH RATE)
0087 ROUT(	 2)	 n 	 (LINE(	 2)+37.)10.0004271
C...... !:ONVERT CHANNEL 0 3 (YAW RATE)
0088 A()UT(	 3)	 a	 (LINE(	 3) +40.)10.0004278
C...... CJNVERT CHANNEL f 4	 (BANK ANGLE)
0099 AOUT(	 4)	 a LINE(	 4)10.0007642+0.020?0
C......	 CONVERT CHANNEL 0 5
	
(PITCH ATTITUDE)
0090 AOUT(	 5)	 a -(LINE(	 5)10.0005078+0.015460)
C...... CONVERT CHANNEL 0 6 (NOkMAL ACCELERATION)
0091 AOUT(	 6)	 n LINE(	 6)10.0024498+0.076843
C......	 CONVERT CHANNEL t 7	 (LATERAL ACCELERATION)
0092 AOUT(	 7)	 * LINE(
	
7)10.0002447+0.002430
C......	 CONVERT CHANNEL • 8
	 (LONGITUDINAL ACCELERATION)
0093 ROUT(	 8)	 s LINE(	 8)10.0009765+0.02432
C......	 CONVERT CHANNEL i 9	 (TOTAL. PRESSURE)
0094 AOU'(	 9)	 • -LINE(	 9)10.005197'9.8520
C......	 CONVERT CHANNEL 010	 (STATIC PRESSURE)




C...... CONVERT CHANNEL 011
	 (RUDDER DEFLECTION)
C...... RANGE LIMIT RUDDER DEFLECTION
0096 IF	 (LINE(1').GT.	 1293.)	 L1NE(11)=
	 1293.
0098 IF	 (LINE(11).LT.-1456.)
	 LINE(11) n -1436.
C...... FIND RUDDER INDEX INTO DEFLECTION TABLE
0100 IRUDPI	 = 2
0101 DO 600	 I=2r8
0102 IF	 (LINE(11).GT.RUDbP(I))
	 IRUDPI	 n 	 I+1
0104 Mull	 = IRUDPI-1
0105 600 CONTINUE
0106 RATRUD
	 =	 (LINE(11)-RUDBP(IRUD)) /(RUDBF'(IRUDPI)-RUDBP(IRUD))
0107 AOUT(11)	 = RUDANG(IRUD)+RATRUD /( RUDANG(IRUDPI)-RUDANG(IRUD))
C...... CONVERT TO RADIAN UNITS
0108 AOUT(11)
	 =	 AOUT(11)/DGR
C...... CONVERT CHANNEL 012 (AILERON DEFLECTION)
C...... RANGE LIMIT AILERON DEFLECTION
0109 IF	 (LINE(11).GT.	 820.)	 LINE(12)=
	 820.
0111 IF	 (LINE(11).LT.-2020.)
	 LINE(12) n -2020.
C...... FINE, AILERON INDEX INTO DEFLECTION TABLE
0113 IAILPI	 =	 2
0114 DO 601 1=20
0115 IF	 (LINE(12).GT.AILbP(I))
	 IAILPI	 n 	 I+1




0120 AOUT(12)	 = AILANG(IAIL)+RATAILt(AILANG(IAILP1)-AILANG(IAIL))
C...... CONVERT TO RADIAN UNITS
0121 AOUT(12)	 = AOUT(12)/DGR
C ..... . CONVERT CHANNEL 013 (ELEVATOR DELFECTION)
C...... RANGE LIMIT ELEVATOR DEFLECTION
0122 IF	 (LINE(13).GT.
	 LINE(13)=	 1699.
0124 IF	 (LINE(13).LT.-2440.)	 LINE(13)=-2040.
C...... FIND ELEVATOR INDEX INTO DEFLECTION TABLE
0126 IELVPI	 = 2
0127 DO 602 1-20
0128 IF	 (LINE(13).GT.ELVBP(I))	 IELVPI	 =	 I+1
0130 IELV	 = IELVPI-1
0131 602 CONTINUE
0132 RATELV	 •	 (LINE(13)- ELVBP(IELV ))/(ELVBP(IELVPI)-ELVBP(IELV))
0133 AOUT(13)	 s ELVANG(IELV)+RATELV*(ELVANG(IELVPI)- ELVANG(IELV))
C...... CONVERT TO RADIAN UNITS
0134 AOUT(13)	 - AOUT(13)/DGR
C...... CONVERT CHANNEL 014 (TEMPERATURE)
0135	 AOUT(14) = LINE(14)*1.02072-550.33
C.... DETERMINE ESTIMATE OF ALTITUDE
0136	 IF (AOUT(10).LT.0) AOUT(10)`O.
0138	 H	 e 145448.t(1.-((AOUT(10)/14.696)1t0.19026))
C.... WRITE DATA TO OUTPUT
0139	 WRITE(2) AOUT(5)PAOUT(2)PAOUT(6)#AOUT(8)PAOUT(13)+
AOUT(4)PAOUT(I)PAOUT(7)rAOUT(3)PAOUT(12)PAOUT(11)
C.... TYPE OUT ALTIDUE. OBARP AND TEMPERATURE
0140	 PHI
	 n AOUT(4)RDOR
0141	 THA	 = AOUT(5)*DGR
0142	 TYPE 700vH ► AOUT(9)vAOUT(14)9PHIvTHA
0143	 700 FORMAT(' 'r1F10.1r1F9.4rIF8.1r2F7.3)
0144	 8 CONTINUE
0145	 IF (MORE) GO TO 3001
0147	 CLOSE (UNIT-1)
0148	 CLOSE (UNIT=2)
C.... TYPE OUT TIME POINT COUNTER
0149	 TYPE 806PI000NT
0150	 806 FORMAT(40Xr'TOTAL TIME POINTS
	 'rI10)
C.... GO TO TOP OF LOOP







Description: This subroutine converts the AIM-65 data to
integers for calculation of engineering units.
Listing:






BIC	 0177700P12(R5) $PEEL OFF 1ST 2 BITS
BIC	 4177700tW R5) $OF THE AROS
MOVB	 02(RSlrR1	 {PUT HIGH 6 BITS INTO R1
ASH	 06rR1	 $SHIFT LEFT 6
ADD	 04(RS)rRI	 ;ADD IN LOW 6 BITS
MOV	 RIr96(R5)	 ;PLACE IN RESULT AkG
ROL	 06(R5)
ROL	 06(R5)	 $ROTATE LEFT 4
ROL	 Q6(R5)
ROL	 @6(R5)
TST(	 CMP	 16(R5)r*100000 ;SEE IF POSITIVE OR NEGATIVE
BMI	 NEGA
POS:	 COM	 96:R5)	 $POSITIVE NUMBERS ARE 1'S COMPLIMENTED
ADD	 e6(RS)rtl	 $THEN ADD 1
RTS	 PC	 $DONE






OF POOR QJr LITY
A-5) MINC INSTRUMENTATION CALIBRATION
Description: This program is used to analyze the calibration
data collected by the AIM-6f1. Gains and offsets can be adjusted by
the user to minimize an error squared cost function. This allows
the calibration of the rate gyros in a dynamic mode without assump-
tions made about response of the calibration pendulum.
Listing:
FORTRAN IV	 V02.5-2
	 Set 30-Jan-82 02154108	 PAGE 001
0001	 PROGRAM CALIB
C.... THIS PROGRAM PROVIDES A MEANS TO CALIBRATE THE
C..., THE VARIOUS TRANSDUCERS IN THE SYSTEM




C.... INITIALIZE MDAS ANGLE ARRAY
0005	 DATA MDASBP /-19749 -1848 ► -1724• -1599 ►
-1472 ► -1343 ► -1218 ► -1095+
- 968# - 8429 - 719 ► - 594 ►
- 4699 - 350 ► - 2289 - 107 ►
199	 139 ► 	 257#	 3771,
496 ► 	 616 ► 	 7369	 854 ►
9759	 10949	 1217 ► 1336 ►
•	 1455#	 1574 ► 	 16919	 1810/
C.... INITIALIZE NAME ARRAY FOR FILES
0006	 DATA NAME
'r'D'#'A'9'T'r0/
C.... INITIALIZE DATA ARRAY
0007	 DATA DATA /16000*' '/
C.... DEFINE CHANNELS
C....	 ( 1) ROLL RATE
C....	 ( 2) PITCH RATE
C....	 ( 3) YAW RATE
C....	 ( 4) BANK ANGLE
C....	 ( 5) PITCH ATTITUDE
C....	 ( 6) Z ACCELERATION
C....	 ( 7) Y ACCELERATION
C....	 ( 8) X ACCELERATIOR
C....	 ( 9) TOTAL PRESSURE
C....	 (10) STATIC PRESSURE
C....	 (11) CHANNEL 11
C....	 (12) CHANNEL 12
C....	 (13) PENDULUM ANGLE
C....	 (14) TOTAL TEMPERATURE
C....	 (15) CHANNEL 15
C....	 ( 0) CHANNEL 0
C.... INITIALIZE MORE DATA IN FILE FLAG
0008	 DATA MORE /.FALSE./
0009	 1000 CONTINUE
C.... GET FILE NAME OF AIM-65 INPUT DATA FILE
0010	 TYPE 1
0011	 1 FORMAT(/////// ►
'f 1 #9Xr 1 Inrut the number of the AIM-65 data file i ')
0012	 ACCEPT 2#IAIM
0013	 2 FORMAT(1I4)










J '\. wt, t^ sa. 1 ^., w a
Of POOR QUALITY
C.... CHANCE ENCODED BLANKS BACK TO ZEROS
DO 998 Ia8+10
IF (NAME(I).EO.' ') NAME(I)a'0'
498 CONTINUE
TYPE 997• (NAME M P Ialr14)
997 FORMAT(' 'r15Xr'FILE NAME) 'r14Alr/)




C .... READ IN THE ANGULAR OFFSET AND TIME INCREMENT
TYPE 401
401 FORMAT('t'.5Xr'In ►ut the channel number for output: '>
ACCEPT i1ISAVE
DELT	 n 0.05
C.... OUTPUT THE PENDULUM• DERIVED PENDULUM RATE.
C.... RATE GYRO AND ACCELEROMETER OUTPUTS
C.... SET INITIAL CONDITION ON PENDA
ANGLEO a 0.
C.... REMIND FILE READ DATA AGAIN
REWIND 1




C ... . RESET MORE DATA ON FILE FLAG
MORE	 n .FALSE.
C.... READ DATA FROM FILE (UP TO 500 TIME POINTS)
DO 4 Ja1r500
READ (lvEND a5) (DATA(IPJ)91a1t32)
JLAST n J
4 CONTINUE




C.... TOP OF CONVERT DATA LOOP
3002 CONTINUE
TYPE 402
402 FORMAT('*'.5Xr'ln put A0. Alt and an gular initial cond
ACCEPT tvA01AlIAINIT




54 FORMAT(l0Xv' PEND ANGLE
	
PEND RATS ANGULAR RATE'r
'	 PRED	 ERROR Sn')
Cs...GET DATA FROM ARRAY
DO 8 K n 1.JLAST







C.... CONVERT TO ENGINEERING UNITS FOR OUTPUT
C.... GET PENDULUM ANGLE CONVERSION
C.... RANGE LIMIT MDAS VALUE
IF (ILINE(13).LT.MDASBP(1)) ILINE(13) n MDASBP(1)
IF (ILINE(13).GT.MDAS8P(32)) ILINE(13) a MDASBP(32)
IL	 n 1
DO 32 IMDASa1931




















































0066	 APRFD	 a APREGI(FLOAT(ILIt1E(ISAVE)+AO)SA1)SDELT
0067	 SUM	 • SUMI(ANGLE-APRED)8)2
C.... PRI'(T OUT LINE
0068
	
TYPE 55 ► ANOLEPRATE#ILINE(ISAVE)PAPRED.SUM
0069	 55 FORMAT (8Xv2F12.4r1I10 ► 6Xr2014.4)
0070	 ANGLEO a ANGLE
0071
	 8 CONTINUE





C.... 60 TO TOP OF LOOP





A.6) MINC MLE SET-UP
Description: This program is an interactive program which is
used to set up the input data for the MMLE program. Nondimensional
derivatives, geometric, and inertial data for a given airplane are
input and used to form the initial estimate for the MMLE program.
Listing:
FORTRAN IV	 V02.5-2	 Sun 07-Feb--02 01t59:18	 PAGE 001
0001	 PROGRAM SET
Co. * . THIS PROGRAM SETS UP THE DATA USED IN MINI-MMLE








C..., VARIABLES TO HOLD CHARACTER INPUT
0004	 BYTE NAME(15)+BANNER(80r4)
0005	 DOUBLE PRECISION CASE+TEMP





DATA CASErTEMP/'	 'r'	 '/
C.:.. INITIALIZE NAME ARRAY FOR FILE
0009	 DATA NAME
C.... INITIALIZE BANNER
0010	 DATA BANNER /320*' '/
C.... SET DEFAULT VALUES
0011	 NN	 n 200




0014	 MAPR	 s 0
0015	 ISUB	 s 0
0016	 HH	 n 0.10
0017	 XLA	 s 1.0
Co. * . GET FILE NAME FOR SET-UP DATA
0018
	 TYPE 11
0019	 11 FORMAT(/////r'6 1 .9Xr 1 In►ut the number of the MLE date file t ')
0020	 ACCEPT 12rINUM
0021	 12 FORMAT(14)
0022	 ENCODE (3r999PNAME(8)) INUM
0023	 999 FORMAT(I3)
C...• CHANGE ENCODED BLANK BACK TO ZEROS
0024	 DO 998 Is8r10





0029	 997 FORMAT(' 'r5Xr'OUTPUT FILE NAME: 'r14A1)
Co. * . OPEN UNIT 1 FOR OUTPUT OF SET-UP DATA
0030	 10 CONTINUE
0031	 TYPE 30
0032	 30 FORMAT(	 //r' '91OXr'Indicete tw ►e of runt'.
/+' '91OXr'If Lon gitudinal twee •L•'r




0035	 IF (CASE.EO.'L') OPEN (UNITs1rNAMEsNAMErTYPEs'NEW'+
RECORDSIZEs96rINITIAI.SIZEs50rDISPOSEs'SAVE')
0037	 IF (CASE.EQ.'D') OPEN (UNITsirNAMEsNAMErTYPEs'NEW'r
RECORDSIZE n96tlNITIALSIZEs50rDISPOSEv'SAVE')
0039	 IF ((CASE.NE .'L').AND.(CASE.NE .'D')) 00 TO 10
C.... START INPUT OF DATA FOR LATER OUTPUT
C ... . BASIC DATA FOR EITHER LONGITUDINAL OR LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CASE
143
aOF POOR QLIAU Y
C....GET FANNER`
0041 TYPE	 41




0046 43 FORMAT('	 '#10X#'In ►ut banner	 line 821	 (u► to 80 char)	 ')
0047 ACCEPT	 42#(8ANNER(Ir2)#Iw1#80);
0048 TYPE 44
0049 44 FORMAT('	 '#IOX#'In►ut banner	 line 831	 (u► to 80 char)	 ')
0050 ACCEPT 42#(0ANNER(1#3)#Ift1#80)
0051 TYPE 45
_ 0052 45 FORMAT('	 '#10X#'In►ut banner	 line 841	 cup
 to 80 char)	 ')
0053 ACCEPT	 42#(BANNER(1#4)#Iw1#80)
Co. * , GET NUMBER OF DATA POINTS
0054 TYPE 50




0059 IF	 (IVA:.UE.GT.0) NN&IVALUE
0061 IVALUE a 0
C ... . GET NUMBER OF ITERATIONS
0062 TYPE 70
0063 70 FORMAT('6'#lOX#'In►ut the number of iterations: (default	 10)	 ')
0064 ACCEPT 61PIVALUE
0065 IF	 (IVALUE.GT.0)	 ITR n IVALUE
0067 IVALUE a 0
C.... GET NUMBER OF STATE OBSERVATIONS
0068 TYPE 80
0069 80 FORMAT('f'#IOX#'In ►ut the number of states:	 (default 7)	 ')
M 0070 ACCEPT 61#IVALUE
0071 IF	 (IVALUE.GT.0) MZwIVALUE
0073 IVALUE • 0
C..., GET APRORI CONTROL NUMBER
0074 TYPE 90
0075 90 FORMAT('	 '#IOX#'InPut the control number for the ap rori option'#/
'$'#lOH#'(defoult Of	 no ap rori
	 input):	 ')
0076 ACCEPT 61.IVALUE
0077 IF (IVALUE.OT.0) MAPR=IVALUE
0079 IVALUE a 0
Co... GET SUBROUTINE TRACE FLAG
0080 TYPE 91
0081 91 FORMAT('8'#IOX#'Input the subroutine trace fla g : (default 0)	 ')
0082 ACCEPT 61#IVALUE
0083 IF	 (IVALUE.OT.0)	 ISUB n IVALUE
0085 IVALUE • 0
C.... GET TIME INCREMENT
0086 TYPE 100
0087 100 FORMAT('6'#lOX#'In put the time increment:	 (default 0.10)	 ')
0088 ACCEPT 60#VALUE
0089 IF	 (VALUE.OT.O.) HH nVALUE
0091 VALUE
	 • 0.
C ... . GET DIAGONAL MULTIPLYING FACTOR
0092 TYPE	 110
I 0093 110 FORMAT('6'#30X#'In ►ut the diesonal mutt factor: (default	 1.0)	 ')
0094 ACCEPT 609VALUE
0095 IF	 (VALUE.OT.O.) XLA•VALUE
C.... WRITE OUTPUT TO FILE












C.... ENTER THE MASS AND GEOMETRIC DATA








0106	 170 FORMAT('f'.IOX#'Input the airp lane weisht (ir. IWO ')
0107	 ACCEPT 60.WEIGHT
0108	 AMSS	 a WEIGHT/32.174
C.... OET AIRPLANE WINO AREA
0109	 TYPE 180
0110	 180 FOR"AT('f'@l0X.'Input the airp lane wine area (in tttt2)1 ')
0111	 ACCEPT 60.5
C.... GET AIRPLANE CBAR
0112	 TYPE 19C
0113	 190 FOkMAT( 1 f 1 ► 30X.'Input the airp lane abar (in tt)1 ')
0114	 ACCEPT 6OPCOAR
C...• GET AIRPLANE WIND SPAN
0115	 TYPE 195
0116	 195 F0RMAt('f'v10Xv'input the airp lane wine s pan (in tt)t ')
0117	 ACCEPT 60rSPAN
C...• OET Ai.T1(UDE FOR RUN
0118	 TYPE 200
0119	 200 FORMAWf'.10WIn ►ut altitude of run (in tt)t 1)
0120	 ACCEPT 60.H




0122	 IF (TA.LT.390.) TA=390.
0124	 PA	 a 2116.228(1.-0.00000687848H)Sa5.2532
0125	 RHO	 a PA/(1716.568TA)
0X26	 AVEL	 a 49.028SORT(TA)
0127	 PRINT 205rPArRNG#YArAVEL
0128	 205 FORMAT(' PA or '#F10.4r' RHO a 'rF10.6.
TA n 'rF10,49'	 ASONIC n 'rF10.4)
C.... ENTER THE STEADY-STATE FLIONT CONDITIONS
C..., GET THE VELOCITY
0129	 TYPE 210








0134	 220 FORMAT('f'•lOXr'InPut the staadw state theta (in deo)l ')
0136	 ACCEPT 60.THA
0137	 THA	 a THA/DOR
C.... GET PHI
0138	 TYPE 230
0139	 230 FORMAT('f'91OXr'In put the staadw state Phi (in de/)t ')
0140	 ACCEPT 60rPHI
0141	 PHI	 a PHI/DGR
C...• ASSUME STEADY STATE ALPHA 18 STEADY STATE THETA
0142	 ALP	 a THA
0143	 SINALP a SIN(ALP)
0144	 COSALP n COS(ALP)
0145	 SINTHA n SIN(THA)
0146	 COSTHA n COS(THA)
0147	 SINPHI - SIN(PHI)
0148	 COSPHI a COS(PHI)
0149	 tANTHA - SINTHA/COSTNA
C.... ENTER THE INERTIAL DATA
Co. * . GET IYYB
0150	 TYPE 260

















C.... SPLIT FOR CASES
0162	 IF (CASE.EO.'L') 00 TO 300
0164	 IF (CASE.EO.'D') 00 TO 500










311 FORMAT('s'r10X9 1 (1 it this is s vsrisbl• and 0 otherwise) ')
0172	 ACCEPT 60 ► A(2p2)#AA(2v2)
C
0173	 TYPE 330



































0198	 440 FORMAT('s'.lOX.'In►ut CMDE• 0 or It ')
0199	 ACCEPT 60v&(Irl) ► 99(lrl)
C
C.... DEFINE OTHER CA] MATRIX ELEMENTS
0200	 A(lr4) • 0.0






0205	 A(4r1) a COSPHI
0206	 A(4r2) a 0.0
0207	 A(4 ► 3) a 0.0
0208	 A(4r4) n 0.0
C.... ALL OTHER C93 MATRIX ELEMENTS ARE ZERO
C.... ALL OTHER CAA] MATRIX ELEMENTS ARE ZERO
Co. * . DEFINE ADDITIONAL ELEMENTS OF THE 0993 MATRIX
0209	 DB(1.3) m 1.0
0210	 90(2r3) a 1.0
0211	 BB(3r3) n 1.0
0212
	
90(4 ► 3) a 1.0
C.... SKIP LATERAL DIRECTIONAL INPUT CASE
146
ORIGINAL p,;r ISOf POOR QUALITY
0213	 00 TO 700




0216	 510 FORMAT(' 'r10Xr'InPu l. CL► 9 0 or It ')
0217	 TYPE 511




































0245	 600 FORMAT('1'#10X#'In ►ut CNDR# 0 or 11 ')
0246	 ACCEPT 60 ► 9(2#2)#/D(2#2)
C
0247	 TYPE 610








0254	 630 FORMAT('0 1 #IOX#'ln►ut CYDR# 0 or 1( ')
0255	 ACCEPT 60#9(392)#89(3#2)










C.... ALL OTHER CO3 MATRIX ELEMENTS ARE ZERO












0270 MU	 a 3
0271 MZ	 •	 .1.
0272 MY	 . 7
C.... ECHO DATA SACK
0273 PRINT 71098#WEIGHT•SfANrCSARPUIvRNOPALPoTNAPPNIPAIY#AIXe
AIXZPAIZPCL1
0274 710 FORMA',('	 AIRPLANE
	 INPUT DATA19 /o
.'	 U),NO AREA (1N FTSa2) r ' ► F12.4r/•
.'	 VEIONT (IN LOS) a 'PF1294 ► /r
.'	 WING SPAN (IN FT) a '#F12,4r/r
'	 COAR (IN FT) a 'PF12.4o/r
'	 AIRSPEED (IN FT/SEC) • 'rF12.4r/r
.'	 DENSITY (IN SLUO/FTaa3) a 'tF12.4o/r
'	 ALPHAI (IN RAD) a 'PF12.4r/#
.'	 THCTAI (IN RAD) • 'rF12.4r/r
.'	 PH11 (IN RAD) a 'PF12.4r /v
.'	 IYY (IN SLUOSFT6a2) a '#F12.49/r
.'	 IXX (1N SLUOSFTSS2) 6 'PF12.4r/r
.'	 IXZ (IN SLUOSF7862) n 'PF12.4r/r
.'	 IZ 7 (IN SLUGSFTa82) a 'PF12.4r/p
.'	 CL1 a 'PF12.4r//)
C.... SPLIT FOR CASES
0275 IF	 (CASE.EO.'L')	 00 TO 750




C ... . GET THE WEIGHTING MATRIX DIAGONAL VALUES
0281 TYPE 770

























0300	 830 FORMAT('S'.'InPut the wei ghting factor for ez: ')
0301	 ACCEPT 60501(757)
Co. * . SKIP PAST LATERAL DIRECTIONAL CASE
0302	 00 TO 950
C.... LATERAL DIRECTIONAL CASE
0303	 850 CONTINUE
Co.,. GET THE WEIGHTING MATRIX DIAGONAL VALUES
0304	 TYPE 870








880 FORMAT('S'9'In►ut the wei ghting factor for r: ')
























































0345	 DO 1040 Im197
0346	 WRITE(1r1160)(D1(IrJ)rJ/lr7)
0347	 1040 CONTINUE
C.... WRITE TRANSDUCER POSITION DATA
C.... XAX9ZAX ► ZAY9YAY ► ZAY9XAZ9ZAZ ► THAI
0346	 WRITE(191200)-1.459+1.54x-1.339+0.27 ► +1.55 ► -1.239+1.54 ► -0.079
0349	 1200 FORMAT(8;10.4)
0350	 WRITE(191200)(ZERO(I)9Io194) ► (DIAS(J)9Jw194)
C ... . WRITE OUT AIRPLANE DATA TO FILE






A.7) MINC MM,E (NEWTON)
Description: The main program of the MMLE (NEWTON) routine
acts as the executive, calling subroutines as needed. Initially
it reads the input data (as output from SETUP) for the starting
conditions of the case. If the case converges to a solution, the
nondimensional derivatives and confidence levels are computed.
Flow chart:
START
Compute Transition and Observatic;i





no Y	 i Compute Non-dimensional
Solve System and

















































































i	 R7-11 LINK V06.01C
NEWTOO.SAV	 Title(
Section Addr	 Size









































































SYS$S	 07 242 000000
$DATA	 072242 003274













Segment size a 110620 n











(RW ► D ► LCL ► RELrCON)




(RWrD ► LCL ► REL ► CON)
(RW ► D ► LCLrREL ► CON)
(RWrDrLCLrRELrCON)
(RW ► D ► GDL ► REL90VR)
(RWrDrGBLrRELrOVR)
(RW ► D ► GBLrRELrOVR)
(RWrDrGBLrRELrOVR)




(RW ► DrGBL ► RELrOVR)
(RWrDrGBLrREL 0VR)
(RW ► D ► GBLrREL ► OVR)













USER$I 110622 000000	 (RW ► IrLCLrRELrCON)
$CODE	 110625 001620	 (RWrIrLCLrRELrCON)
AADD Q 110622 AMULT 0 111362
OTS$O
	
112442 000000	 (RWtl#LCL ► RELrCON)
SYS$0
	
112442 000000	 (RW ► I ► LCL ► REL ► CON)
$nATAP 112442 000076
	






112540 000000	 (RWrDrLCL ► RELrCON)
SYS$S
	




USERSD 112702 000000 	 (RW ► DrLCLrREL ► CON)
Segment size a 002060 s 536.	 words
Overlaw re g ion 000001 Se gment 000002
OTS$I
	
:10622 000000	 (RWrIrLCL ► RELrCON)
SYS$I
	
110622 000000	 (RW ► I ► LCL ► RELrCON)










	 112614 000000	 (RWrIrLCLrRELrCON)
$DATAP 112614 000336
	 (RW ► DrLCLrRELrCON)
OTS$D
	 113152 000000	 (RWrD ► LCLrRELrCON)
OTS$S
	 113152 000000
	 (RWrDrLCL ► REL ► CON)
SYS R S	 113152 000000	 (RW ► D ► LCLrREL ► CON)
$DATA	 113152 000130	 (RWrD ► LCL ► RELrCON)
USERSD 113302 000000
	 (RWrD ► LCLrRELrCON)
Segment size • 002460 a 664.	 words
Overlaw re g ion 000002 Se gment 000003
OTS$I
	 113304 000000	 (RWrI ► LCLrRELrCON)
SYS$I
	 113304 000000
	 (RW ► IrLCL ► RELrCON)
USER$I 113304 000000 	 (RWrI ► LCLrRELrCON)
$CODE
	 113304 002116
	 (RW91rLCL ► RELrCON)
	






115422 000000	 (RW ► I ► LCL ► RELrCON)
SYS$0	 115422 000000	 (RW ► I ► LCL ► REL#CON)
$DATAP 115422 000160 	 (RW ► D ► LCL ► REL ► CON)
OTS$D	 115602 000000	 (RW ► D ► LCL ► REL ► CON)
OTSSS	 115602 000000	 (RW ► D ► LCL ► REL ► CON)
SYS$S	 115602 000000	 (RW ► D ► LCL ► REL ► CON)
$DATA	 115602 000074	 (RW ► D ► LCL ► REL ► CON)
USERSD 115676 000000	 (RW ► D ► LCL ► REL+CON)
Sesaent size n 002372 • 637.	 words
Overlew reg ion 000002 Se gment 000004
OTS$I
	
113304 000146	 (RW ► I ► LCL ► REL ► CON)
SORT	 113304 ABS	 113434
SYSSI	 113452 000000	 (RW ► I ► LCL ► REL ► CON)
USERSI 113452 000000	 (RW ► IrLCL ► REL ► CON)
$CODE	 113452 003220
	
(RW ► I ► LCL ► REL ► CON)
CRAMER@ 113452 DIAGIN 116104
OTS$0	 116672 000000
	
(RW ► I ► LCL ► REL ► CON)
SYS$0
	 116672 000000	 (RW ► I ► LCL ► REL ► CON)
$DATAP 116672 001032
	
(RW ► D ► LCL ► REL ► CON)
OTS$D	 117724 000000	 (RW ► D ► LCL ► REL ► CON)
OTS$S	 117724 000000	 (RW ► D ► LCL ► REL ► CON)
SYSSS	 117724 000000
	
(RW ► D ► LCL ► REL ► CON)
$DATA	 117724 000646
	
(RW ► D ► LCL ► REL ► CON)
USERSD 120572 000000 	 (RW ► D ► LCL ► REL ► CON)
Segment site a 005266 m 137). wards
Transfer address a 0262749 Hi gh limit s 120570 n 20668. words
FORTRAN IV V02.5-2




C ##a a * a ####s###s##s#####e.####
C # #
C s aini-MKLE - KANSAS UNIVERSITY FLIGHT RESEARCH LAMB	 s
C # ^sr^s^^^^^^sess^^^^o^^^^^^^^^^^^^r^^^^r^^n^^rs^•,^ 	 #
C # #
C s NEWTON -RAPHSON METHOD FOR OBTATNINO STABILITY DERIVATIVES
C # #
C # MEASURED STATES:	 #
C # LONG$ O ► V ► ALP• THA ► ODD%,	 AND A-2
	 s
C # LATR: P ►




C # MAIN PROGRAM OF THE MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD ESTIMATOR
	 #
C # TECHNIOUEr
	 .MMLE). THIS P`OGRAM IS DERIVED FROM
	 #
C # THE 'BONES* PROGRAM THAT aAS ORIGINALLY DEVELOPED
	 #
C s BY NASA.	 #










C #sss#sssa a a * aaaaa*#sss#ssssss
C
C- - -
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
C
0002 COMMON /ALLDIM/ MAXrMAT
0003 COMMON /SUBWRT/ ISUB
0004 COMMON /MATRIX." A ► N ► AArBB ► AP ► BP ► DI
0005 COMMON /DIMFAC/ ADIM ► BDIM
153
OMINAL ="•'
OF POUR Ct _
0006	 COMMON /VECTOR/ UrZrXTIPXT2rXT4rXTStZERO96IASrIDIAS




0009	 COMMON /INSTRM/ XAX.ZAXrXAY9YAYrZAYrXAZ9ZAZ9THAIrCOSTHIr
1	 SINTHI9GRV
0010	 COMMON /GEOMTR/ S9CBAk98PAN ► GWGHT9AIXXB9AIXZB9AIYYB9AIZZB
0011	 COMMON /NUMBER/ JKMM9JKM9JKMM1rHHrTIMErTTrNNrNNM1rLr




COMMON /COMMOD/ LONGrLATR ► EXTRAPOYPASS9MAPR
0013	 DIMENSION AP(Br4)rBP(893) ► XT4(4)9DUM(2594)9XT2(7)9ZER0(5)
0014	 DIMENSION X't5(25)rAPR(25) ► ADIM(5 ► 4)rBDIM(5r4)9BIAS(5)
0015
	
DIMENSION Z(793)rU(393)9D2(7)9APHI(594)9XT1(7)9PHII(5 ► 4)9
1	 D1(8r7)rA(594)9B(594)rBJI(2594)9XJI(2598)9SUM(25 ► 25)
0016	 LOOICALS1 LONO9LATR ► EXTRArBYPASSrAA(5r4)99B(594)
0017	 DIMENSION PB(25)rXT3(7)9R(5r4) ► RI(5 ► 4) ► AAA(5r4)9
1	 BB0(5r4)9D54(5r4)9DD4(5 ► 4)
0018	 BYTE INAME(15)rBANNER(80r4) ► ANS
0019	 DATA LON69LATR9EXTRA#DYPASS /4l.FALSE./
0020	 DATA AA9BB /40$.FALSE./
0021	 DATA ADIM98DIM /40!1.0/





C — — — - - — — — — - — — - — — - — — — — — — — — — — — - — — —
C
C!#!#f!!!lffislff!! INPUT USER DEFINED SETUP DATA
0024	 2000 CONTINUE
0025	 TYPE 3000
0026	 3000 FORMAT(/////9' 1 91OXr'INDICATE TYPE OF RUN)'r
1	 /r' '910Xr'IF LONGITUDINAL	 TYPE • L " r
2	 /r' ' ► IOXr'IF LATERAL — DIRECTIONAL TYPE oD"9
3	 /9'$'tIOX ► 'SELECT RUN1 ')
0027	 ACCEPT 1009 ANS
0028	 100 FORMAT(A1)
0029	 IF (ANS.EG.'L') LONG or .TRUE.
0031	 IF (ANS.EG.'D') LATR n .TRUE.
0033	 IF (.NOT.(LONG.OR.LATR)) TYPE 3001
0035	 3001 FORMAT(IOX9'WRONG ANSWER')
0036	 IF (.NOT.(LONG.OR.LATR)) GO TO 2000
C#fff!!*##!#!!!#!** SET DEFAULTS
0038	 N1	 = 25
0039	 MZ	 = 7
0040	 TIME	 = 0.
C##!f #f!!!#!#f!f!f! APRIORI WEIGHTING FACTOR
0041
	




3002 FORMAT(/r'6'910Xr'ENTER FILE NAME FOR SETUP DATA) ')




Cfff#flfff##f!##!ff CLEAR OUT OLD FILE NAME





READ(2r102) ((BANNER(IrJ) ► I=1r80)rJ=lr4)
0051	 102 FORMAT(80A1)










0057	 3003 FORMAT('$'r10Xr'DIMENSIONAL INPUT DERIVATIVES? (Y OR Nil ')
0056	 ACCEPT 1009 ANS
0059	 IF (ANS.EG .'Y') BYPASS = .TRUE.





0062	 3004 FORMAT('t' ► 30X ► 'EXTRA DATA? (Y OR N)( '>
0063	 ACCEPT 100 ► ANS





0067	 CALL ALOAD(4 ► A ► B ► AAA ► bbB)
0068	 IEND	 n AAA(MAX ► 1)
0069	 DO 1001 1 n 1 ► IEND
0070	 JEND	 n AAA(MAX ► 2)
0071	 DO 1002 Jn 1 ► JEND
0072	 IF (AAA(I ► J).E0.1.) AA(I ► J) n .TRUE.
0074	 1002 CONTINUE
0075	 JEND	 n Bbb(MAX ► 2)
0076	 DO 1003 J n lrJEND
0077	 IF (Bbb(IrJ).E0.1.) bb(I ► J) n .TRUE.
0079	 1003 CONTINUE
0080	 1001 CONTINUE
0081	 MAX	 n 8
0082	 CALL ALOAD(1 ► D1 ► D1 ► D1 ► D1)
Ctttfss #K##KffRKKS# SET DIMENSIONS AND INITIALIZE CAP3 AND EBP3 MATRICES
0063	 AP(S ► 1)	 n 7
0084	 BP(8 ► 1)	 n 7
0085	 AP(8P2)	 n 4
0086	 BP(8P2)	 n 3
0087	 CALL AZOT(AP)
0086	 CALL AZOT(BP)
CKfRff##s####s#s### IF TEST THEN OUTPUT MATRICES
0089	 IF (ISUB.OE.2) CALL ASPIT(D1)
0091	 MAX	 n 5
0092
	
IF (ISUB.GE .2) CALL ASPIT(AAA)
0094	 IF (ISUb.GE.2) CALL ASPIT(BBB)
0096	 NNM1	 n NN-:1
0097	 MU	 n B(MAX92)t.01
0096	 MX	 n A(MAX ► 2)t.01
CRt#Kfsi#####fs#f## READ INSTRUMENTATION DATA
00099	 READ(2t104) XAX ► ZAX ► XAY ► YAY ► ZAY ► XAZrZAZ ► THAI
0100	 SINTHI	 n SIN(THAI)
0101	 COSTHI	 n COS(THAI)
C#Rfft###fsssf#ssss READ IN ZEROS AND BIASES
0102	 READ (2.104) (ZERO(I) ► I n 1 ► MX) ► (BIAS(IA) ► IA n 1 ► MX)
CRtffsRSS ##s##s#### READ AIRPLANE GEOMETRIC DATA AND INITIAL CONDITIONS
0103	 READ(2t105) S ► CBAR ► SPAN ► OUGHT ► AIXXB ► AIXZB ► AIYYB ► AIZZB
0104	 105 FORMAT(8F12.4)
0105	 READ(2P105) ALT1 ► VEL1
CRfRtt ##sstffsstKfs FORM CR3 MATRIX
0106	 MAX	 a 5
0107	 R(591)	 n 4.
0108	 R(5921	 n 4.
0109	 CALL AZOT(R)
0110	 DO 1004 I n 1 ► 4




0113	 IF (LATR) R(192) n-AIXZB/AIXZB
0115	 IF (LATR) R(2 ► 1) n-AIXZB/AIZZB
CfKRfsK#ssssas #ssst COPY CRI INTO CR13
0117	 CALL AMAKE(RI ► R)
CfRtRtssf### ##ss### INVERT CR3 IF NECESSARY
0118	 IF (LATR) CALL INV(RI ► MAX)
CRfftRff #KSSts#s#ss FORA EAP3 AND CBP3 MATRICES
0120	 DO 1005 I n 1 ► 6
0121	 DO 1006 J n 194
0122	 AP(I ► J)	 * 1.
0123	 1006 CONTINUE
0124	 DO 1007 J n 1 ► 3
0125	 BP(I ► .1)	 n 1.
0126	 1007 CONTINUE
0127	 1005 CONTINUE
0128	 IF (LONG) AP(691) n 0.
155
PAGE 'S
or POOR QUALITYOf PO
0130 IF	 (LONG) AP(692)	 •	 1. /GRV
0132 IF	 (LONG) AP(693)	 a 0.
0134 IF	 (LONG) AP(694)	 &	 0.
0136 AP(793) • VELI/GRV
0137 DO	 1008	 IW193
0138 IF	 (LONG) BP(69I)	 •	 1./GRV
0140 BP(7#1) n VELi /GRV
0141 1008 CONTINUE
C#i####tttttt#tit ## FORM DIMENSIONALIZING MA!R:LES FOR EA3
0142 TEMPA n 518.7-AL71t0.00358
0143 IF	 (TEMPA.LT.390.) TEMPA w 390.
0145 PRESA n 2116.22t(1.-0.0000068784#ALT1)i#5.2532
0146 RHO w PRESA/(1716.56#TEMPA)
0147 ADIM(591) a A(Srl)
0148 AI,IM(592) w A(592)
0149 PDIM(5 ► 1) • B(591)
0150 BDIM(592) n B(592)
0151 AMSS a GWOHT/GRV
0152 QBAR n .5tRH0*VEL1tVEL1
Ci#t#ii##tt#t##t ##t IF GWGHT a 0.0 THEN OUTPUT DIMENSIONAL
0153 IF	 (GWGHT.EQ.O.) 00 TO 2002
0155 IF	 (LATR) 00 TO 2001
Ciiiii##t#tttt##t #t LONGITUDINAL CASE
0157 OS + QBAR #S
0158 QSC • QBAR #S#CDAR
0159 QSCC • OBARtS*CBARtCBAF
0160 ADIM(lrl) s (QSCC)4(2.tVELItAIYYB)
0161 ADIM(192) s (QSC)/(VEL1tAIYYB)
0162 ADIM(193) a (OSC) /(AIYYB)
0163 BDIM(lrl) n (OSC) /(AIYYB)
0164 9DIM(lr2) n (QSC)!(AIYYB)
0165 DDIM(10 ) a (OSC) /(AIYYB)
0166 ADIM(292) n (QS) /(AMSS#VEL1)
0167 ADIM(293) o (QS) /(AMSS)
0168 BDIM(291) v (OS) /(AMSS)
0169 BDIM(2 ► 2) a (OS) /(AMSS)
0170 BDIM(2 ► 3) a (QS)/(AMSS)
0171 ADIM(392) a (OS) /(AMSS#VELi##2)
0172 AAIM(393) a (QS)/(AMSStVELl)
0173 BDIM(391) r (QS)/(AMSS*VEL1)
0174 SDIM(392) a (GS) /(AMSS#VEL1)
0175 BDIM(393) a (QS)/(AMSS #VEL1)
0176 00 TO 2002
0177 2001 CONTINUE
Ciiiittt#ittttt#ttt LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CASE
0178 OS a QBAR#S
0179 QSB • OBARtS#SPAN
0180 0698 a OBAR#S#SPAN#SPAN
0181 ADIM(lrl) n (OS014) /(2.tVEL1tAIXXH)
0182 ADIM(192) n (OSBB) /(2. #VEL1#AIXXB)
0163 ADIM(193) w (OSB)/(AIXXB)
0184 BDIM(191) . (QSB)/(AIXXB)
0185 BDIM(lr2) n (QSB)/(AIXXB)
0186 BDIM(193) = (QSB)/(AIXXB)
0187 ADIM(291) s (QSBB)/(2.iVEL1#AIZZB)
0188 ADIM(292) n (QSBB)/(2.#VEL1#AIZZB)
0189 ADIM(293) 9a (PSB)/(AIZZB)
0190 BDIM(291) a (OSB)/(AIZZB)
0191 BDIM(292) n (QSB)/(AIZZB)
0192 BDIM(293) a (GSB)/(AIZZB)
0193 ADIM(393) a (0S)/(AMSStVELI)
0194 BDIM(39l) m (GS)/(AMSStVELI)
0195 BDIM(392) a %OS)/(AMSS#VELI)
0196 BDIM(393) o (GS)/(AMSS#VELi)
0197 2002 CONTINUE
0198 MXPI = MXt1
0199 YY a 0.
0200 XX r 1.






0202	 XT4(1)	 • 0.
0203	 XT3(I)	 - 0.
0204	 Xr	 n XX+ZERO(I)+BIAS(I)
0205	 DO 1010 Jm19MU
0206	 YY	 • YY+AAA(ItJ)4B88(IoJ)
0207	 1010 XX	 - XX+AAA(IrJ)+BBB(19J)
0208	 YY	 • YY +AAA(IrMX)
0209	 1009 XX	 a XX+AAA(19MX)
0210	 JKMM	 a YY+.O1
0211	 JKM	 • XX+.01
0212	 JKMMI	 • JKM-1
Cesfsfttfrttttttttt INITIA41ZE MATRICES
0213	 SUM(NIrl)	 a JKM
0214	 SUM/NI92)	 n JKM
0215	 MAX	 a NI
0216	 CALL AZOT(SUM,
Citffitfttrtritfttf SELECT APRIORI OPTION THRU "APR
0217	 IF (MAPR) 20039200492005
0218	 2005 DO 1011 IBEI9JKM
0219	 READ(29306) (SUM(199IA)rIAw19JKM)
0220	 106 FORMAT(6E12.4)
0221	 IF (ISUB.OE.2) PRINT 1079 (SUM(199IA)9IAw19JKM)
0223	 107 FORMAT(' '96E12.4)
0224	 DO 1011 IA-I9JKM
0225	 1011 SUM(IBrIA)wSUM(IBrIA)tFACT
0226	 APR(IB)	 SUM(I39I8)
0227	 00 TO 2004
0226	 2003 READ(29106) (APR(IA)9IAml9JKMM1)
0229	 DO 1012 IA•19JKM
0230	 1012 APR(IA)	 a RPR(IA)tFACT
0231	 IF (ISUB.OE•2) PRINT 1079 (APR(AI)9IAw19JKMM1)
0233	 2004 CONTINUE
C ttfiiiititifffif CLOSE INPUT DATA FILE
0234	 CLOSE(UNIT•2)
Cftfffitatittttttt ENTER NAME OF DATA FIl.E WITH FLIGHT TEST DATA
0235	 TYPE 3006





0240	 3007 FORMAT(/9's'910X9'ENTER FILE NAME TO HOLD PREDICTED DATAS ')
0241	 ACCEPT 1019(INAME(IA9C)9IABCmlr14)
0242	 OPEN(UNIT n39NAME=INAME9TYPEo'NEW'9ACCESSa'SEOUENTIAL'r
1	 FORM n 'UNFORMATTED'9DISPOSE&'SAVE'9BUFFERCOUNT02)
Cttfttttttttttttttr PRINT OUT INPUT DATA
0243	 PRINT 3008
0244	 3008 FORMAT('- - - - - - - - - - - - - - 	 - - - - - - - - - -' 9
1	 ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -'>
0245	 DO 1013 Jw194





0251	 3009 FOR"AT(24Xr'. . . . . . . INITIAL CONDITIONS 	 '/)
0252	 PRINT 3010 ► NN9ITR9ISUBrMZrHH9XLA
0253	 3010 FORMAT(BX9'NUMBER OF DATA POINTS	 S	 09139
1	 BX9'MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ITERATIONS 2 	 '9139/9
2	 BX9'SUBROUTINE TEST FLAG	 1	 09139
3	 8Xr'NUMBER OF STATES 	 (	 'PI39/
4	 8X9'DATA SAMPLING TIME INTERVAL 1'9FB•49
4	 BX9'DIAGONAL MULTIPLYING FACTOR 1'rF8.4r/)
0254	 PRINT 3008
0255	 PRINT 37009 OBARrVELl9SrSPAN9CBAR9AIXX99AIYYB9AIZZB9AIXZB ► GWGHT
0256	 3700 FORMAT(/r10X9'FLIGHT,,CONDITION AND VEHICLE CHARACTERISTICS' ►
1	 /r15X9'DYNAMIC PRESSURE a '9F10.29
2	 l0X9'VELOCITY	 n '9F10.2r
3	 /915X9'WING AREA	 a '9F10.29
4	 IOX.'WING SPAN	 s ' ► F10.2r
157









8	 IOXF'IZZB	 n ' rFIO.lr
9	 /r15xr'IXZB	 n ',F10.1,
I	 10Xr'WEIGHT	 n 'rF10.2)
0257	 PRINT 37019XAX,XAYrXAZ,YAYrZAX,ZAYrZAZ,THAI
0258	 3701 FORMAT( 15Xr'INSTRUMENT OFFSETS FROM CG'r
1	 /r20X,'X-DIRECTION OFFSETS (+ n INSTR FORWARD OF CG)',
2	 :r25X,'A -X 	 'PF7.3#3Xr'A-Y
	 ',F7.3r3Xr'A-Z
	 'rF7.3r
3	 /, ^OXr'Y-DIRECTION OFFSETS (4 n INSTR RIGHT OF CG)',
4	 /,25X,'	 '91OX,'A-Y	 ',F7.3#
5	 /,20Xr'Z-DIRECTION OFFSETS ( © n INSTR BELOW CO)',
6	 /,25Xr'A -X 	 'rF7.3,3Xr'A-Y
	 ',F7.3,3X,'A-Z
	 'rF7.3r
7	 /,20X, ' PITCH ANGULAR OFFSET FROM BODY AXES ',
6	 '( © n PITCH UP)'
9	 ► /r25X, ' THETA ( MEASURED IN RADIAN UNITS) 	 ' , F7.3)
0^59	 IS 'LONG) PRINT 3011
0261	 3011 FORMAT (/t lOXr'ZERO AND BIAS CONTRQL',/
1	 10Y,'F'ITCH RATE VELOCITY	 ALPHA	 THETA	 It
2	 'PITCH ACCL	 A-X	 A-Z')
0262	 IF (LATR) PRINT 3012
0264	 3012 FORMAT(/PI0XP'ZERO AND BIAS CONTROL',/
1	 10Xr'ROLL RATE YAW RATE 	 BETA	 PHI	 'r
2	 'ROLL ACCL YAW ACCEL	 A-Y')
0265	 PRINT 109, (ZERO ( I),I n 1,MX )9( BIAS(IA),IAB1rMX-1)
0266	 109 FORMATCIOXr8F10.5)
0267	 PRINT 110r ( Dl(IBCD,IBCD) , IBCDw1,7)
0268	 110 FORMAT( / rI0Xr ' DIAGONAL ELEMENTS OF THE WEIGHTING MATRIX Dll'r/
1	 5X,7F13.3,/)
0269	 PRINT 3008
0270	 MAX	 n 5
Ct#it##K#tK#KKK##KK PRINT OUT THE INPUT CR3r CA3, AND CB3 MATRICES
0271	 PRINT 3013
0272	 3013 FORMAT ( 10X,'INITIAL INPUT MATRICES CR3, CA3 9 AND CB3.',/r
1	 IOXr'A STAR (t) FOLLOWING THE VALUE OF A MATRIX',
?	 ELEMENT INDICATES THAT', /r
3	 10Xr'THE RESPECTIVE DERIVATIVE IS NOT ESTIMATED BY'
4	 ,' THE MMLE METHOD.')
0273	 IF (.NOT.HYPASS) PRINT 3014
0275	 3014 FORMAT(IOX,'(DERIVATIVES ARE NON-DIMENSIONAL)')
0276	 IF (BYPASS) PRINT 3015
0278	 3015 FORMAT(IOX,'(DERVATIVES ARE DIMENSIONAL)')
0279	 PRINT 9000
0280	 9000 FORMAT(/910X,'MATRIX CR3')
0281	 CALL ASPIT(R)
0282	 PRINT 3016
0283	 3016 FORMAT(/r10X,'STABILITY MATRIX CA7')
0284	 CALL ASPITI(ArAA)
0285	 PRINT 3017
0286	 3017 FORMAT(/,10X,'CONTROL MATRIX Eb3f)
0287	 CALL ASPITI(B,BB)
02SO	 PRINT 3008
Ctt##KKK#tittiKi#tK MULTIPLY CA3 AND C93 BY CRI3
0289	 MAX	 n 5
0290	 MAT	 n 5
0291	 CALL AMULT(RI ► ArArD54)
0292	 CALL AMULT(RI,B,BrD54)
Ct#tittitttiitti#tt IF NOT BYPASS THEN FORM DIMENSIONAL DERIVATIVES
0293	 IF (BYPASS) 00 TO 2006
0295	 DO 1014 IABC=I,MX
0296	 DO 1015 IDEFmI,MX
0297	 A(IABCrIDEF) n A(IABC,IDEF)tADIM(IABC,IDEF)
0298	 1015 CONTINUE








ORMINAL P AG,: Is
OF POOR QUALITY
0305	 TT	 • TIME—""
0306	 DO 1017 LM•19NN
0307	 TT	 n TT+HH
Cttfttfftttftttitft ACAD 10 MEASURED RESPONSES FROM DATA FILE
Ct *tt##iitttfftftt* READ IN LONGITUDINAL DATA
0308	 IF (LONG) READ(4) Z(491).Z(1911 ► Z(791)9Z(691)#U(191)9AM69AM79AM69
1	 AM9rAM10rAM11
0310	 IF (LONG.AND.EXTRA) READ(4) Z(291 )92(3#1).Z(591)rAM15rAM16rAM17
0312	 U(2 ► 1)	 • 0.
Cftttf **t#*iftt*tt* READ IN LATERAL DIRECTIONAL DATA
0313	 IF (LATR) READ(4) AM19AM29AM39AM49AM5rZ(491)9Z(191)9Z(791)#Z(291)9
1	 U(191)9U(291)
0315	 IF (LATR.AND.EXTRA) READ(4) AM129AM13 ► AM149Z(391)#Z(591)#Z(6r1)




0322	 DO 1018 IA•1rNI
x323	 XT5(IA)	 • 0.
0324	 PB(IA)	 n 0.
0325	 1018 CONTINUE
0326	 IZE	 • 1
03^7	 DO 1019 IA•I#MX
0326	 IF (ZERO(IA)) 200792008#2007
0329	 2007 IZE	 • IZE41
0330	 2008 CONTINUE
0331	 1019 CONTINUE
C#fftfftt#fff**t#t# MAIN MMLE LOOP FOR INT ITERATIONS
0332	 DO 1020 LL n 19ITR
Cifffif*#* *#fffiift REWIND TAPES FOR EACH ITERATION
0333	 REWIND 4
0334	 REWIND 3
033°	 PRINT 3018# LL
0336	 3018 FORMAT(//910X9'ITERATIONI 19I3)
0337	 MAX	 • 5
Ct ##tf##tff#t# *##it CALL SPECIAL. MATRIX OUTPUT ROUTINE
0338	 PRINT 3019
0339	 3019 FORMAT(/910X9'ESTIMATES OF THE STATE MATRICES')
0340	 PRINT 3020
0341	 3020 FORMAT(/910Xr'STABILITY MATRIX CRI38EA3')
034^	 CALL ASPITI(ArAA)
0343	 PRINT 3021
0344	 3023, FORMAT(/910X#'CONTROL MATRIX CRI)*EB3')
0345	 CALL ASPITI(DrBB)
0346	 MAX	 a 5
0347	 MAT	 n 5
0348
	 CALL AEAT (A9HHrPHI1rAPHI9D54rDD4)
0349	 U(391)	 • 1.
0350	 U(392)	 • 1.
0351	 U(3r3)	 • 1.
0352	 XJI(NI91)	 • JKM
0353	 XJI(NI92)	 • MX
0354	 BJI(NI91)	 • JKM
0355	 SJI(NIr2)	 • MX
0356	 SUM(NI91)	 • JKM
0357	 SUM(NIr2)	 • JKM
Cfffif#ttii #fffftk#t INITIALIZE AND READ DATA FROM TAPE
0358	 DO 1021 IJK•1rJKM
0359	 DO 1021 JKL.•39IJK
0360	 1021 SUM(IJKrJKI.) • 0.
0361	 MAX	 • NI
0362	 CALL AZOT ()(JI )
Cttt#**#f*#t##*#fcft READ IN THE FIRST TWO SERIES OF
C #***##*tt*### ##(k## MEASURED DATA FROM THE DATA DISK FILE
Citft## #*tf#*#*t### READ IN FIRST TIME POINT OF LONGITUDINAL DATA
0363
	
IF (LONG) PEAD(4) XT1(4) ► XT1(1)#XT1(7)#XT1(6)PU(lrl)r
1	 AM6#AM79AM89AM9#AM109AM11
0365	 IF (LONG.AND.EXTRA) READ(4) XT1(2)9XT1(3)9XT1(5)9
1	 AM15PAM16PAM17
0367	 U(291)	 • 0.
159
gR!Gw^^L ^':.'^ t s
^F pp{)I, QUALITY
Cttstilfafsstltttir READ IN FIRST TIME POINT LATERAL DIRECTIONAL DATA
0368	 IF (LATR) READ(4) AM1 ► AM2•AM3 ► AM4 ► AM5 ► XT1(4) ► XT1(I) ► XT1(7) ►
1	 XT1(2) ► U(1 ► 1) ► U(2 ► 1)
0370	 IF (LATR . AND.EXTRA) READ ( 4) AM12#AMI3 # AMI4 # XTI(3)#XTI(5)#
1	 XT1(6)
C
Clrftltllttt#tfltit TRANSLATE FROM INSTRUMENT AXES AND LOCATION
C!lftlf#t #lift#Rif! FOR CORRECT INITIAL CONDITIONS FOR MMLE PREDICTIONS
Clltstrslltittailtt LONGITUDINAL CASE
0372	 IF (LONG) AXI	 a COSTHItXTI(6)+SINTHISXTI(7)
0374	 IF (LONG) AZI	 •-SINTHIsXT1(6)+COS7HIsXT1(7)
0376	 IF (LONG) XTI(4)	 • XT1(4)-7NA2
0378	 IF (LONG) XTI(6)	 • AXI
0380	 IF (LONO) XT1(7)	 • AZI
Cltiilisslrfflsfi# LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CASE
0382	 IF ( LATR) PIS
	 a COSTHIIXTI ( 1)+SINTHIfXT1(2)
0384	 IF ( LATR) RI1
	 •-SINTHItXTI ( 1)+COSTHIsXT1(2)
0386	 IF (LATR) XT1(1)	 n PI1
0388	 IF %LATR) X71(2)
	 • RII
C
Ci#Stsitlt #flit! ## t READ IN SECOND TIME POINT OF LONGITUDINAL DATA
0390	 IF (LONG) READ(4) XT2(4)#XT2(1) ► XT2(7) ► XT2(6) ► U(1 ► 2)r
1	 AM6 ► AM7 ► AM8 ► AM99AM10 ► AM11
0392	 IF (LONG.AND.EXTRA) READ(4) XT2(2)@XT2(3) ► XT2(5)9
1	 AM15 P AM16PAM17
0394	 U(2 ► 2)	 s 0.
Ctiifssisitlis # silt READ IN SECOND TIME POINT OF LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL DATA
0395	 IF (LATR) READ(4) AM19AM2 ► AM3rAM4.AMCi ► XT2(4)rXT2(1) ► XT2(7) ►
I	 XT2(2) ► U(1 ► 2)9U(2 ► 2)
0397	 IF (LATR.AND.EXTRA) READ(4) 4M12 ► AM13 ► AM14 ► XT2(3) ► XI2(5) ► XT2(6)
C
C##lstss#rs#tit#itt TRANSLATE FROM INSTRUMENT AXES AND LOCATION
C#ill # #it#trl!# tisl FOR CORRECT INITIAL CONDITIONS FOR MMLE PREDICTIONS
C#ills#iil #t!t#t#lt LONGITUDINAL CASE
0399	 IF (LONG) AXI	 • COSTHIiXT2 ( 6)+SINTHISXT2(7)
0401	 IF (LONG) AZT	 •-SINTHI*XT2 ( 6)+COSTNISXT2(7)






0407	 IF (LONG) XT2(7)	 • AZI
Ctstss#stittttt### LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CASE
0409	 •F (LATR) P12	 a COSTHISX72(1)+SINTHISXT2(2)
0411	 IF (LATR) R12	 a-SINTHISXT2 ( 1)+COSTHItXT2(2)
0413	 IF (LATR) XT2(1)	 n PI2
0415	 IF (LATR) XT2(2)	 a R12
C
Ct#it##Rlt#i##il#ii DELETE UNWEIOHTED DATA FROM TIME HISTORY
0417	 DO 1022 IABC w1 ► 7









0424	 IC	 n 0
0425	 DO 1023 IuIiMX
0426	 1023 XJI(JKM ► I) • XT2(I)
0427	 IF (LL-1) 20109201192010
0428	 2010 DO 1024 IAw19MX
0429	 IF (ZERO(IA)) 20129201392012
0430	 2012 IC	 n IC + 1






XJI(JKM9IA) a XJI ( JKM9IA) + XT3(IA)
0434	 XT2 ( IA)	 n XJI ( JKM9IA)
0435	 2013 CONTINUE
0436	 1024 CONTINUE
OA37	 IC	 n 0
Cssll#lit !##ll#sssl PRINT OUT VARIABLE BIAS AND ZERO LABELS
0438	 PRINT 3005
0439	 3005 FORMAT(/912X9 ' VARIABLE BIAS:	 VARIABLE ZEROS')










	 XT4(IA)	 n X74(IA)1P9(JKMM+IC)
CtslitRlRtt# #sots# LINES REMOVED TO CORRECT AS IN NASA TN
C	 XTI(IA)	 n Xtl(lA)-XT4(IA)
C	 X72(IA)	 n XT2(IA)-XT4(IA)
C	 XJI(JXMrIA) n X M IA)
0444	 2015 CONTINUE







0449	 DO 1026 Ihsl@JKMM
0450	 X75(IA)	 n XT5(IA) ♦PB(IA)
0451	 1026 CONTINUE










0458	 DO 1028 I n ltMX
0459	 IF (ZERO(I)) 2016r2017r2016
0460	 2016 IC	 n IC+3
0461	 XJI(JKM-IZE#IC.I) s 1.
0462	 2017 CONTINUE
0463	 1028 CONTINUE
(;rrtiirRR###t#t#trR CALL AOIRL (MAIN SUBRPUTINE
Ct#ttt####ti#Rtt### FOR THE PARAMETER IPtNTIFICATION)
0464	 CALL AOIRL
0465	 MAX	 n NI
0466
	
DO 1029 IAn I#JKM
0467	 3029 SUM(IA#IA) n SUM(IA.IA)tXLA
0468	 IF (ISUD.OE.1) CALL ASPIT(SUM)
0470	 SUM(Nlrl)	 n JKM-1










Crt##t#tt#ttR###Rtt COMPUTE FINAL OUTPUT
Ct#t#RtRtt #t#!!Rr## MULTIPLY CR13SEA3 AND CRiI*CB3 BY CR3
0477	 MAX	 n 5
0478	 CALL AMULT(RPA#ArD54)
0479	 CALL AMULT(RPBPPPD54)
CRRtlttrtrrrt#t#sr# NONDIMENSIONALIZE 'f HE DERIVATIVE OUTPUT
0480	 DO 1500 IAbC n I.MX
0481
	
DO 1t;0I IDEF n 1+MX
0482	 A(IAAC#IDEF) n A(IA9Cr1DEF)/ADIM(IA9C9IDEF)
0483	 1501 CONTINUE
0484	 DO 1502 IDEF n I ► MU
0485
	
b(IABC.IDEF) n b(IABC ► IDEF)/BDIM(IABC•IDEF)
0486	 1502 CONTINUE
A4 g7	 1500 CONTINUE
CRtir #ttr##t ### # #rR OUTPUT DERIVATIVES
0488	 IF (OYOHT.NE.O.) PRINT 3600
0490	 3600 FORMAT(/910Xr'NONDIMENSIONAL STABILITY AND CONTROL MATRICES:';
1	 )
0491	 IF (OWOHT.EO.O.) PRINT 3650
0493
	



















Csrttstretrststtrtr UPDATE AND COMPUTE NEW DERIVATIVES
050U	 CALL SOLVE(SUM. ►B)
0505	 NB	 • SUM(NI.1)4.01
0506
	 IF (ISUB.OE.1) PRINT 106r(PS(I)vI w IvMl )
0508	 IJ	
- 0
0509	 DO 1030 I n 1.MX
0510	 DO 1031 J•1.MU
0511	 IF (.NOT.BB(IsJ)) GG TO 2021
0513	 2020 IJ	
- IJ+i
0514	 B(IPJ)	 • B(IrJ)+PB(1J)
0515	 2021 CONTINUE
0516	 1031 CONTINUE
0517	 DO 1030 J-1vMX
0518	 IF (.NOT.AA(I#J)) 00 TO 2023
0520	 2022 IJ	 n IJ11








Description: Subrouti:e AGIRL performs the parameter identifi-
cation and computation of first and second gradients of the cost
function.
Listing:
FORTRAN IV V02.5-2	 Fri 26-Fib-82 00:06142 	 PAGE 001
0001 SUBROUTINE AGIRL
C
C - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
C THIS SUBROUTINE PERFORMS THE ACTUAL FARAMETER IDENTIFICATION.
C THE KEY MATRICES. VECTORS AND VARIABLES ARE 1
C
C CSUM3 a THIS MATRIX CONTAINS THE SECOND GRADIENT IN THE LOWER
C TRIANGULAR AND DIAGONAL LOCATIONSP AND THE OFF-DIAGONAL
C A PRIORI WEIOHTINGS IN THE UPPER TRIANGULAR. THE DIAGONAL
C A PRIORI WEIGHTINGS ARE STORED IN THE CAPR3 MATRIX. THE
C FIRST GRADIENT APPEARS AS AN EXTRA COLUMN IN CSUM3
C (	 THE JKM COLUMN	 ).
C CZ39CU3 a MEASURED VALUES OF OBSERVATIONS ANN CONTROLS
C CXT13 s COMPUTED VALUES FOR OBRESVATIOKB
C EXT23 w COMPUTED VALUES FOR OBSERVATIONS
C CXY33 - VARIABLE ZEROS ON THE OBSERVATIONS
C CXT43 - VARIABLE BIAS ON THE OBSERVATIONS
C CXT53 a DIFFERENCE BETWEEN ERYIMATED COEFFICIENTS AND THE
C A PRIORI	 VALU.£S
C MX - NUMBER OF STATES
C MU s MUMBER OF CONTROLS
C MZ n NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS
C- - - - - - - - - - -	 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
C
0002 COMMON /ALLDIM/ MAX+MAT
162 a
OF POOR QUALire
0003	 COMMON /SUBWRT/ ISUB
0004	 COMMON /MATRIX/ ArB9AAr9BrAPrBPrD1
0005	 COMMON /VECTOR / UrZrXT1rXT29XT49XT59ZERO#DIAS9IBIAS
0006	 COMMON /ARRAYS / D2rAPH19PHI197UM9BJIrXJIrSUMrAPR
0007	 COMMON / INSTRM / XAX9ZAX9XAY9YAYrZAYrXAZ ► ZAZrTHAIrCOSTHIr
1	 SINTHIrGRV
0008	 COMMON /NUMBER/ JKMMrJKMrJKMM19NHrTIMErTT9NNrNNM1rLr
1	 LLrITRrMUrMZrMXrMXPloltlArJrJKrKrKJrNlr
2	 ITHINrERRSUM
0009	 COMMON /GOMMND / LON69LATR ► EXTRArBYPASSrMAPR
0010	 DIMENSION AP(8r4)rBP(893 ) rXT4(4)9DUM ( 25r4 ) rXT2(7)
0011
	




0014	 IF ( ISUB.GE . 1) PRINT 2001
0016	 2001 FORMAT(' SUBROUTINE AGIRL'.
C
C- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
C
0017	 ANPT	 FLOAT(NNM1) t 1.
C#####*###i###ii#*# TIME LOOP
0018	 TT	 s TIME : H4
0019	 DO 41 I n 2 ► NNM1
0020	 TT	 a TT + HN
0021	 DO 28 JK•19JKM
0022	 DO 28 JwMXPlpMZ
0023	 28 XJI(JKrJ)	 S 0.
0024	 DO 170 IA=1rMX
0025	 170 XJI(JKMrIA! a XT2(IA)
C**##t^tiii**#i*##* READ IN MEASURED RESPONSES FROM DATA FILE
C**#t#*##########** READ IN LONGITUDINAL DATA
0026	 IF (LONG) READ(4) Z(493)9Z(lr3)rZ(793)rl(693)rU(193)rAM6rAM79Ar189
1	 AM9rAMl0rAMll
0028	 IF (LONO.AND.EXTRA) READ(4) Z(2r3)•Z(393)9Z(593)rAM15rA1416rAM17
0030	 IF (LONG) U(293) in 0.
C##*i###**####***## READ IN LATERAL DIRECTIONAL DATA
0032	 IF (LATR) READ(4) AM19AM29AM3rAM4rAM5rZ(4r3)9Z(193)9Z(793)rZ(293)9
1	 U(193)rU(293)
0034	 IF (LATR.AND.EXTRA) READ(4) AM129AM139AM14rZ(3r3)rZ(5r3)rZ(6r3)
C#*#*i*****##*#**** DELETE UNWEIGHTED DATA FROM INPUT
0036	 DO 2525 IABC n 197
0037	 IF (D1(IA9CrIABC).NE.0.) 60 TO 2524
0039	 Z(IABCr3)	 w 0.
0040	 2524 CONTINUE
0041	 2525 CONTINUE
0042	 MAX	 A NI
0043
	 CALL AZOT(BJI)
0044	 JK	 s 0




0047	 BJI ( JKM9J) a BJI(JKM9J) +B(J9K)A(U(K93) +U(Kr2))#.5
0048	 IF (.NOT.BB(JrK)) 00 TO 43




0054	 DO 44 Kw1rMX
0055	 IF (.NOT.AA(J9K)) 00 TO 44
0057	 JK	 a JK + 1
Cx**######*##*#t#*# SPECIAL OPTION IF FIRST TIME THROUGH
0058	 IF (LL-1) 2r2r4
0059	 2 CONTINUE
0060	 BJI(JK ► J)	 .5*(Z(K92)+Z(Krl))
0061	 XJI(JK9J+MA)s Z(K92)*AP(J+MXrK)
C#********##****#*# IF ALL STATES CZ(19X) TO 7(49X)3 ARE NOT MEASURED
C#***#*###**##**### THEN REPLACE THESE 0. VALUES TO KEEP FROM HAVING
C*#*#***#*##*1**##* A SINGULAR SUM MATRIX







Cttttttttttttttt##t SAVE TIME HISTORIES ON DISK FILE
0145 WRITE
	 ( 3)	 (XT2 ( IA)9IAn 197)
0146 80 CONTINUE
0147 DO 91	 J n 19JKM
0148 DO 91	 I4 n J9JKM
0149 DO 92 K n 19MZ
0150 92 SUM ( I49J)	 n SUM ( I49J) + XJI(149K ) SDI(K ► K ) tXJI(J9K)
0151 91 CONTINUE
0152 DO 69 IA n 1 ► MZ
0153 Z(IA91)	 n 	 Z(IA92)
0154 69 Z(IA9:)	 a	 Z(IA93)
0155 U(191)	 n 	 U(192)
0156 %7(291)	 n 	 U(292)
0157 U(192)	 n 	 U(193)
0158 U(292)	 n 	 U(293)
0159 41 CONTINUE
rtt #####t####t##tt# PRINT OUT CASE INFORMATION
0160 ERRSUM	 n SUM(JKM9JKM)/ANPT
0161 PRINT 607 ► ERRSUM
0162 607 FORMAT(/910X9'WEIGHTED ERROR SUM n 	 '91PE12.4)
0163 ))AX	 n 	 8
0164 PRINT 608
0165 608 FORMAT ( IOX9 ' WEIGHTED LRRORS:')
0166 PRINT	 6069 ( D2(IA) S D1(IA9IA)/ANPT9IA n 1 ► MZ)
0167 606 FORMAT(1OY910(1PE12.4)9/)
0168 DO 888 IJK n 1 ► JKM
0169 888 SUM (IJK9JKM ) n SUM(JKM9IJK)
0170 IF	 (MAPR)	 180 ► 1819160
0171 18C DC 182	 Ib n 19JKM
0'.72 SUM ( IB9JKM)	 n- XT5(Ib) #APR(Ib) +SUM(IB.JKM)
0173 SUM ( Ib9Ib)	 n SUM(19 ► I9)+APR(19)
0174 IbMI	 n 	 Ib-1
0175 DO 182 IA n 19IbM1
0176 182 SUM(Ib9IA)	 99	 SUM ( Ib9IA) +SUM(IA9IB)
0177 181 CONTINUE
0178 531 FORMAT(10X9'	 WOULD YOU BELIEVE.......... 	 ' ► //)




Description: Subroutine AEAT computes the transition matrix
and its integral, eA,^t and IAteAT d-r, respectively. It uses the




	 Sun 17-Jan-82 00129:58 	 PAGE 001
0001	 SUBROUTINE AEAT (A9T9PHI9AFHIvA2 ► A3)
C
C- - - - - - -	
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
C	 THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES THE TRANSITION MATRIY
C	 AND IT£ INTEGRAL USING A TAYLOR SERIES EXPANSION
C	 TO 10 TERMS.
164
G )^	 .
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0065	 BJI(JK ► J)	 a (XT2(K)+XT1(K))#.5
0066	 XJI(JK ► J+MX)a XT7(K)#AP(J+MX ► K)
0067	 44 CONTINUE
0068	 MAX	 n NI
0069	 MAT	 r 5
0070
	 XJI ( NI ► 2)	 n MX
0071
	 CALL AMULT ( XJI ► PMII@XJI ► DUM)
0072
	 CALL AMULT ( BJI ► APHI ► DUM ► DUM)
0073
	 CALL AADD(1.0 ► DUM ► 1.0 ► XJI ► XJI)
0074	 XJI(NI92)	 n MZ
0075
	 IBIAS	 a 0
0076	 DO 162 IA-1 ► M)'
0077	 IF (DIAS(IA1) 163 ► 162 ► 163
0078	 363 IBIAS	 a IBIAS+1
0079	 DO 175 IB n 1 ► MZ
0080	 175 XJI ( JKMM + IBIAS ► IB)- 0.
C################## CORRECTION FROM NASA TN
0081	 XJI ( JKMM+ IBIAS ► IA+MX)a 1.
0082	 162 CONTINUE
0083	 JKMMI	 a JKM-1
0084	 DO 7 JKaI ► JKMM
0085	 DO 7 I.-MXPItMZ
0086	 DO 7 K-1 ► MX
0087	 XJI(JK ► L)	 - XJI(JKPL)+A(L-MX#K)*XJI(JKPK)*AP(LPK)
0088	 7 CONTINUE
0089	 DO 9 L nMXPS ► MZ
C################## CORRECTION FROM NASA TN
C##^############### ADD VARIABLE BIAS TO STATES
0090	 XJI(JKMPL) a XT4(L-MX)
C
0091	 DO 8 K-1 ► MU




0094	 DO 9 K-1 ► MX
04195	 XJI(JKM ► L) a XJI(JKM ► L)+A(L-MX ► K)#XJI(JKM ► K)#AP(LPK)
0096	 9 CONTINUE
C################## TRANSLATE TO INSTRUMENT AXES AND LOCATION
C################## LONGITUDINAL CASE
0097	 IF ( LONG) AXI	 a COSTHI #XJI(JKM ► 6)-SINTHI # XJI(JKMr7)
0099	 IF (LOOG) AZI	 - SINTHI#XJI(JKM ► 6) +COSTHI # XJI(JKM ► 7)
0101	 IF (LONG) PI	 - COSTHI #AM7	 -SINTHI#AM9
0103	 IF ( LONG ODOTI	 - XJI(JKM ► 5)
0105	 IF ( LONG) QI	 - XJI ( JKM ► 1)
0107	 IF :SONG) RI	 - SINTHI #AM7	 +C3STHI#AM9
0109	 IF ( LONG) XJI(JKM ► 4) - XJI ( JKM94)+THAI
0111	 IF (LONG) XJI(JKM ► 6) a AXI+ ( ZAX#ODOTI -XAX#(0I##2+RI##2))/GRV
0113	 IF (LONG) XJI(JKM97) - (AZI+(-XAZ#QDOTI-ZAZ#(0I##2+PI##2))/GRV)
C#ri############### LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CASE
0115	 IF (LATR) PI	 a COSTHI # XJI(JKMvl) - SINTHI#XJI(JKM92)
0117	 IF (LATR) RI	 a SINTHI #XJI(JKM ► 1)+COSTHI#XJI(JKM ► 2)
0)19	 IF ( LATR) PIDOT	 a COSTHI # XJI(JKM95)-SINTHI #XJI(JKM ► 6)
0121	 IF ( LATR) RIDOT	 a SINTHI #XJI(JKM ► 5)+COSTHI #XJI(JKM ► 6)
0123	 IF (LATR) XJI<JKM ► 1) - PI
0125	 IF ( LATR) %JI(JKM ► 2) a RI
0127	 IF (LATR) X.;I(JKM ► 5) n PIDOT
0129	 IF ( LATR) XJI(JKM ► 6) - RIDOT
0131	 IF ( LATR) XJI(JKM ► 7) n XJI ( JKM ► 7 )+(- ZAY#PIDOT +XAY#RIDOT
1	 -Y4Y#(PI##2+RI##2))/GRV
0133	 DO 3 J-1 ► MZ
0134	 XT1(J)	 a XT20)
0135	 XT20)	 a XJI(JKM ► J)




DO 27 K-1 ► MZ
0139	 D2(K)	 a D2(K)+XJI(JKMtK)*#2
0140	 27 CONTINUE
0141	 MAX	 - NI
C################# IF TEST THEN PRINT OUT TIME HISTORIES






C [A3	 a STABILITY MATRIX
C T	 s DELTA TIME INCREMENT
C [PHI]	 a TRANSITION MATRIX
C EAPH13 n INTEGRAL OF THE TRANSITION AATRIX
C [A23	 s DUMMY MATRIX
C EA33	 n DUMMY MATRIX
C-
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
C
0002 COMMON /ALLDIM / MAXPMIX
0003 COMMON /SUBWRT/ ISUB
0004 DIMENSION A(1)vPHI(1)rA2(l ) vAPHI ( 1)rA3(1)
0005 IF	 (ISUB.GE . 3)	 PRINT	 2001
0007 2001 FORMAT('	 SUBROUTINE AEAT')
C
C- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
C
C##ii######ii# #####
 FIND AND SET MATRIX DIMENSIONS
0008 MAX2	 n MAX*2
0009 II	 n A(MAX)




OC14 CALL AMAKE ( A3vPHI)
0015 MI	 a-MAX
C####i####*i###i#i *
 SET PHt EQUAL TO IDENTITY MATRIX
0016 DO	 1	 IwltII
0017 MI	 • III+MAX
0018 PHI(MI+I)*	 1.
O019 1 CONTINUE
C#ls## #s#####*# #i### PERFORM TAYLOR SERIES SUMMATION
0020 CALL AMAKE(A2vPHI)
0021 G	 e	 1.
0022 DO 2 I=1.10
0023 BB	 a 1






0029 DO 10 M r I I
0030 DO 10 Joltl
0031 11	 .	 (I-1)#MAX+J
0032 11	 a	 (J-I)#MAX+I
0033 TEMP	 a PHI(IJ)
0034 PHI(IJ)	 n PHI(JI)
0035 PHI(JI)	 a TEMP
0036 TEMP	 • APHI(IJ)
0037 APHI ( IJ)	 • APHI(JI)
0038 10 APHI ( JI)	 s TEMP
C##i:#t#*#1c* #iitKt4# PRINT OUT MATRICES FOR TEST
0039 IF	 (ISUB.LT .3)
	 RF?URN
0041 PRINT 1000
0042 1000 FORMAT! 1 0 P'PHI	 MATRIX')
0043 CAL'	 ASPIT(PHI)
0044 PRIi T	 1001








Description: Subroutine AMAKE moves a copy of matrix Y into X.
Listing:




- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
C THIS SUBROUTINE GENERATES A MATRIX CX3 THAT	 IS
C
C
A COPY OF MATRIX CY3.
C :X3 n NEW MATRIX ► 	 COPY OF CY3
C CY3 n M^.TRIX TO BE COPIED
C- - - -	 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
C
0002 COMMON /ALLDIM/ MAXPMIX
0003 COMMON /SUBWRT/ ISUB
0004 DIMENSION	 X(1)PY(1)
0008 IF	 (ISUB.GE.4)	 PRINT 2001
0007 2001 FORMAT('	 SUBROUTINE AMAKE')
C
C- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
C




0009 IIM1	 n 	 v(MAX)-1.
0010 JJM1	 Q	 Y(MAX2)-1.
0011 LEND	 a JJMI#MAX+1
Cssss##ss##s#####s# PERFORM MATRIX COPYING
0012 DO 1 Lw1.LENDPMAX
0013 KEND	 a L+IIM1
0014 DO 1 KwL ► KEND
0015 1 X(K)	 Y%K)
C#########9c #s######
 SET MATRIX DIMENSIONS






Description: Subroutine AZOT initializes the elements of a
matrix to zero.
Listing:




C- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -






OF POOR QUA -^
1
c.
C	 EX) • MATRIX TO BE ZEROED
C- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -




0004	 DIMENSION X(1)	 {"
0005	 IF (ISUB . GE.4) PRINT 2001
0007	 2001 FORMAT(' SUBROUTINE AZOT')
C
C — - - — — — — — - — — - — - - — — — - — — — —
C*t###t#ttttt #**t#t FIND MATRIX DIMENSIONS
0008	 MAX2	 • MAX*2
0009	 IIM1	 • X(MAX)-l.
0010
	




LEND	 - JJM1*MAX41	 j
Ct#t#*##**t##*##t*t PERFORM MATRIX INITIALIZATION
0012	 DO 1 L•1rLENDrMAX
0013	 KEND	 • L+IIM1
0014	 DO 1 K•LrKEND i
0015
	




Description: Subroutine REDUCE factors a symmetric matrix
by Cholesky'es matrix decomposition method. This factoring is used
for updating the coefficients and for calculation of the confidence
levels.
Listing:
FORTRAN IV V02.5-7	 Sun 17-Jan-82 00131108 PAQE 001
0001 SUBROUTINE REDUCE(A)
C
C- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
C THIS SUBROUTINE FACTORS A SYMMETRIC MATRIX CA3 BY THE
C •CHOLESKY'Sr MATRIX DECOMPOSITION. THE MATRIX IS FACTORED
C INTO:
C
C ELI3	 *	 CD3	 *	 CLI*3.
C CL3 - LOWER TRIANGULAR MATRIX WITH UNITY DIAGONAL ELEMENTS
C CD3 • DIAGONAL MATRIX
C 1	 : DENOTES INVERSE OPERATION
C S	 : DENOTES TRANSPOSE OPERATION
C- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
C
0002 COMMON /SUBWRT/ ISUB
0003 DIMENSION A(25r25)
0004 IF	 (ISUB.GE .3)	 PRINT 2001
0006 2001 FORMAT('	 SUBROUTINE REDUCE')
C
C- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
C
C**#*******#*#'t**** FACTOR MATRIX




OPIGI"1AL Pf c ' is
OF POOR QUALITY
0008	 14M1	 n 14-1
0009	 DO 20 K n 1.NM1
0010	 KP1	 0 K+1






00.13	 DO 20 IvKP1PN
0014	 AKKIK n A(IPK)SAKKI
0015	 DO 10 JBION
0016	 10 A(JPI) - A(JrI)- AKKIKiA(JrK)
0017	 A(I#K) n-AKKIK
0018	 IF (KM1.E0.0) 00 TO 20
0020	 DO 15 Ja1#KM1
0021	 15 A(I.J) - A(I ► J)-AKKIKtA(KrJ)
0022	 20 CONTINUE
Cttttt #ittsttitt#ii CL3 IS NOW STORED IN LOWER TRIANGULAR PART OF CA3




Description: Subroutine AADD adds scalar multiples of two
matrices.
Listing:
FORTRAN IV	 V02.5-2	 Sun 17-Jan-82 00131:30
0001	 SUBROUTINE AADD (GrXrHrYrZ)
C
C- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
C	 THIS SUBROUTINE ADDS SCALAR MULTIPLES OF TWO
C	 MATRICES AS FOLLOWS:
C
C	 CZ3 w G#CX3 + HtCY3	 WITH 1 G. 1.0.
C	 ( NO CHECKING IS MADE FOR MATRIX COMPATIBILITY )
C- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
C
0002	 COMMON /ALLDIM/ MAXrMIX
0003	 COMMON /SUBWRT/ ISUB
0004	 DIMENSION X(1)9Y(1)#Z(1)
0005	 IF (ISUB.GE .4) PRIN T 2001
0007	 2001 FORMAT(' SUBROUTINE AADD')
C
C- - - - - - - - - - - -	 - - - - - - - - - - - -
C
Cttt#tttt#ti###t#tt FIND MATRIX DIMENSIONS
0008	 G	 a 1.
0009	 MAX2	 n MAX#2
0010	 II	 s X(MAX)
0011	 JJ	 . X(MAX2)
0012	 JEND	 s (JJ-1)#MAX+1
0013	 IIMI	 t II-1
Ci#ii#i#tt##ttt##tK PERFORM MATRIX SCALAR ADDITION
0014	 DO 53 J'1vJENDPMAX
0015




0017	 53 Z(K)	 n G#X(K)+HtY(K)










Description: Subroutine AMULT computes the matrix product of
two matrices. It places the result into a third matrix which cannot
be either of the first two matrices.
Listing:
FORTRAN IV	 V0295-2	 Sun 17-Jan-82 00:31:52 	 PAGE 001
0001	 SUBROUTINE AMULT (Av9vCPD)
C
C- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
C	 THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUIES THE PRODUCT OF TWO
C	 MATRICES AND PLACES THE FESULT IN A THIRD MATRIX.
C
C	 ED3 a EA3#EB3 i	 EC3 a E113
C	 ( NO CHECKING IS MALE FOR MATRIX COMPATIBILITY )
C- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
C
0002	 COMMON /ALLDIM/ MAXPMIX
0003	 COMMON /SUBWRT/ ISUP
0004	 DIMENSION A(1)PF(1)FC(1)vD(1)
0005	 IF (ISUB.GE .4) PRINT 2001
0007	 2001 FORMAT(' SUBROUTINE AMULT')
C
C- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
C
C################## FIND AND SET MATRIX DIMENSIONS
0008	 MAX2	 a MAX #2
0009	 MIX2	 a MIX #2
0010	 II	 a A(MAX)
0011	 D(MAX) a A(MAX)
0012	 C(MAX) a A(MAX)
0013	 JJ	 s A(MAX2)
0014	 KK	 a P(MIX2)
0015	 D(MAX2)a B(MIX2)
0016	 C(MAX2) n B(MIX2)
C##########!####s## PERFORM MATRIX MULTIPLICATION
0017	 JE	 a (JJ-1)#MAX
0018	 KE	 a (KK-1)#MAX
0019	 DO 20 IsIvIl
0020	 KEND	 n KE+I
0021	 JEND	 a JE+I
0022	 L	 n 1
0023	 DO 20 KeIPKENDPMAX
0024	 D(K)	 s 0.
0025	 JB	 a L
0026	 DO 10 J-I#JENDrMAX
0027	 D(K)	 a A(J)#B(JB)+D(K)
0028	 10 JB	 a JB + 1
0029	 20 L	 a L + MIX














Description: Subroutine ALOAD loads matrices from the input
file created by SETUP.
Listing:
FORTRAN IV V02.5-2	 Sun 17-Jan-e2 00133102	 PAGE 001
0001 SUBROUTINE ALOAD	 (N/APD/C/b)
C
C- - - -	 - - - - - - - - -	 - - - -	 - - - - - - - - -
C THIS SUBROUTINE LOADS MATRICES CA3.Sb3.CC3 AND CD3
C FROM AN INPUT FILE.	 THE VARIABLE N SPECIFIES THE
C NUMBER OF MATRICES TO BE LOADED.
C- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
C
0002 CohMON /SUNWIII/	 ISUb
0003 DIMENSION	 A(1)vP(1)PC(1)rD(1)
0004 IF	 (ISUb.GE.4)	 PRINT	 2001
0006 2001 FORMAT('	 SUBROUTINE ALOAD')
C
C- - -	 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
C
G#Ic################ PERFORM MATRIX LOADING
0007 CALL ALOADI(A)
0008 IF	 (N.LT.2)	 RETURN
0010 CALL ALOADI(B)
0011 IF	 (N.LT.3)	 RETURN
0013 CALL ALOADI(C)





Description: Subroutine ALOADI actually reads the input from









C- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
C	 THIS SUBROUTINE PERFORMS THE ACTUAL LOADING OF
C	 A MATRIX FROM THE INPUT FILE.
C
C	 CAI ` MATRIX TO BE LOADED
C	 ( FIRST RECORD CONTAINS THE MATRIX DIMENSIONS )
C- - - - - - - - - - - -
	
- - - - - - - - - - - -
C
0002	 COMMON /ALLDIM/ MAXPMIX
0003	 COMMON /SUBWRT/ ISUB
0004	 DIMENSION A(1)
0005	 IF (ISUB.GE .5 % PRINT 2001
0007	 2001 FORMAT(' SUBROUTINE ALOADI')
171
ORIGiNA" L 1ACS E3
OF POOR QUALITY
C
C- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
C
C###t-art###rt#s#### READ MATRIX DIMENSIONS
0008	 READ(2t100) IItJJ
0009	 100 FORMAT(8XtI2tI10)
0010	 KE	 n (JJ-1)#MAX




0013	 10 READ(291001) (A(K)tK-I.KENDPHAX)
C#####t#########t## SET MATRIX DIMENSIONS






Description: Subroutine ASPIT prints out a matrix.
Listing:




C- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
C THIS SUBROUTINE PRINTS OUT A MATRIX.
C
C [X3 a MATRIX TO BE PRINTED OUT
C- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
0002 COMMON /ALLDIM/ MAXtMIX
0003 COMMON /SUBWRT/ ISUB
0004 DIMENSION X(1)
0005 IF	 (ISUB.GE.4)	 PRINT 2001
0007 2001 FORMAT('	 SUBROUTINE ASPIT')
C
C- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
C
' 0008 100 FORMAT(IOXt'	 DIMENSION	 'tI3t'	 BY	 '03)
I 0009 101 FORMAT(10Xt10(1PE12.4))
C####t;t#######t#### FIND MATRIX DIMENSIONS
0010 MAX2	 a MAXt2
0011 II	 a	 X(MAX)
0012 JJ	 a X(MAX2)
C#t#tt########### R# PERFORM MATRIX OUTPUT
0013 PRINT	 100 ► 	 IItJJ
0014 KE	 n 	 (JJ-1)#MAX
0015 DO	 1	 I a 1tII
`• 0016 KEND	 - 1tKE










Description: Subroutine ASPITI is a special form of ASPIT.
In this form the printing of the matrix is combined with printing






0001	 SUBROUTINE ASPITI(X ► XX)
C
C- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
C SUBROUTINE USED FOR THE PRINTOUT OF MATRICES.
C ( SPECIAL OUTPUT FOR CA) AND C93 MATRICES >
C
C CX3	 a MATRIX TO BE PRINTED OUT
L CXX3 n MATRIX WHICH SHOWS VARIABLES
C- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
C
0002 COMMON /ALLDIM/ MAXrMIX




0007 IF	 (ISI)B-OE.4)	 PRINT	 2001
0009 2001 FORMAT('	 SUBROUTINE ASPITI')
C
C- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -	 -C
PAGE g01
0010	 100 FORhAT(IOXr'DIMENSION 'rl3r' VY'vI3)
0011	 101 FORMAT(10Xr5(1PE12.49A1))
FIND MATRIX DIMENSIONS
0012	 MAX2	 + MAXi2
0013	 II	 • X(MAX)
0014	 JJ	 n X(MAX2)
C##iii## ##ti##i#i#t PERFORM MATRIX OUTPUT
0015	 PRINT 1009 IIrJJ
0016	 KE	 s (JJ-1)iMAX
0017	 DO 1 I=1VII
0018	 KEND	 n ItKE
0019	 DO 2 KuIrKENDtHAX
'i' INDICATES THlT A VALUE IS NOT A VARIABLE
C#####i######ti#i ## IN EITAER THE CA3 OR CB3 MATRICES
0020	 CHAR((K-I)/MAXil)m' '
0021	 IF (.NOT.XX(K)) CHAR((K-I)/MAXt1)0' #'
0023	 2 CONTINUE







Description: The subroutine SOLVE is used to solve the set
of linear equations, Ax •' b, where A is a symmetrical matrix.
Listing:
FORTRAN IV
	 V02.5-2	 fun 17-ion-92 00134129 	 PAGE 001
0001	 SUBROUTINE en).VE(A#X)
C
C- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
C	 THE FOLLOWING SYSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS I8 SOLVED BY
C	 THIS SUBROUTINE (
C
C	 EA3#CX3 • [63.
C	 CA] u SYMMETRICAL MATRIX
C	 [93 • N+1 COLUMN OF [A3 MATRIX
C	 N	 a DIMENSION OF SYSTEM
C- - - - - -	 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
C




0004	 IF (ISU6.OE.3) PRINT2001
0006
	
2001 FORMAT(' SUBROUTINE SOLVE')
C
C- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
C
C### ss #####t### #ss# FACTOR SYMMETRIC MATRIX EA3 INTO CL3
0007	 CALL REDUCE(A)
0008	 N	 s A(25#1)
0009	 NMI	 • N-1
0010	 NP1	 a N+1
C###s # #s ## #s# ###### MULTIPLY CL3 # C93
0011	 DO 70 I n 2#)l
0012	 X(I)	 s A(IrNPI)
0013	 IM1	 n 1-1
0014	 DO 70 Jwl#IM1
0015	 70 X(I)	 X(I)+A(i#J)#A(J ► NP1)
C*** O #########at# MULTIPLY BY EDI3
0016	 tIPNPI) n A(1rNP1)/A(1r1)
0017	 DO 80 I.2rN
0018	 80 A(19NP1)m X(I)/A(191)
C# ss#s # # s ### s sss ## # MULTIPLY BY CL # 3 TO FORM ELS3 # CD13 # CL3sEB3
0019	 DO 90 Im1#NM1
0020	 X(1)	 a A(IrNPIP
0021	 IP1	 s I+1
0022	 DO 9^ .1=IP1#N
0023	 V0 X(1)	 a X(I)+A(JrI)sA(J#NP1)







Description: Subroutine INV inverts a general matrix. Gaussion
elimination is used without pivoting. This is allowed, since the
matrix is near -diagonal (R) and well conditioned.
Listing:
FORTRAN IV	 V02.5 -2 	 Sun 17-Jort-62 00:34153	 PAGE 001
0001	 SUBROUTINE INV(ArMAX)
C
C- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
C	 THIS SUBROUTINE INVERTS A GENERAL MATRIX IN PLACE
C	 USING GAUSSIAN ELIMINATION (NO PIVOTING)
C
C	 CA) . MATRIX TO BE INVERTED
C	 MAX • NUMBER OF ROWS IN MATRIX
C- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
C




0001	 IF (ISUB.GE .3) PRINT 2001
0006	 2001 FORMA't(' SUBROUTINE INV')
C
C- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
C
C########s######### COMPUTE INVERSE OF CA3 AND STORE RESULT IN CA]
0007	 N	 • A(MAXrl)
9008	 DO 80 K n 1rN
0009	 BIOA	 n A(KrK)
0010	 DO 50 IwItN
0011	 IF (I.EG.K) 00 TO 50
0013	 A(IrK) E-A(1rK)/BIOA
0014	 50 CONTINUE
0015	 DU 60 IWION
0016	 IF (I.EG.K) 00 TO 60
0018	 DO 55 J019N
0019	 IF (J.EO.K) 00 TO 55







0021	 DO 70 Jn 19N
0025
	
IF (J.EO.K) GO TO 70
0027	 A(K ► J) a A(KrJ)/RIGA
0028	 70 CONTINUE





ORIGINAL Pfl( : a'.i
OF POOP. QUALITY,
Subroutine CRAMER
Description: Subroutine CRAMER computes the confidence levels
based upon Crambr-Rao bounds. This routine assumes that the a priori
option has not been uteed, since their contribution to the second
gradient has not been removed.
Listing:







C- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - •
	 - - - - - -
C
C THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES THE CRAMER-RAO BOUNDS
C ALSO KNOWN AS THE CONFIDENCE LEVELS OF THE
C ESTIMATED DERIVATIVES.
C
C ESUM3	 s SECOND GRADIENT MATRIX
C MU	 • NUMBER OF CONTROL INPUTS
C MX	 a NUMBER OF STATES
C MZ	 a NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS
C ERRSUM • WEI:IHTED ERROR
C- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
C
0002 COMMON /ALLDIM/ MAX#MIX
0003 COMMON /SUBWRT/ ISUB
0004 COMMON /MATRIX/ Avb#AAv9b9AP#9F#D1
0005 COMMON /DIMFAC/ ADIM.BDIM
0006 COMMON /GEOMTR/ SvCBAR9SPAN@GWOHT#A19A2#A39A4
0007 DIMENSION AC(594 )@bC(5r4)PACPER(5r4)PBCPER(5r4)
0008 DIMENSION ADIM(5v4)9BDIM(5v4)
0009 DIMENSION AP(8#4)9BP(8.3)
0010 DIMENSION	 D1 (8r7)rA(594)rB(5r4)PSUM(25t25)
0011 LOOICAL#1	 AA(5 ► 4)#P9(5r4)
0012 IF	 (ISUB.GE .3)	 PRINT 2001
0014 2001 FORMAT('	 SUBROUTINE CRAMER')
C
C- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
C
C################# NORMALLY THE APRIORI CONTRIBUTION TO HESSIAN
C################# IS SUBTRACTED FOR THIS COMPUTATION BUT THIS
C################• ROUTINE ASSUMES NO APRIORI OPTIONS ARE BEING
C##y#######A###### USED AND HENSE THERE ARE NO CONTRIBUTIONS






0018 ACPER(592) n MX
0019 BC(511)	 n 	 MX
0020 BCPER(5r1) n MX
0021 BC(592)	 • MU
0022 BCPER(592)n MU






0025 DO I	 Is1.MZ




0029 COEFF	 a ERRSUM/WTS
0030 IF	 (ISUB.OE.3) PRINT	 IO.ERRSUM.COEFF.WTS
0032 10 FORMAT('	 ERRSUM a	 '@F12.4r'	 COEFF •	 'rF12.4r'	 YTS	 'PF12.4)






0035 DO S Js19MU
0036 BC(19J)•	 0.
0037 IF	 (.NOT.0b(19J))	 00	 TO	 3
0039 L	 n L+1
0040 bC(I.J)u SORT(A9R(SUM(L9L))tCOEFF)
0041 3 CONTINUE
0042 DO 4 Ja19MX
OC"l AC(19J)n	 0.
0044 IF	 (.NOT.AA(19J))	 00	 TO	 4
0046 L	 • L+1
0047 AC(19J)w SORT(ABS(SUh(L9L))tC9EFF)
0048 4 CONTINUE
0049 IF	 (AA(194))	 LmL+l
0051 2 CONTINUE
Ct##t###tt####t#+ttt NON-DIMENSIONALIZE STABILITY AND CONTROL DERIVATIVES
Cttt# ###tttttit# ##t AND COMPUTE BOUNDS AS A 01RCENTAOE OF DERIVATIVES
0052 DO 50 I.19MX
0053 DO 60 J n 1 ► MX
0054 AC(IvJ) nAC(IrJ)/ADIM(19J)
0055 ACPER(19J)=0.
0056 IF	 (A(IrJ).NE.O.)	 ACPER(19J)wAC(l9J)/A(19J)t100.
0058 60 CONTINUE
0059 DO 70 Jw19MU
0060 BC(I ► J)xbC(19J)/BDIM(19J)
0061 BCPER(IPJ)w0.
3062 IF	 (b(IvJ).NE.O.)	 BCPER(i9J)wBC(IvJ)/B(19J)#100.
0064 70 CONTINUE
0065 50 CONTINUE
Ct#t#ttt ###t#ttt#tt PRINT OUT CRAMER RAO BOUNDS
0066 100 FORMAT(IOX9'	 DIMENSION	 '9I39'	 BY	 '9I3)




0070 6 FORMAT(/910X9'NON-DIMENSIONAL CAC3 MATRIX9'9
1	 '	 (PERCENTAGE OF DERIVATIVE)')
0071 IF	 (OWOHT.EQ.O.) PRINT 66
0073 66 FORMAT(/910X9'	 DIMENSIONAL CAC3 MATRIX9'9
1	 '	 (PERCENTAGE OF DERIVATIVE)')
0074 :RINT	 1009	 MX9MX
0075 D(	 80 Iu19MX
0076 PRINT	 1019	 ((AC(19J)9ACPER(19J))9JvlvMX)
0077 80 CONTINUE
0078 IF	 (GWOHT.NE.O.) PRINT 7
0080 7 FORMAT(/910Xr'NON-DIMENSIONAL CBC3 MATRIX9'9
1	 '	 (PERCENTAGE OF DERIVATIVE)')
0081 IF	 (GWGHT.E0.09)	 PRINT 77
0063 77 FORMAT(/910X9'	 DIMENSIONAL CBC3 MATRIX9'9
1	 '	 (PERCENTAGE OF DERIVATIVE)')
0084 PRINT 1009 MX9MU
0085 DO 90 I=19MX






OF POOR QUALi Vii"
Subroutine DIAGIN
Description: This subroutine calculates the diagonal elements
of the inverse of a symmetric matrix. These values are used in the




Sun 17-Jon-82 00 1 41:36	 PAGE 001
0001	 SUBROUTINE DIAOIN(A)
C
C- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
C	 THIS SUBROUTINE FINDS THE DIAGONAL ELEMENTS OF THE
C	 INVERSE OF A SYMMETRIC hATRIX9 IA3.
C- - - - - - - - - ° - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
C
0002	 COMMON /SUBWRT/ ISUb
0003	 DIMENSION A(25925)
0004	 IF (ISUB.GE .3) PRINT 2001
0006	 2001 FORMAT(' SUBROUTINE DIAGIN')
C
C- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
C
CBtttttttttttt*its! PERFORM MATRIX MANIPULATIUNS
0007	 CALL REDUCE(A)
0008	 N	 • A(2591)
0009	 NMI	 a N-1
0010	 DO 90 Iw19NM1
0011	 A(19I) a 1./A(19I)
0012	 IP1	 n I+1
0013	 DO 90 J=IP19N
0014	 90 A(191) n A(19I)+A(J9I)tt2/A(J9J)





A.8) MINC TIME HISTORY PL07TINC (HARD COPY)
Description: The HPLOT program is the executive for th( hard
copy plotting routine. This program reads the measured and predicted
time histories and calls either the LPLOT or DPLOT routines to plot




Load Map	Sat 27-Feb-82 05106117
HPLOT .SAV	 Tttlef 14"LOT	 Ident: FOFIV02




































































































































































































































































Overlaw re g ion 000001 Se gment 000002
O Ir SSI	 113642 000000
	 (RW.I ► LCL ► REL ► CON)
SYSSI
	 113642 000000	 (RW ► I ► LCL ► REL ► CON)
USERSI 113642 000000
	 (RW ► I ► LCL ► REL ► CON)
•CODE




	 (RW ► I ► LCL ► REL ► CON)
SYS$O
	 120076 000000
	 (RW ► I ► LCL ► REL ► CON)
SDATAP 120076 003544	 (RW ► DPLCL ► REL ► CON)
OTSSD
	 123642 000000	 (RW ► D ► LCL ► REL ► C1N)
ZTS$S
	 123642 000000
	 (RWP D ► LCL ► REL ► CON)
SYSSS
	 123642 000000
	 (RW ► D ► LCL ► REL ► CON)
$DATA	 123642 000322
	
(RW ► D ► LCL ► kEL ► CON)
USERSD 124164 000000
	 (RW ► D ► LCL ► REL ► CON)
Se gment size s 010322 s 2153. words
Transfer address n 032314 ► Hi gh limit • 124162 • 21561. words
FORTRAN IV	 V02.5-2	 Sat 27-Feb-82 03106100
	 PAGE 001
0001	 PROGRAM HPLOT
C.... PROGRAM TO PRODUCE HARD COPY PLOTS OF LONGITUDINAL
C.... AND LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL STATE TIME HISTORIES
0002
	 DIMENSION Z(7 ► 200) ► U(2 ► 200) ► ZP(7 ► 200)
0OC3	 LOOICAL$1 LONG ► LATR ► EXTRA ► MORE
0004	 BYTE ANSPHAME(15)
0005	 DATA LONOPLATRvEXTRA#MORE /4f.FALSE./
0006	 DATA TIME /0./
0007	 DATA NAME(15) /0/
0006	 100 CONTINUE
C.... ASK FOR SAMPLE PER SECOND DATA
0009	 TYPE 101
0010	 101 FORMAT('S' ► 10X9 1 Inrut the integral • of srs for the test dotal ')
0011	 ACCEPT 102 ► ISPS
0012	 102 FORMAT(1I10)
0013	 TIMINC n FLOAT(200/ISPS)
0014	 DELT	 w 1./(FLOAT(ISPS))
C.... ASK FOR PLOTTER SPEED
0015	 TYPE 103
0016	 103 FORMAT('t' ► lOX ► 'In►ut the Plotter speed in co/sec (1-25)1 ')
0017	 ACCEPT 102 ► ISPD
C..., ASK IF LONG AUTO-SEOUENCE
0014	 TYPE 1
0019	 1 FORMAT('S' ► 10X ► 1 Lon9itudisnl auto-stauence? (Y or N) ')
0020	 ACCEPT 2 ► ANS
0021	 2 FORMAT(lAI)
0022	 IF (ANS * EO. I Y') LONG a .TRUE.
0024	 IF (LONG) GC TO 3
C.... ASK IF LATR AUTO-SEOUENCE
0026	 TYPE 4
0027	 4 FORMAT('$'PIOXt'Lateral-diretionaI auto-seauence? (Y or N) ')
0028	 ACCEPT 2r ANS
0029	 IF (AOS.EO.'Y') LATR n .TRUE.
0031	 IF (.NOT.LATR) 00 TO'100
C.... OPEN INPUT DATA FILES
0033	 3 CONTINUE
0034	 TYPE 5
0035	 5 FORMAT('S' ► l0X ► 'Enter the •assured date file name: ')
0036	 ACCEPT 6 ► (NAME(I) ► I n 1 ► 14)
0037	 6 FORMAT(14A1)
0038	 OPEN (UNIT&1r NAME-NAME ► TYPEs'OLD' ► ACCESSa'SEOUENTIAL' ►
READONLY ► BUFFERCOUNTsIFFORM•lUNFORtIATTEDI)
C.... CHECK FOR EXTRA DATA
0039	 TYPE 8




0042	 IF (ANS.EO.'Y') EXTRA • .TRUE.
181





POOR QUil-^ .S d tl
3
C.... CLEAR OUT OLD DATA FILE NAME
	
l









C.... INITIALIZE ARRAYSt 0062 DO 26	 Ilmlt200
0053 DO 27 IJ n 1v7
0054 Z(IJPII)	 s-1.E10
0055 ZP(IJ.II)	 •	 0.
0051 27 CONTINUE
0057 U(1.II1	 n 	 0.
0058 U(201)	 n 0.
0059 26 CONTINUE
C...r READ DATA INTO ARRAYS
0060 DO 1000 Js19200
0061 JEND e J
0062 IF	 (LONG)	 READ	 (19END02000)	 Z(49J)PZ(IPJ)rZ(7rJ)PZ(6rJ)rU(19J)r
ArAPArAPArA
0064 IF	 (LONG.AND.EXTRA)	 READ	 (lvENDm 2000)	 2(29J)9Z(3rJ)rZ(5rJ)r
ArAvA
0066 IF	 (LONG)	 U(2rJ)	 •	 0.
0068 IF	 (LATR)	 READ	 (1rEND s2000)	 ArArA9ArArZ(4vJ)#Z(l#J)r
Z(7@J)9Z(29J)9U(1rJ)vU(2rJ)
0070 IF	 (LATR.AND.EXTRA) READ (19END s 2000)	 A ► ArArZ(3rJ).
Z(5rJ)rZ(6rJ)
0072 1000 CONTINUE
C.a.. SET MORE EQUAL TO TRUE
00073 MORE n 	 . TRUE.
0074 2000 CONTINUE
C.... IF T s 0. THEN SET THE INITIAL CONDITIONS
0075 IF	 (TINE.NE .O.)	 00 TO	 1988
0077 DO 1999 Js1.7
0078 ZP(Jrl)	 •	 (Z(Jel)+Z(Jr2))/2.
0079 IF	 (ZP(JPI).LT.-1.E9)	 ZP(Jrl)	 • 0.0
0081 ZP(Jr2)	 s	 ZP(Jrl)	 a
0082 1999 CONTINUE
0083 IF	 (JEND.OT.200)	 JEND s 200
0085 DO 3001 Js3vJEND	
{
0086 READ	 (2 ► ENDs2002)	 (ZP(IAvJ) ► IAslr7)
0087 3001 CONTINUE	 }.
0088 00 TO 2002
0089 1968 CONTINUE
0090 IF (JEND.OT.200) AND s 200
0092 DO 2001 Ju ltA ND




t 0096 IF	 (LONG) CALL LPLOT(ZrZPrUrTIMEPTIMINCrDELTrISPD)
0098 IF	 (LATR) CALL DPLOT(ZPZPrUPTIMEPTIMINC ► DELTrISPD)
C.... IF MORE IS .TRUE. DISPLAY CHANGE PAPER MESSAGE
` C.... AND GET READY FOR MORE DATA
0100 IF (.NOT.MORE) 00 TO 3535
0102 TYPE 2525
0103 2525 FORMAT( 1 6 1 91OX9 1 MORE DATA ON FILE:	 (Continue when reedy)')
0104 ACCEPT 2rANS
C.... RESET MORE DATA FLAO
0105 MORE s	 .FALSE.
s. C.... INCREMENT THE TIME COUNTER BY TIMINC
0106 TIME s TIME+TIMINC
















C.... SUBROUTINE TO DO HARD COPY PLOTS LONGITUDINAL INPUT




0006	 DATA LOOAIN /57.3x1.00x57.3x6/.3taY.3.1.00 ► l.OG157.390.00/
0007	 DATA HESSAO
C.... DEFINE TIC SIZE
0008	 TIC	 • TIMINC/10.
C.... SET UP PLOTTER
0009	 CALL PSC (t)
0010	 CALL PCLR
C.... ENCODE SPEED FOR OUTPUT TO PLOTTER
0011	 ENCODE (2.1001.MESSAO(3)) ISPD
0012	 1001 FOkMAT(I2)
C.... CHANGE ENCODED BLANKS BACK TO ZEROS
0013	 IF (NESSAG(3).EG.' ') MESSA0(3)•'0'
C.... SEND SPEED TO PLOTTER !ASSUMED AT ADDRESS 5)
0015	 CALL IBSEND (MESSAG@3r5)
0016	 CALL PEN
0017	 IPEND n 200
C.... FIND END OF CONTROL INPUT DATA
0016	 DO 101 IC819200
0019	 IF (U(1.201-IC).NE.O.) 00 TO 102
0021	 IPEND a 200-IC
0022	 101 CONTINUE
C.... LEAVE LOOP EARLY IPEND POINTS TO THE LAST DATA POINT
0023	 102 CONTINUE
C ... . LONGITUDINAL
C	 1. PITCH RATE
C	 2. AIRSPEED
C	 3. ANGLE OF ATTACK
C	 4. FITCHATTITUDE
C	 5. PITCH RATE ACCEL.
C	 6. LONGITUDINAL ACCEL,
C	 7. NORMAL ACCEL.
C	 8. ELEVATOR PSN.
C	 96	 f t !	 (BLANK)
C.... LONGITUDINAL AXES AND LABELS
0024	 DO 500 KTw1r8
C.... SET LINE TYPE TO CONTINUOUS LINES
0025	 CALL IBSEND ('LT1'r-1x5)
0026	 IF(KT.E0.3) 00 TO 601
0028	 IF(KT.EO.2) 00 TO 602
0030	 IF(KT.EG.3) 00 TO 603
0032	 IF(KT.E0.4) 00 TO 604
0034	 IF(KT.E0.5) 00 TO 605
0036	 IF(KT.E0.6) 00 TO 606
0038	 IF(KT.EG.7) GO TO 607
0040	 IF(KT.E0.8) 00 TO 608
0042
	 601 CONTINUE
0043	 CALL IBSEND ('IP 2000r564099500966401'r-I.INSTR)
0044	 CALL ZAX(10.r4.#0.r2.r10..TIMEO•TIC.5..-l.r
'TIME IN SECONDS	 ')
0045	 CALL YAX(10. r4..0.90.94.0o-20.Or10.r2.r-l.r
[	 '0 IN DEG/SEC	 ')





0048 CALL	 ISSEND ('IP 2000r444099500954401'r- IrINSTR)





'U	 IN FT/SEC	 '>
0051 00 TO 640
0052 603 CONTINUE
0053 CALL	 IDSEND ('IP 2000r3240r9500t42401'#-IrINSTR)
0054 CALL	 XAX( 10. 94.r0.92.910.rTIMEOrTIC95.r -1.9
'TIME
	 IN SECONDS	 ')
O055 CALL	 YAX(10.r4.rO.r0.r4.Or-l0.Or5.92.r-l.r
'ALPHA IN DF3	 ')
0056 X00 TO 640
0057 604 CONTINUE
0058 CALL IDSEND ('IP 200Or2040 ► 9500930401' ► -IrINSTR)
0059 CALL	 XAX( 10.94.r0.r2.910.rTIMEArTIC95.r -1.9
'TIME
	 IN SECONDS	 ')
0060 CALL	 YAX(10.r4.r0.90. ► 4.Or-10.095.92.9-1.9
'THA IN DEG	 ')
0061 •00 TO 640
0062 605 CONTINUE
0063 TYPE 752





ISSEND	 ('IP 20009564099500966401'9 -IrINSTR)
0068 CALL	 XAX(10. r4.r0.r2.r10.9TIME09TICr5.9 -1.9
'TIME
	 IN SECONDS	 ')
0069 CALL	 YAX( 10.94.r0.r0.r4.O9-50.Or25.r2.9 -1.9
'ODOT IN DEG/S**2
	 ')
0070 00 TO 640
0071 606 CONTINUE
0072 CALL	 IDSEND ('IP 2000#4440r9500r544Ol',- IrINSTR)
0073 CALL	 XAX( 10.r4.rO.r2.r10.rTIMEOrTICr5.e -l.r
'TIME
	 IN SECONDS	 ')
0074 CALL	 VAX(10.r4.r0.r0.r4.Or- 0.20r.1Or2.r -l.r
'AX	 IN 0	 ')
0075 •00 TO 440
0076 607 CONTINUE
0077 CALL	 ISSEND ('IP 200093240r9500r42401'r-IrINSTR)
0076 CALL	 XAX(30. r4.90.r2.rl0.rTIMEOrTICr5.9 -1.9
'TIME IN SECONDS	 ')
0079 CALL VAX(10.94.r0.90.r4.Or-2.00r0.5r2.9-1.9
'AZ	 IN G	 ')
0080 00 TO 640
0061 608 CONTINUE
0082 CALL ISSEND ( 1 1P 2000t2040t9500v3040l'r-I9INSTR)
0083 CALL	 XAX(10. r4.90.r2.r10.rTIMEOrTICr5.9 -1.9
'TIME IN SECONDS	 ')
0084 CALL





0086 TIME n TIMEO
C.... SET LINE TYPE TO CONTINUOUS LINES
0087 CALL	 ISSEND	 ('LT$' ► --1r5)
0088 DO 503 IAmlvIPEND
C ... . CHECK TO SEE IF CHANNEL IS MEASURED$ 	 IF NOT DON'T PLOT
0089 IF	 (Z(KTrIA).LT.-1.E9)
	 00 TO 503
0091 TIME a TIME4DELT
0092 IF	 (KT.NE.B) CALL PLT	 (TIME9LOGAIN(KT)*Z(KT91A)r-2)
0094 IF	 (KT.E0.8)	 CALL PLT	 (TIME9LOOAIN(KT)*U(1rIA)r-2)
0096 503 CONTINUE
0097 CALL PEN
C.... IF CONTROL TYPE PLOT 60 TO BOTTOM OF DO LOOP
0098 IF	 (KT.EO.8'	 00 TO 500
0100 TIME .r TIMEO
C.... SET LINE TY F'E TO DASHED LINES
0101 CALL	 IBSEND('LT292$' ► -195)




0103	 TIME - TIME4DELT







Description: The DPLOT subroutine plots the lateral-directional
time history traces.
Listing:
FORTRAN IV	 V02.5-2	 Sol. 27-Feb-02 04141100	 PAGE 001
0001	 SUBROUTINE DPLOT (ZvZPtUrTIME0#TIMINC#DELT#ISPD1
Co. ** SUBROUTINE TO DO HARD COPY PLOTS LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL




0006	 DATA LDGAIN /57.3+57.3 ► 57.3 ► 57.3r57.3.57.3.1.00r57.3t57.3/
0007	 DATA MESSAG /'V'r'8'r'0' ► '0'r'i'r0/
C.... DEFINE TIC SIZE
0008	 TIC	 n TIMINC/10.
C ... . SET UP %OTTER
0009	 CALL PSC (5)
0010	 CALL PCLR
Co. ** ENCODE SPEED FOR OUTPUT TO PLOTTER
0011	 ENCODE (291001/MESSAG(3)) ISPD
0)12	 1001 FORMAT(12)
C..., CHANGE ENCODED BLANKS BACK TO ZEROS
0013	 IF (MESSAG(3).EO.' ') MESSAG(3) n '0'
Co.,, SEND SPEED TO PLOTTER (ASSUMED AT ADDRESS a 5)
0015	 CALL IBSEND (KESSAGr5r5)
0016	 CALL PEN
0017	 IPEND a 200
C.... FIND END OF CONTROL INPUT DATA
0018	 DO 101 ICwIv200
0019	 IF (U(1.201-IC).NE.0.) 00 TO 102
0021	 IPEND a 200-IC
0022	 101 CONTINUE
C.... LEAVE LOOP EARLY IPEND POINTS TO THE LAST DATA POINT
0023	 102 CONTINUE
0024	 752 FORMAT(IOXv'INSERT NEW PAPER FOR PLOM (cr When finished)')
0025	 180 FORMAT(AI)
C.... LATERAL DIRECTIONAL
C	 1. ROLL RATE
C	 2. YAW RATE
C	 3. SIDESLIP ANOLE
C	 4. BANK ANGLE
C	 S. ROLL RATE ACCEL.
C	 6. YAW RATE ACCEL,
C	 7. LONGITUDINAL ACCEL.
C	 S. AILERON DEFLECTION
C	 9. RUDDER DEFLECTION
C.... LATERAL DIRECTIONAL AXES AND LABEL'S
0026	 DO 300 KT=1v9
C.... SET LINE TYPE TO CONTINUOUS LINES





	 00 TO 701
0030 IF(KT9E0.2) 00 TO 702
0032 IF(KT.E0.3) 00 TO 703
0034 IF(KT.E0.4)	 00 TO 704
0036 IF(KT.EO.b)	 00 TO 705
003@ IF(KT.E0.6) 00 TO 706
0040 IF(KT.EG.7) 00 TO 707
0042 IF(KT.E0,8) 00 TO 70a
" 0044 IF(KT*fO,9) 00 TO 709
0046 701 CONTINUE









0050 00 TO 740
0051 702 CONTINUE
0052 CALL	 ISSEND ('IP 200094440#9500954401'x•-1#INSTR)
0053 CALL	 XAX( 10. ► 4.#0.@2.#10.#TIMEO#TIC@5.#-1.#
'TIME	 IN SECONDS	 ')
0054 CALL	 YAX(10.#4.#0.#0.@4.0#-20.OrIO.92.9-1.#
'R IN DEG/SEC
0033 GO TO 740
0056 703 CONTINUE




'TIME IN SECONDS 	 ')
i 0059 CALL	 YAXl10.#4.#0.#0.#4.0#-10.0#5.@2. ► -1.#
.	 'PTA IN DEG	 '>
0060 00 TO 740
I 0061 704 CONTINUE
0062 CALL IDSEND ('IP 2000#2040050093040 ► '@-l#INSTR)





'PHI	 IN DEO	 ')










'PDOT IN DEG /Sti2	 ')
0072 GJ TO 740
0073 706 CONTINUE




'TIME IN SECONDS	 ')
0076 CALL	 YAX(10.#4.#0.@0.#4.0#-50.0#25.#29 ► -1##
" 'ROOT IN DEG /Sit2	 ')
I 0077 00 TO 740
0078 707 CONTINUE
0079 CALL IBSEMD ('IP 2000#3240#9500#42400'#-I#INSTR)
h 0080 CALL	 XAX( 10.@4.#0.#2.#10.#TIMEO#TIC#59#-l.#
.	 'TIME IN SECONDS	 ')
0081 CALL YAX(10.#4.#0.#0.#4.0@-.20#0.10#2.#-1.#
.	 'AY	 IN	 0	 ')
u 0082 00 TO 740
0083 706 CONTINUE
0064 CALL ISSEND ('IP 2000#2040#9500#30401'#-l9INSTR)
0085 CALL	 XAX( 10. r4 .r0.92.@lO.r'rINE09TIC95.r-l.r}Y';
- Y 'TIME IN SECONDS	 ")
0066 CALL	 YAX(10.94.#0.#0.94.0#-10#095.#2.@-l.#
'DA	 IN DEG	 ')

















0093 TIME r• TIMED
C.... SET LINE TYPE TO CONTINUOUS LINES
0094 CALL	 ISSEND ('LTI'r-1r5)
0095 DO 003 IAwIrIPEND
C.... CHECK TO SEE IF CHANNEL IS MEASUREDI IF NO DON'T PLOT
0096 IF	 (Z(KT•IA).LT.-1.E9) 00 TO 903
0096 TIME a T1MEIDELT
0099 IF	 ((KT.NE.B).AND.(KT.NE.9))
CALL PLY	 (TIMErLDOAIN(KT)*Z(KTrIA)r-2)
0101 IF	 (KT.EO.S)	 CA;.L PLY	 (TIMErLDOAIN(KT)NU(IrIA)r-2)
0103 IF	 (KT.EO.9)	 CALL PLY	 (YIMErLDOAIN(KT)*U(2rIA)r-2)
0105 903 CONTINUE
0106 CALL PEN
C.... IF CONTROL TYPE PLOT 00 TO 60TTOM OF DO LOOP
0107 IF	 ((KT.EO.6).OR.(KT.EO.9))	 00 TO 300
0109 TIME • TIMEO
C...• SET LINE TYPE TO DASHED LINES
0110 CALL	 IISEND('LT2r21'r-lr5)
0111 DO 604 IAwl#IPEMD
0112 TIME n TIME+DELT














A.9) MINC PLOTTER LIBRARY ROUTINES
Description: The PLTLIB library is a library of st1 ►iroutines
for performing vari^ ­ % hard copy graphics commands on the Hewlett
Packard 7225B plotter. These routines are all FORTRAN programs,
and they communicate to the plotter using the IEEE 488 (GPIB) inter-
face bus. The routines IBSEND and IBRECV are the MINC routines for
data output and input, respectively.
Listing:
FORTRAN IV	 V0295-2	 Tug 10-Nov-91 01100156	 PAGE 001
0001	 SUBROUTINE PSC (ID0)
C	 10-MOV-01
C!!!!!!!!!!!!!!t!! SUBROUTINE TO SFT THE OP-IB BUSS ADDRESS
C!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! CODE TO BE USED FOR I/O FOR PLOTTER COMMANDS
C!!!1!!!!!!!!!!!!! AND TO CLEAR THE ARRAYS USED FOR SPECIAL LABELS
0002	 COMMON /ADDRES/ INSTR
0003	 COMMON /XYSCLF/ SCLPIoSCLP7rSCLP3#$CLP4
0004	 DATA INSTR /5/
0003	 DATA SCLPIPSCLP2tSCLP3rBCLP4 /4t0./
Ct!!• N!!!!N !!!!! SET ADDRESS FOR PLOTTER COMMANDS
0006	 IF ((IDD . 0T.0)9AND. ( IDD.LT . 3 W INSTR s IDD
0008	 RETURN
0009	 ENO




C!!!4!!!!!!!!!!1!! SUBROUTINE TO INITIALIZE THE PLOTTER
Ct!!^^!!!!!!!!!!!!! TO ITS DEFAULT STATUS (LEAVING PI I P2 UNAFFECTED)





0005	 CALL ISSEND ( 1 DFI'v-1#INSTR)
C!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!• CLEAR ERROR IF ANY EXIST
0006
	 CALL ISSEND ('OE1'9-1#INSTR)
0007	 CALL IBRECV (MESSAG#25#INSTR)
OOOS	 IPTR	 • 1
0009	 IEND	 n 10
0010	 IERR	 • INTOET(MESSAGPIPTRrIENDrOKrEOS)
0011	 IF (IERR.EO.0) RETURN
0013	 TYPE 109 IERR
0014	 10 FORMAT(IOXP'HP PLOTTER ERROR NUMBER '03t' OCCURED.'r/o







OF POOR QU AL11 Y
FORTRAN IV	 V02.5-2	 Tug 10-Nov-81 01107101	 FACE 001
0001	 SUBROUTINE SCL (X1.X2•YlrY2)
C	 10-NOV-81
C04606000066t80ttt SUBROUTINE TO SET THE SCALING POINTS P1 AND P2
Cttttttffttttttttt TO BE USED IN DEFINING THE USER SCALE
0002	 COMMON /ADURES/ INSTR
0003	 COMMON /SCALES/ XPIPXP2#YPIPYP2
0004	 COMMON /PLOT / XRATIOPYRATIOPXKNBTrYKNST
0005	 BYTE MESSAO(25)
0006	 LOOICALSI OKPEOS




0010	 CALL ISSEND ('OPI'9-1•INSTR)
0011	 CALL IBRECV (MESSAO•259INSTR)
0012	 IPTR n l
0013	 IEND n 25
0014	 IP1X	 n INTOET(MESSAGPI ►TRPIENDPDKPEOS)
0015	 IF (.NOT.OK) 00 TO 2525
0017	 IF (OK) IPTR n IPTR41
0019	 IP1Y	 n INTOET(MESSAGPIPTRPIENDPOKPEOB)
0020	 IF (.NOT.OK) 00 TO 2525
0022	 IF (OK) IPTR n IPTRil
0024	 IP2X	 n INTOET(MESSAOsIPTRtIENDrOKrEOS)
0025	 IF (.NOT.OK) 00 Ti) 2525
0027	 IF (OK) IPTR n IPTR ♦ l
0029	 IP2Y	 n INTGET(MESSAO#IPTRrIEND#OKPEOS)
0030	 IF (.NOT.OK) 00 70 2525
Cttttttttttttttttt SET SCALES AND PLOT INFORMATION
0032	 XNUM	 n FLOAT (IP2X-IPIX)
0033	 YNUM	 n FLOAT (IP2Y-IPlY)
0034	 XPl	 n X1
0035	 XP2	 n X2
0036	 YP1	 n Y:
0037	 YP2	 n Y2
0038	 XRATIO	 n XNUM/(XP2-XP1)
0039	 YRATIO	 n YNUM/(YP2-YP1)
0040	 XKNST	 n FLOAT(IPIX)-XP1tXRATIO
0041	 YKNST	 • FLOAT(IPIY)-YP1tYRATIO
Ctftt+tttttttttttt• SET INPUT WINDOW TO DEFAULT VALUE








Ctt1lttttttW###t SUBROUTINE TO RAISE PEN






OF POOR QUAL! Y





Ctttititfiiffttttt SUBROUTINE TO PLOT THE USER XrY COORDINA
Cftitiiiitftfiffti SPECIFIED (AFTER CONVERTING TO ABSOLUTE
Ctfffttittfttfttii UNDER USER PEN CONTROL
0002	 COMMON /ADDRES/ INSTR
0003	 COMMON /PLOT / XRATIOrYRATIOrXKNSTrYKNST
0004	 NYTE MESSAG(25)
Ctiifitttifttitfft CHECK WHETHER I IS AN EVEN OR ODD INTEGE
0005	 IE	 R (I/2)#2
Cffffffftiititfiti IF I > 01 THEN CHANGE PEN BEFORE MOVING
0006	 IF ((I.GT.0).AND.(I.EO.IE)) CALL IBSEND ('PDi'r•1 ► IN5
0008	 IF ((I.GT.0).AND.(I.NE.IE)) CALL IBSEND ('PUf'r-1rINE
Cffitfitfiifittftt PLOT XrY DATA
0010	 XSCL	 n XCORD#XRATIOiXKNST
0011	 YSCL	 n YCORDtYRATIO+YKNST
0012	 IF (XSCL.LI.327679) 00 TO 500
0014	 TYPE 998
0015	 998 FORMAT(' X-:^-INT IS TO LARGE TO PLOT')
0016	 RETURN
0017	 500 CONTINUE
0018	 IF (YSCL4LT.32767.i 00 TO 501
0020	 TYPE 999




0025	 IYSCL	 n YSCL







0031	 TALL IBSEND (MESSAGr14rINSTR)
Cftffftiiftilftift IF I < 01 THEN CHANGE PEN AFTER MOVING
Cttftitiiftiifftti IF I >n Of NO CHANGES ARE MADE HERE
0032	 IF (I.GE.0) RETURN
0034	 IF (I.EG.IE) CALL IBSEND ('PDf'r-1rINSTR)
0036	 IF (I.NE.IE) CALL IBSEND ('PUf'r-1rINSTR)
0038	 RETURN
003 1#	 END
FORTRAN IV	 V02.5-2	 Tue 10-Nov-81 01221156	 PAGE 001
0001	 SUBROUTINE IPLT (XINCrYINCrI)
C	 10-NOV-81
Ctftittttttittttt• SUBROUTINE TO PLOT THE USER DELTA XrY COORDINATE
Cttittttittftftttt SPECIFIED (AFTER CONVERTING TO ABSOLUTE UNITS)
Ctttitftttittitttt UNDER USER CONTROL OF PEN
0002	 COMMON /ADDRES/ INSTR
0003	 COMMON /PLOT / XRATIO ► YRATIOrXKNSTrYKNST
0004	 BYTE MESSAG(25)
ctiittttititttitii CHECK UHETEHR I IS AN EVEN OR ODD INTEGER
0005	 IE	 n (I/2)#2
Ciiiftfittttttittt IF I % Of THEN CHANGE PEN BEFORE MOVING
0006
	 IF ((I.GT.uD.AND.(I.EO.IE)) CALL IBSEND ('PD0' ► -1rINSTR)
0008
	 IF ((I.GT.0).AND.(I.NE.IE)) CALL IBSEND ('PUi'r-1rINSTR)
C################# PLOT DELTA XrY DATA





0012	 IF (XSCL.LT .32767.) 00 TO 500
lyu
ORIGINAL PACT f,
OF POOR Q11:,LII Y
0014	 TYPE 998
0015	 998 FORMAT(' X-POINT IS TO LARGE TO PLOT')
0016	 RETURN
0017	 500 CONTINUE
0018	 IF (YSCL.LT.32767.) 00 TO 501
0020	 TYPE 999
0021	 999 FORMAT(' Y-POINT IS TO LARGE TO PLOT')
0022	 RETURN
0023	 501 CONTINUE
0024	 IXSCL	 • XSCL
0025	 IYSCL	 w YSCL
0426	 ENCODE(25r10O0tHESSAO(1)) 'PR	 r	 {
0027	 1000 FORMAT(IA25)
0028	 ENCODE (5.1001PHESSAG(3)) IXSCL
0029	 1001 FORMAT(I5)
0030	 ENCODE (5rlOO19HESSAG(9)) IYSCL
0031	 CALL IBSEND (MESSAGPiAtINSTR)Cliiiiff!!!tflfili IF I <, 01 THEN CHANGE PEN AFTER MOVING
IF I >• 01 NO CHAHOES ARE MADE HERE
0032	 IF (I.GE.0) RETURN
0034	 IF (I.EO.IE) CALL IBSEND ('PDI'r-1rINSTR)
0036	 IF (I.NE.IE) CALL IBSEND ('PU{'r-1rINSTR)
0038	 RETURN
0039	 END
FORTRAN IV	 V02.5-2	 Tue 10-Nov-81 01123129	 PAGE 001
0001	 SUBROUTINE OFS (XINCrYINC)
C	 10-NOV-81
Cfli!!tililiiilti! SUBROUTINE TO OFFSET THE GROIN FROM ITS PRESENT
Ctfifiifliiiliftli LOCATION TO A NEW LOCATION BY THE DELTA INCREMENTS
0002	 COMMON /SCALES/ XP19XP29YP1rYP2
ADD INCREMENTS rO SCALES AND CALL SCL ROUTINE
0003	 X1	 - XP1-XINC
0004	 X2	 n XP2-XINC
0005	 Y1	 n YP1-YINC
0006	 Y2	 w YP2-YINC
0007	 CALL SCL (X1rX2rYlrY2)
0008	 RETURN
0009	 END
FORTRAN IV	 V02.5-2	 Tue 10-Nov-81 01127158	 PACE 001
0001	 SUBROUTINE LBL (ARRAY)
C	 10-NOV-61
cfftfitttifttt!!fi SUBROUTINE TO LABEL CHARACTER ARRAYS ON THE
Ctf!!liftffif!!i!• PLOTTER AT ARBITRARY XrY LOCATIONS
0002	 COMMON /ADDRES/ INSTR
0003	 BYTE MESSAG(84)rARRAY(80)
0004	 DATA MESSAG /84t' '/
Ctiltittiltift!!ii COPY LABEL INTO MESSAG
0005	 DO 20 I n 1980
0006	 MESSAG(Ii2) n AR AY(I)
0007	 20 CONTINUE







0009	 IF (ARRAY(I).NE.' ') 00 TO 22
0011	 21 CONTINUE
Ciffrfiiiffifiiffi TO GET HERE ALL CHARACTERS MUST BE BLANKCfifififiiffififti THEREFORE EXIT EARLY
0012	 RETURN
0013	 22 CONTINUE
Cffffitifftifitiif PAD STRING TC GET 84 CHARACTERS
0014	 CALL STRPAD(MESSA0984)
Cfff4iffffiff4itf4 MOVE LABEL TO FRONT OF ARRAY IF IT IS NOT THERE
0015	 43 CONTINUE
0016	 IF (MESSAG(3).NE.' ') 00 TO 44
0018	 DO 45 IC+3r83
0019	 MESSAG(IC) a MESSAG(IC+1)
0020	 45 CONTINUE
0021	 MESSAG(84) a
0022	 00 TO 43
0023	 44 CONTINUE
Cfffiiiifittttfiit FIND FIRST NON-BLANK CHARACTER LOOKING FROM THECffftiifiittfifift BACK TO THE FRONT (THIS BECOMES THE LAST CHAR)
0024	 ISAVE	 0 80
0025	 DO 10 I 0 1.80	 ~
0026	 IF (MESSAG(83-I).EO.' ') 00 TO 10
0028	 ISAVE	 s 81-1
COfffitfffsiiitiff LEAVE LOOP EARLY SINCE NON-BLANK IS FOUND
0029	 00 TO 13
0030	 10 CONTINUE
0031	 13 CONTINUE
Cifffitiiftitrttrt ADD LABEL INSTRUCTION TO MESSAG
0032	 ENCODE(2P1000PMESSAG(1)) 'LB'
0033	 1000 FORMAT(1A2)
Cfffffftitfstfiitt ADD TERMINATION CHARACTER TO LABEL
0034	 MESSAG(ISAVE+3) Pa 3
0035	 MESSAG(ISAVE +4) R 'i'
0036	 ISAVE
	 n ISAVE+4




	 Tue 10-Nov-81 01129132
	 PAGE 001
0001	 SUBROUTINE CSIZ (HPARPAORPSL)
C	 10-MOV-81
Cfittfrftitirtttfr SUBROUTINE TO SPECIFY THE SIZE AND SHAPE OF CHAR
0002	 COMMON /ADDRES/ INSTR
0003	 LOGICAL11 OKPEOS
0004	 BYTE MESSAG(25)
0005	 DATA DOR /57.29578/
Cfftfffiitttititii CONVERT ANOLES TO RADIAN UNITS
0006	 AORR	 a AOR/DGR
0007	 SLR	 P: SL/DGR
Ctitftsftttttrrrlt READ POSITION OF P1 AND P2
0008	 2525 CONTINUE
0009	 ENCODE(25 ► 10009MESSAG(1))
0010	 1000 FORMAT(I 25)
0011	 CALL IBSEND ('OFf'9-1rINSTR)
0012	 CALL IbRECV (ftVSAGP25PINSTR)
0013	 IPTR=1
0014	 IENDs25
0015	 IP1X	 n INTOET(MEIiSAGPIPTR91END90KPEOS)
0016	 IF (.NOT.OK) 00 TO 252;;
0018	 IF (OK) IPTR a IPTR41
0020	 IF1Y	 v INTOET(MESSAGrIPTRPIENDPOKPEOS)




0023	 IF (OK) IPTR w IPTRtl
0025	 IP2X	 n INTOET(MESSAOrIF'TRrIENDrOKrEOS)
0026	 IF (.NOT.OK) 00 TO 2525
0028	 IF (OK) IPTR n IPTR+1
0030	 IP2Y	 a INT5ET(MES5AOrIPTRrIENDrCKrEOS)
0031	 IF (.NOT.OK) GC TO 2525
CttttttitttttCtttt AT SCALES AND PLOT INFORMATION
0033	 XNUM	 - FLOA: (IF'2X-IP1X)
0034	 YNUM	 FLOAT (IP2Y-IP1Y)
Cttttttttttt/ttt^• CALCULATE PAPER RATIO
0035	 PR	 XNUM1YN0M
Ctt006606600660ttt AS A FUNCTION OF P1 6 P2
0036	 W	 a (H/AR)/PR
0037	 IF (W.67,127.999) W a 127.999
0039	 IF (H.OT.127.999) H n 127.999




0045	 CALL IBSEND (MESSA0920rINSTR)
Ctt006066466t00000 SET ANGLE OF ROTATION
0046	 RISE	 n 100*SIN(AORR)
0047	 RUN	 n 100*COS(AORR)




C66t00t00660000000 SET ANGLE OF SLANT
0052	 SLR	 n SIN(SLR)/COS(SLR)
0053	 ENCUDE(25r10009MESSAG(1); 'SL	 {
0054	 ENCODE(8r1001rMESSAO(3)) SLR




	 Tu• 10-Nov-81 01131121
OOPl	 SUBROUTINE CPLT (CWrCH)
C	 10-NOV-81
Cttttttttttttitttt SUBROUTINE TO MOVE THE PEN THE NUMBER
Cttttttttttttttttt OF USER SPECIFIED CHARACTER UNITS
0002	 COMMON /ADDRES/ INSTR
0003
	 BYTE MESSAG(25)
















FORTRAN IV	 V02.5-2	 Tug 10-Nov-91 01:33159
	
PAGE 001
0001	 SUBROUTINE LIM (X1•X2•Y1•Y2)
C	 10-NOV-81
Cttftffttffttffttt SUBROUTINE TO SET THE WINDOW LIMIT POINTS WI AND W2
Ctftttitittfittifi IN USER UNITS (PLOTTING OUT OF LIMITS WILL RAISECfttftifitffttttfi THE PEN)
0002	 COMMON /ADDRES/ INSTR
0003	 COMMON /SCALES/ XP1•XP29YP1•YP2
0004	 COMMON /PLOT / XP.ATIO•YRATIO•XKNST•YKNST
000`,	 BYTE MESSAG(26)Ctffftttiffiffffff DETERMINE LOCATION OF LIMIT POINTS
0006	 IXW1	 n X18XRATIO +XSCL
0007	 IYW1	 n Y1tYRATIO+YSCL
0008	 IXW2	 s X28)XRATIO +XSCL
0009	 IYW2	 n Y2tYkATIO+XSCL
Cffttitiiiitttfttt INPUT WINDOW LIMITS








0017	 CALL IBSEND (MESSAG•26•INSTR)
0018	 RETURN
0019	 END
FORTRAN IV	 V02.5-2	 Tue 10-Nov-81 01:37:17 	 PAGE 001
0001
	 SUBROUTINE DIG (XCORD•YCORD)
C	 10-NOV-81
Cftifffitiitfftlti SUBROUTINE TO DIGITIZE POINTS ON THE PLOTTER
0002
	 COMMON /ADDRES/ INSTR
0003
	 COMMON /PLOT / XRATIO•YRATIO•XKNST•YKNST
0004	 BY'fE MESSAG(25)
0005	 LOGICALtl OK•EOSCfttfttiitttttttti SET PLOTTER FOR DIGITIZING
0006
	 CALL IBSEND ('DC8'•-lt!NSYR)
0007	 CALL IBSEND ('DPI'•-1•INSTR)Cfifitttttfititffi WAIT FOR DIGITIZED POINT
0008	 10 CONTINUE
0009	 CALL IBSEND ('OS8'•-1•INSTR)
0010	 ENCODE(25.1000•MESSAO(1))
0011	 1000 FORMAT(IA25)
0012	 CALL IBRECV (MESSAG•10•INSTR)
0013	 IPTR	 a 1
0014	 IEND	 a 10
0015	 ISTS	 • INTOET (MESSAG•IPTR•IEND•OK•EOS)
0016	 IF (.NOT.OK) 00 TO 10
0018	 ISTS	 n ISTS/2
0019	 ISTS	 s ISTS/2
0020	 IRMDR	 s ISTS-(ISTS/2)t2
0021	 IF (IRMDR.EG .0) 00 TO 10Ctftftftttiitttttf READY FOR DIG POINT
0023	 20 CONTINUE
0024	 CALL IBSEND ('0118'9-19INSTR)
0025
	 CALL IBRECV (MESSAG•l4•INSTR)
0026	 CALL IBSEND ('DCO'•-l#INSTR)
0027	 IPTR	 e 1
0028	 IEND	 w 25
0029	 IXSCL	 • INTGET (MESSAG•IPTR•IEND•OK•EOS)




0032 IPTR	 a IPTR+1
0033 IYSCL	 • INTOET	 (MESSAGrIPTRrIENDrOKrEOS)
0034 IF	 (.NOT.OK) 00 TO 20
0036 XSCL	 • FLOAT	 (IXSCL)
0037 YSCL	 • FLOAT	 (IYSCL)
0038 XCORD	 n (XSCL-XKNST)/XRATIO
0039 YCORD	 • (YSCL-YKNST)/YRATIO
0040 RETURN
0041 END
FORTRAN IV	 V02.5-2	 Tut 10-Nov-81 01)38149 	 PAGE 001
SUBROUTINE XAX (P1rP2rP3rP4rP5rP6rP79P8rP9rXLABEL)
C	 10-NOV-81
Cttllfftfttttftttf SUBROUTINE TO DRAW AN X AXIS AND LABEL IT
Ctttffttfffttffftf ROUTINE TAKEN FROM AN HP-9825 ROUTINE































Cltfffttlfftfffltf MOVE NUMERIC LABEL TO FRONT OF ARRAY
43 CONTINUE







C11t11tt1t1t11tf1t FIND THE LENGTH OF THE NUMERIC LABEL
ISAV	 9
DO 666 IAslr9
IF (ARRAY(10-IA).EO.' ') 00 TO 666
ISAV	 a 10•IA









































ORIGINAL i3 ^ ^^ iS
OF POOR QUAUTY
0046	 80 TO 667
0047	 666 CONTINUE
0048	 667 CONTINUE
0049	 P18	 • ISAV
Ctttttttttttitttt! CHANGE THE ASCII CHARACTER '0' INTO 00'
0050	 DO BOB JJ•IF9
0051	 IF (ARRAY(JJ).EO.'O') ARRAY(JJ) • '0'
0053	 888 CONTINUE





0057	 CH	 n .75*P9—.25
0058	 CALL CPLT (CWrCH)
0059	 CALL LBL (ARRAY)
0060	 CW	 •—(P1S/2.—.25)
0061	 CH n .25-.'5*P9
0062	 CALL CPLT (CWrCH)
0063	 3 CONTINUE
0064	 P16	 n P16+1.
0065	 P17	 • P17+1.
0066	 IF (P16.LE.PS) CALL IPLT (O.PP1192)
0068	 IF (P16oLE.P5) CALL IPLT (1.PO.P2)
0070	 IF (P16.LE.P5) CALL IPLT (O#PP15#2)
0072	 IF (P17.LT.PS) 00 TO 3
0074	 IF (P16.LE.P5) 60 TO 4




0077	 DELY	 n 0.
0076	 CALL IPLT (DELXrDELY91)
0079	 DO 5 I n 1P20




0083	 60 TO 6
0084	 5 CONTINUE
C04006040404000000 EXIT LOOP EARLY
0085	 6 CONTINUE
0086	 P17	 n FLOAT(ISAVE)
0087	 HOHT	 n 40./.12
0088	 CALL CSIZ (H0HTP2.2PO.P0.)
0089	 CW	 •••P17/2.











FORTRAN IV	 V02.5-2	 Tut SO—Nov-81 01140158
	
PAGE 001
0001	 SUBROUTINE YAX (P1PP2PP3PP4PP5PP6PP79PSPP99YLABEL)
C	 10—NOV-81
SUBROUTINE TO DRAW AN Y AXIS AND LABEL IT
Ctliitiittitli!!!t ROUTINE TAKEN FROM AN HP-9825 ROUTINE
WRITTEN FOR THE CESSNA AIRCRAFT CO.
0002	 COMMON /ADDRES/ INSTR
0003	 COMMON /XYSCLP/ SCLPIPSCLP2PSCLP3PSCLP4
0004	 BYTE ARRAY(10)PYLADEL(20)
0005	 DATA ARRAY /10*' '/
DEFINE AXES
0006	 P10	 n—.1*P9
0007	 P14	 n .1*P9
0008	 P16	 a 0.
ORIGINAL PAWL	 IS
Of PCOR QUALITY
0009 P19	 n 	 0.
0010 SCLP3	 n P6-F•7*P4
0011 SCLP4	 n P6+(P2—P4)SP7




0014 CALL	 SCL	 (0.rP1r0.rP2)
0015 XPLT	 n P3-P106
f	 0016 YPLT	 n P4
0017 CALL PLT	 (XPLTrYPLTrI)
0018 4 CONTINUE
k	 0019 10 FORMAT(IPE9.2)
0020 11 FORMAT(1F9.0)
0021 12 FORMAT(1F9.1)
0022 13 rORMAT(1F9.21 1
0023 14 FORMAT(1F9.3) A









Cttffffffffftlffff MOVE NUMERIC LABEL TO FRONT OF ARRAY
0033 43 CONTINUE
0034 IF	 (ARRAY(1).NE.'	 ')	 60 TO	 44
0036 DO 45	 IC n lr9




0040 00 TO 43
0041 44 CONTINUE
Cttttftttffttttfff FIND THE LENGTH OF THE NUMERIC LABELf	 0042 ISAV	 n '/
0043 DO 666 IA n lvf
0044 IF	 (ARRAY(10 •• IA).EO.'	 ')	 00	 TO 666
0046 ISAV	 n 10—IA
Cftttt!lftffNtttf ;.EAVE LOOP EARLY
004? 80 TO 667
0048 666 CONTINUE
0049 667 CONTINUE
0050 P18	 n ISAV
0051 IF	 (P18.OT.P19)	 P19 nP18
Cffffftfttfffttfff CHANGE THE ASCII CHARACTER 0 0'	 INTO 60'
0053 DO 888 JJ n I09
0054 IF	 (ARRAY(JJ).EO.'O') 	 ARRAY(JJ)	 n 	 '0'
0056 888 CONTINUE
0057 P17	 n 0.
0058 CALL PEN
0059 CW	 n 	 (P9*(PlS/2.+1.)—P18/2.)
0060 CH	 n —.3
0061 CALL CPLT (CWrCH)




t	 0066 3 CONTINUE
0067 P16	 n P16+1.
0068 P17	 n P17+1.
0069 IF	 (P16.LE.P5)	 CALL	 IPLT	 (P1090.92)
0071 IF	 (P16.LE.P5)	 CALL	 IPLT	 (O.rl. ► 2)
0073 IF	 (P16.LE.P5)	 CALL	 IPLT	 (P1490.92)
0075 IF	 (P17.LT.PB)	 00 TO 3
0077 IF	 (P16.LE.P5)	 60 TO 4
t Cttttttttffffftfif WRITE AXES LABEL
0079 DELX	 n 0.
0080 DELY	 n —.5*P5





ORIGINAL PA:ai i^ 13
OF POOR QUALITY
0082	 DO 5 I61020
0083	 If (YLAREL(21-1).EO.' •) 00 TO S
0085	 (SAVE	 n 21-1




0089	 P17	 . FLOAT(ISAVE)
0090













	 CH	 n 0.
0097	 CALL CPLT (CUPCH)
0098








A.10 MINC TIME HISTORY (CRT GRAPHICS)
Description: The SPLOT program is the executive for the CRT
graphics plotting routine. This program reads the measured and
predicted time histories and calls SCPLO'" to display 200 time points
of data on the CRT.
Listing:
FORTRAN IV	 V02.5-2	 Sun 20-Feb -82 03:16:38	 PACE 001
0001 PROGRAM SPLOT
C...• PROGRAM TO PRODUCE SCREEN PLOTS OF LONGITUDINAL
C.... AND LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL STATE TIME HISTORIES




0006 DATA LONOtLATRPEXTRAPHORE /4**FALSE,/
OOC7 DATA TIME /0./
0008 DATA NAME(15)	 /0/
0009 100 CONTINUE
C.... ASK IF LONE AUTO-SEQUENCE
0010 TYPE	 1
0011 1 FORMAT('$'r10Xr'LONGITUDINAL AUTO SEQUENCE?	 (Y OR k)')
0012 ACCEPT 2r ANS
0013 2 FORMAT(IAl)
0014 IF	 (ANS.EQ.'Y')	 LONG n 	 .TRUE.
0016 IF	 (LONG) GO TO 3
Co.., ASK IF LATR AUTO-SEQUENCE
0016 TYPE 4
0019 4 FORMAT('$'PIOXP'LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL AUTO SEQUENCE? 	 (Y OR N)')
0020 ACCEPT 2. ANS
0021 IF	 (ANS.EO.'Y')	 LATR •	 .TPUE.
0023 IF	 (.NOT.LATR)	 00 TO 100
C..., OPEN INPUT DATA FILES
0028 3 CONTINUE
0026 TYPE S
0027 S FORMAT('6'r1OX.'ENTER THE MEASURED DATA FILE NAME:	 '>
0028 ACCEPT 6.(NAME(I)rIw1r14)
0029 6 FORMAT(14A1)
0030 OPEN (UNITwI.NAMEnNeIME. TY"rE n 'OLD'.ACCESS&'S000ENTIAL't
READONLYtOUFFERCOUNT&2rFORMn'UNFORMATTED')
C...• CHECK FOR EXTRA DATA
0031 TYPE 8
0032 8 FORMAT('6'r1OXv'DOES THE FILE CONTi.IN EXTRA DATA? 	 (Y OR N)')
0033 ACCEPT 2PANS
0034 IF	 (ANS.EQ.'Y')	 EXTRA .	 .TRUE.
C...• CLEAR OUT OLD DATA FILE NAME




0040 7 FORMAT06 'PLOW ENTER THE PREDICTED DATA FILE NAME:	 ')
0041 ACCEPT 6r(NAME(I)rIw1r14)




0044 DO 26 II=19200
0045 DO 27 IJ n 197
0046 2(IJ•II)	 s	 0.
0047 ZP(IJrII)	 w 0.
0048 27 CONTINUE




0050	 U(2.I1) • 0.
0051	 26 CONTINUE
C.... READ DATA INTO ARRAYS
0052	 DO 1000 Jw19200
9053	 JEND • J
0054	 IF (LONG) READ (1vEND n'J00) Z(49J)rZ(1rJ)rZ(7rJ)9Z( A
 P)#U(1rJ)r
AM6rAM7rAM8rAM9rAMlOrAM11
0056	 IF (LONG.AND.EXTRA) READ (IrEND 02000) Z(2rJ)rZ(3rJ)rZ(5rJ)r
AM15rAM16rAM17
0058	 IF (LONG) U(2rJ) n 0.
0060	 IF (LATE) READ (IrENDn2000) AMIrAh2rAM3rAM4rAM5rZ(1.J)rZ(1rJ)r
Z(7rJ)rZ(2rJ)rU(1rJ)9U(2rJ)
0062	 IF (LATR.AND.EXTRA) READ (1rEND w 2000) AM12rAM13rAM14rZ(39J)r
Z(5rJ)rZ(6.J)
0064	 1000 CONTINUE
C.... SET MORE EQUAL TO TRUE
0065	 MORE n .TRUE.
0066	 2000 CONTINUE
Co. * . SET THE INITIAL CONDITIONS ON STATES
0067	 IF (TIME.NE .O.) GO TO 1988
0069	 DO 1999 Jwl97
0070	 ZP(Jrl) a (Z(Jr1)1Z(Jr2))/2.
0071	 ZP(Jr2) n (Z(Jr1)tZ(Jr2))/2.
0072	 1999 CONTINUE
0073	 1988 CONTINUE
0074	 DO 2001 J-31JEND-1




C.... IF MORE IS TRUE DISPLAY CHANGE PAPER
C.... AND GET READY FOR MORE DATA
0078	 IF (.NOT.MORE) 00 TO 3535
0080	 TYPE 2525
	 ~
0081	 2525 FORMAT^'S'rlOXr'MORE DATA ON FILE1 (CONTINUE WHEN READY)')
0082	 ACCEPT 2.ANS
C.... RESET MORE DATA FLAG
0083	 MORE n .FALSE.
C.... INCREMENT THE TIME COUNTER BY 20. SEC
0084	 TIME s TIMEi20.






 auhrnutine plots either a set of
longitudinal or lateral
-directional time history traces.
Listing:
FORTRAN IV	 V02.5-2	 Sun 28-Feb-82 03:19:11
	 PAGE 001
0001	 SUDROUTINE SCPLOT(ZrZPrUrLONOPLATR)
0002	 COMMON /STATUS/ ISTAT(16)
0003	 COMMON /FIVEA / DATA 0AIN
0004	 DIMENSION IARRAY(512)







C.... THE REQUIRED SUBROUTINES ARE:
C.... PLOT55olNI T AND GRAPH
0009 DATA ISTA1	 /16*0/
0010 DATA	 OAINI	 /114.6.114.6#143.2#47.7#28.6#2B.691GG.#143.2#143 #2/
001! UA(A GAIN2	 /114.6#2.5 ► 143#2995.5#25.6#100.#25.#1439200./
C
0012 IARRAY(1)	 •	 0
0013 IARRAY(3)	 is	 0
C...# LONGITUDINAL
C 1.	 PITCH RATE -
	
25 DEO/SEC
C 2. AIRSPEED —	 20 FT/SEC
C 3. ANGLE OF ATTACK - 20 DEG
C 4.	 PITCH ATTITUDE —
	 30 DEG
C 5. PITCH RATE ACCEL.
	
— 100 DEO/SEC*S2
C 6.	 LONGITUDINAL ACCEL.	 —	 .5 G
C 7. NORMAL ACCEL. -	 2 0
C Be ELEVATOR PSN. - 20 DEG
C 9.	 S S S	 (BLANK)
C..#. LATERAL DIRECTIONAL
C 1.	 ROLL RATE — 15 DEG/SEC
C 2.	 YAW RATE	 - ;^3 DEG/SEC
C 3. SIDESLIP ANGLE - 20 DEG
C 4. BANK ANGLE	 - 60 DEG
C 5.	 ROLL RATE ACCEL.	 — 100 DEG/SECSS2
C 6.	 YAW RATE ACCEL.	 - 100 DEG/SECSS2
C 7.	 LONGITUDINAL ACCEL. - .5 0
.0 8. AILERON DEFLECTION - 20 DEG
C 9, RUDDER DEFLECTION	 — 20 DEG
0014 IF	 (LONG) 00 TO 411
0016 DO 421	 I n 1#9
0017 GAIN(I)	 n OAIN1(I)
0018 421 CONTINUE
0019 411 CONTINUE
0020 IF	 (LAIR) 00 TO 402
0022 DO 422 I n 199
0023 GAIN(I)	 n 0AIN211)
0024 422 CONTINUE
0025 402 CONTINUE
C#.., SET UP 90 LOOP
0026 DO 2525 LL n l#5
0027 KT	 LL*2-1
0028 KB n LL*2
0029 IF	 (KB.EQ.10)	 KB n 9
0031 IF	 (LONG#AND.LL.EO#5) 00 TO 2525
C#.## CLEAR CRT AND FORM GRID FOR PLOTTING
0033 CALL INIT
0034 CALL PLOT55(291+2t32.641128rrISTAT)





C— — - — - — — — — — — — - - — — — — —
C.... FORM THE MEASURED AND ESTIMATED RESPONSES
0040 DO 130 1 n 1 # 200
0041 IF(KT.LT.8)	 IARRAY(2*1)	 n Z(KT#I)*GAIN(KT)+150
0043 IF(KT.GE.8)	 IARRAY(2SI)	 n U(KT-791)*GAIN(KT)+150
0045 IF(KB.LT.B)	 IARRAY(2*I-1)	 n Z(KB#i)*GAIH(KB)450
0047 IF(KB.GE.8)	 IARRAY(2*1-1)	 n U(KB-7#1)*GAIN(KB)450
0049 130 CONTINUE
0050 CALL PLOT55(9920#2#ISTAT)
0051 CALL PLOT55(12#9'* * * 	 TIME HISTORIES	 * * *	 '#ISTAT)
0052 CALL PLOT55(9#50#4#ISTAT)
0053 CALL PLOT55(12##' MEASURED DATA '#ISTAT)
0054 CALL GRAPH(400.IARRAY)
0055 DO 140 I n I9200
0056 IF	 (KT.OE-8)	 GO 10	 131





























C-	 - - - - - - - -0069
	
CALLr'LOT5;(9 ► 50v4v ISTAT)
0069
	
CALL PLOT55(12rr' Ck WHEN READY 'tISTAT)
C-	 - - - - - - - - - - -0070
	
IF(.,ATR) 00 TO 699







IF(KT.EQ.1) 00 TO 601
0076
	
IF(KT.F.Q.2) 00 TO 602
0078
	
IF(KT.EQ.3) 00 TO 603
0080
	
IF(KT.EO.4) 00 TO 604
0082
	
IF(KT.EQ.5) 00 TO 605
0084
	
IF(KT.EQ.6) 00 TO 606
0086
	
IF(KT.EO.7) 00 TO 607
0088
	












IF(KB.EQ.I) 00 TO 601
0095	 IF(KB.E0.2) 00 TO 602
0097
	
IF(KB.E0.3) 00 TO 603
0099
	
IF(KB.EQ94) 00 TO 604
0101
	
IF(KS.E0.5) 00 TO 605
0103
	
IF04.EO.6) 00 TO 606
0105	 IF(KD.EQ.7) 00 TO 607
0107
	
IF(KB.E0.8) 00 TO 608
0109
	






































608 CALL PLOT55(129r' DE +/- 20 DEG	 'vISTAT)
0124
	 640 CONTINUE0125	 IF (KFLAOI.E0.0) 00 TL 610
C.... 00 TO END OF LOOP
0127
	













IF(KT.EQ.1) 00 TO 701
0134
	
IF(KT6EQ.2) 00 TO 702
0136
	
IF(KT.EO63) 60 TO 703
0136
	
IF(KT9EP.4) 00 TO 704
0140
	
IF(KT.E0.5) GO TO 70L
0142
	
IF(KT.EQ.6) 00 TO 706
0144
	
IF(KT.EG.7) 00 TO 707
0146
	
TF(KT.EQ.B) 00 TO 709
0148
	
IF(KT.EQ.9) 00 TO 709
0150	 710 CONTINUE






IF(KB.EO.1) 00 TO 701
202
OWGIN L FV ,12,
OF POOR QLALITy'j
1F(K10.EO.2) 00 10 702
IF(Kb.E0.3) 00 TO 703
IF(Kb.EG.4) 00 TO 704
IF(Kt.E0.5) 00 TO 705+
IF(KD.E0.6) 00 TO 706
IF(KB.E0.7) 00 TO 707
IF(KB.E0.0) 00 TO 708
IF(KB.E0.9) 00 TO 709
701
	
CALL P.OT55(12r•' P	 4/- 25 DEC/SEC	 ' 9I9TAT)
GO TO 740
702 CALL PLOT55(1299' R	 4/- 2b DEO/SEC	 '•1STAT)
00 TO 740
703 CALL PLOTSS(129r' BETA ♦/ - 20 DEG	 '•ISTAT)
00 TO 740
704 CALL PLOT55(12r9' PHI 4/- 60 DEG	 '•ISTAT)
00 TP 740
705 CALL PLOT55(12.9' P DOT ♦/ - 100 DEG/SECSt2 'rISTAT)
00 TO 740
706 CALL PLGT55(12••' R DOT ♦/ - 100 DEG/SECS$: '•ISTAT)
00 TO 740
707 CALL PLOT55(129r' AY ♦/ - .5 G	 rISTAT)
00 TO 740




709 CALL PLOT55(129 ► ' DR 4/- 20 DEG	 '•ISTAT)
740 CONTINUE












Description: The INIT subrov`ine initializes the common





















































Description: The GRAPH subroutine plots the actual data to
the ' IT 105 CRT. It uses a MIN; software package called PLOT55.
Listing:





















A.11) MINC DATA TRANSFER (MINC TO MAINFRAME)
I
	
Description: This routine allows crude use of the MINC computer
as a smart terminal. It is used to transfer files to a mainframe
computer.
Listing:
FORTRAN IV	 V02.5-2	 Sun 03— Jon-82 11150148	 PACE 001
0001	 PROGRAM RS232
C
C ... . MINC PROORAM TO TALK TO THE HONEYWELL COMPUTER
C ... . WRITTEN BY ROBERT CLARKE
C
C.... SET UP INTEGER ARRAY FOR DEFINING COMMUNICATION USING SLUO
0002	 DIMENSION IADDR(4)





C.... SET RECEIVE FLAG TO FALSE
0005	 DATA RECEIV /.FALSE./









0009	 DATA LINE /13210/
C.... START PROGRAM
C.... THIS PROORAM READS FROM SLUO
C.... (300 BAUD9 EVEN PARITY• 7 DATA i 2 STUP)
C.... SET TT FOR SPECIAL READING
C.... SET BITS 129 139 AND 14 OF JSW
Co.., (NO LOCAL ECHO AND LOWER CASE INABLED)
0010
	 CALL IPOKEB ('459112)
Co, SET BIT 6 OF JSW (NO WAIT FOR TT —MPUT)
0011	 CALL IPOKEB ('44964)
Co. * . TERMINAL IS NOW SET UN TO READ IN ABNORHAL FORMAT
L.... THE PROORAM CAN GO OUT AND LOOK FOR A CHARACTER WITHOUT
C ... . GOING INTO A WAIT STATE IF ONE IS UNAVAILABLE
C.... ATTACH THE INPUT PORT AND CHECK FOR ERRORS
0012	 4 CONTINUE
0013	 IFRR	 n MTATCH(1)
0014	 IF (IERR.NE.0) TYPE 9989 IERR
0016	 IF (IERR.NE .0) 00 TO 4
0018	 998 FORMAT ('ERROR IN SETTING UP PORT$ ERROR NUMBER 	 '9I2)
0019	 5 CONTINUE
0020	 IADDR(1) n 050100
0021	 IADDR(2) n 0
0022	 IADDR(3) n 0
0023	 IADDR(4) n 0
0024	 IERR	 n MTSET(19IADDR(1))
0025	 IF (IERR.NE.0) TYPE 998r IERR
0027	 IF (IERR.NE.0) 00 TO 5
0029,	 TYPE 19' TERMINAL IS SET UP WITH NO ERRORS'
C..., RS232 PORT IS SET UP (SLUO) WITH CORRECT BAUD RATE AND
Co. * , DATA COMMUNICATION PARAMETERS
Co... THE PuRT IS ALSO SET UP TO SAMPLE WITHOUT GOING INTO
C.... WAIT STATES IF NO DATA HAS BEEN SENT
C.... TOP OF LOOP FOR DATA COMMUNICATION
0030	 2525 CONTINUE
C..., LOOK FOR KEYBOARD INPUT
0031	 IVAL	 n ITTINR(>





C-,*. CHECK FOR SPECIA l	ACTION KEYS
	 ­R( RECEIVE INPUT DATA)
0035 IF	 (IVAL.EO.16)	 RECEIV n 	 TRUE.




0039 IF	 (IVAL.EO.18)	 TYPE	 2001
0041 2001 FORMAT('	 HONEYWELL INPUT BUFFER OPENED
'$'#'INPUT FILE NAME FOR HONEYWELL DATA FILE:






	 (IVAL.EO.18)	 OPEN	 (UNITwlvNAMEwNAMEoTYPEwlNEW'v
ACCESS n ISEOUENTIALIPFORftw'FORMATTEDIP
BUFFERCOUNTs2 ► DlSPOSEvISAVE19RECORDSIZEs132)
0047 IF	 (IVAL.EO.18)	 00	 TO	 100
C.... ("DI MINC DISK DUMP OF HONEYWELL DATA)
0049 IF	 (IVAL•EQ.4)	 RECEIV &	 FALSE.
0051 IF	 (IVAL.E0#4)	 TYPE 2003
0053 2003 FORMAT('	 HONEYWELL DATA BUFFER OUTPUT TO DISK
f 0054 IF	 (IVAL.EO.4)	 DISKOT n
	 TRUE.
0056 IF	 (IVAL.E0.4)	 00 TO 100
C.. * . ( - T: MINC FILE OUTPUT TO HONEYWELL)
0058 IF	 (IVAL*NE.20) 60 TO 2050
0060 TYPE 2004
0061 2004 FORMAT('
	 MINC DATA FILE TO HONEYWELL
'$'#'INPUT FILE NAME FOR MINC DATA FILET





Ctso. READ LINE FROM INPUT FILE
0065 READ(2#2005PENDs2009) 	 (LINE(I)oIsI9132)
0066 2005 FORMAT(132A1)
C.... FIND END OF LINE
0067 DO 344	 IU w1#132
0068 ILEN	 a	 133—IU
0069 IF	 (LINE(133 — IU) * NE.'	 ')	 00 TO 345
0071 344 CONTINUE
0072 345 CONTINUE
C.. * . SEND LINE TO HONEYWELL
C.,.. SEND CR/LF TO HONEYWELL FIRST
0073 1	 a ITTOUR(10)
0074 1	 u MTOUT(1,10)
0075 1	 m ITTOUR(13)
0076 1	 n MTOUT(1913)
C.. * . SEND 15 PLANKS
0077 DO 66 IUv1p15
0078 DO 67 IU2&lt2O0
0079 W	 • ADS(FLOAT(IU2))
0080 67 CONTINUE
0081 1	 a M19UT(lv32)
0082 66 CONTINUE
0083 DO 2006 JwlsILEN
C.... BUILD WAIT LOOP
0084 DO 2020 IWAIT*It200





0090 1	 n ITTOUR(CHARIN)
0089 1	 n MTOUT(I#CHARIN)
0090 2006 CONTINUE
0091 60 TO 2007
0092 2009 CONTINUE
C.... END OF FILE IS FOUND
C.... CLOSE FILE
0093 CLOSE	 (UNITm2)
C.... SEND LAST LINE OF INPUT TO HONEY-WELL
C.... SEND CR/LF TO HONEYWELL FIRST
0094 1	 n 	 ITTOUR(10)
206
0095
	 I	 • MTOUI(1.10)
0096
	 1	 n ITTOUR(13)
0097	 1	 • MTOUT(1#13)
0098
	 DO 2010 JaIrI
0099	 DO 2021 IWAITw1.200
0100	 W	 n APS(FLOAT(I))
0101
	 2021 CONTINUE
010:	 CHARIN	 n LINE(J)
0103	 I	 • ITTOUR(CHARIN)
(1 104	 I	 • MTOUT(19CHARIN)
0105	 2010 CONTINUE
0106	 00 TO 100
0107	 2050 CONTINUE
C.... SEND CHARACTER
0108	 1	 n ITTOUR(CHARIN)
0109
	
	 I	 a MTOUT(IPCHARIN)
C.... NO KEYBOARD INPUT
0110	 100 CONTINUE	 y
C.... CHECK FOR HONEYWELL INPUT
0111	 1	 a MTIN(I#CHAROTr1)
C.... REMOVE LF FROM HONEYWELL INPUT
0112	 IF (CHAROT.EO.10) 1 n -1
C.... IF THERE WAS A CHARACTER WRITE IT TO THE TERMINAL
0114	 IF (I.EO.0) I a ITTOUR(CHAROT)
0116
	 IF (CHAROT.E0.13) I a ITTOUR(10)
C.... CHECK FOR SAVING HONEYWELL INPUT OR WRITING TO DISK
C ... . CHECK FOR DISK SAVE
0118
	
	 IF (DISKOT) GO TO 200
C.... CKECK FOR INPUT SAVING
0120	 IF ((I.NE.0).OR.(.NOT.RECEIV)) 00 TO 2525
0122	 IF (CHAROT.07.126) GO TO 2525
0124	 IF ((CHAROT.LT.7.OR.CNAROT.07.13).AND.(CNAROT.LT.32)) 00 TO 2525
01?6	 SAVE(ISAVE) a CHAROT
0127	 ISAVE • ISAVE+1
0128	 IF (CHAROT.E0.13) SAVE(ISAVE) • 10
0130	 IF (CHAROT.EO.13) ISAVE n ISAVE+1
0132	 IF (ISAVE.07.30000) DISKOT a .TRUE.
0134	 IF (.NOT.DISKOT) 00 TO 2525
0136	 200 CONTINUE
C.... RESET DISK OUTPVT FLAG
0137	 DISKOT n .FALSE.
C.... FIND LAST OF DATA
0138	 ILAST n LEN(SAVE)
C.... INITIALIZE ILFOLD (POINTER TO LAST CR/LF
0139	 ILFOLD • 1
0140	 203 CONTINUE
0141	 DO 201 I n ILFOLD.ILAST
C.... FIND NEXT LF (END OF LINE)
0142	 IF (SAVE(I).EG.10) ILF a 1
0144	 IF (SAVE(I).E0.10) 00 TO 202
0146	 201 CONTINUE
C.... MUST BE LAST LINE COULD END WITHOUT LF




C.... RESET ILFOLD TO NEW VALUE
0151	 ILFOLD • ILF+1
C.'.. LOOP UNTIL SAVE BUFFER IS WRITTEN








,% " $ r'
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A.12) MINC DATA ERROR CORRECTION
Descript:Lon: This program. FIXUF, is used to correct the measured





Sun 07-Mar-82 02t24:03	 PAGE 001
0001 PROGRAM FIXUP
C
C THIS PROGRAM IS USED TO CORRECT DATA ERRORS ON THE MMLE
C INPUT	 DATA FILES
C
t: * t * * * * * * * * * $ # t * * * # * * * * s * # * # * * * *
C * MEASURED STATES: #
C t	 LONG:	 O9	 VP	 ALPP	 THAP	 ODOTP	 A-XP	 AND A-Z t
C #	 LATR:	 P9	 RP	 STAP	 PHIP	 PDOlt	 RDOTP	 AND A-Y #
C r #
C #	 ROBERT CLARKE	 18-FLB-82 #
C * #
C *	 *	 *	 t *	 * *	 i # * # #	 t # # # # t # #	 # # # # * # # * # # #
C
0002 DIMENSION Z(9)
C NOTES	 FOR THIS PROGRAM Z(8)	 U(1)	 AND Z(9)	 U(2)
0003 LOGICAL*l	 LONOPLATRPEXTRA
0004 DYTE	 INAMf(15)PANS
0005 DATA LONGPLATRPEXTRA /3*.FALSE./
0006 DATA	 1NAME(15)	 /C/
0007 DATA VALUEPIPOINT	 /O.PO/





C****t *****##***##t INPUT USER DEFINED SETUP DATA
0010 2000 CONTINUE
0011 TYPE 3000
0012 3000 FORMAT(/////9'	 '91OXP'Indicete	 tree of	 runt'.
1	 /P'	 'P1OXP'If	 Lon g itudinal	 tw►e	 'L•'#
2	 /9'	 '910XP'If lateral-directional
	
tr ►e	 • D-'P
3	 /P'#1P10X91Select	 Run	 Tw pe:	 ')
0013 ACCEPT 1009	 ANS
0014 100 FORMAT(A1)




0019 IF	 1.N01.(LONG.OR.LATR1)	 TYPE 3001
0021 3001 FORMAT(IOXP'WRONG ANSWER')
0022 IF	 (.NOT.(LONG.OR.LATR))	 00 TO 2000
C**** #**#*#*****#*# ATTACH INPUT DATA FILE




0025 3004 FORMAT('f'910XP'Extre date? 	 (Y	 OR	 N)t	 ')
0026 ACCEPT	 1009	 ANS
0027 IF	 (ANS.EG .'Y')	 EXTRA	 a	 .TRUE.
C**#* ***t#t*****t # ENTER NAME OF DATA FILE WITH FLIGHT TEST DATA
0029 TYPE 3006
0030 3006 FORMAT( / 9'6'P10X9 ' Enter file name containin g measured data: ')
0031 ACCEPT	 10I P( INAME ( IABC ) 9IABCslP14)
0032 101 FORMAT(14A1)
0035 OPEN ( UNIT=49NAME=INAME9TYPEe ' OLD'PACCESSa'SEOUENTIAL'P
1	 FORM='UNFORMATTED'PREADONLY#DUFFERCOUN7a2)
C**#****###***#*##* ATTACH OUTPUT DATA FILE




ORIGINAL PA CT IS
OF POOR QUALITY
0035	 3008 FORMAT(/ ► 't' ► 10X ► 'Enter file namie containin g output data: ')
0016	 ACCEPT 101 ► (INAME(IABC)9IABCaI ► 14)
0037	 OF'EN(UNITa3rNAMEaINAMEr TYPEa'NEW'rACCESSo'SEOUENTIAL' ►
1	 FORMa'LINFOkMATTED'obUFFERCOUNTa2)
Ctt######tt#t#t#att SMARTING ITERATION LOOP
Ct# ##ttttt#tt#ttttt GET CHANNEL NUMBER TO CHECK FOR BAD DATA
0036
	 MYFE 3010
0039	 3010 FORMAT(/#' '.IOXr'Data which is sus ►wct will be auerried.'r
1	 /.' 1 r10Xr 1 Chal. get can be made when thew are reouested.'r
/.' 'r10Xr'No data can be chan ged to exactlw zero.'.
3	 /r't' ► IOXr'Enter the channel number to check. (1-9): '>
0040	 ACCEPT 3011 ► INUM
0041
	 3011 FORMAT(I10)




1 'Enter the number of data Points to ski p writin g to out put: '>
0044	 ACCEPT 3011• ISIM1
0045	 ISTART	 n 1S1"1+1
0046	 998 CONTINUE
:• 1047
	 IPOINI	 n IPOINT+1
C ## #6666 # # tt #### ## i READ IN MEASURED RESPONSES FROM DATA FILE
C # #tttttat## ##tt# #t READ IN LONGITUDINAL DATA
0046	 IF (LONG) READ(4rEND n 1000) Z(4)rZ(I)rZ(7)v2(6)9t(8) ►
1	 AM6rAM7rAM8rAM9rAM10rAM11





C#######t########## READ IN LATERAL DIRECTIONAL DATA
0053	 IF (LATR) READ(4rEND a 1000) AM1 ► AM2 ► AM3rAM4rAM5rZ(4) ►
1	 Z(I)rZ(7)rZ(2)rZ(B)rZ(9)
0055	 IF (LATR.AND.EXTRA) READ(49END n 1000) AM12rAM13rAM14r
1	 Z(3)rZ(5)r2(6)
C#######*########## SKIP OVER DATA NOW
0057	 IF (IPOIh1.LT.ISTART) TYPE 3021+ IPOINT
0059	 3021 FORMAT(' ' ► 'SKIPPING DATA: TIME POINT a ' ► 26)
0060
	 IF (IP0II4T.LT.ISTART) 00 i0 998
C#tt#######t>w #6666# PRINT OUT DATA
0062	 IF (( Z( INUM).GT.ZULIM).OR.(Z(INUM).LT.ZLLIM))
1	 'IYPE 30129IFOINTrZ(INUM)
0064	 301? FORMAT('t'.'TIME POINI a 'PI69' VALUE a 'rF12.6 ► '	 CHANGE: ')
0065	 IF l(Z(It11JM).LT .ZULIM).AND.(Z(INUM).GT.ZLLIM))
I	 TYPE 3014 ► 1P'OIN19Z(INUM)
0067	 3014 FORMAT(' '.'TIME POINT a 'rI69' VALUE a '.112.6)
0068





	 IF (VALUE.NE.O.) Z(INUM) m VALUE
C################## SET Z UPPER AND LOWER ERROR LIMITS
0073	 ZULIM	 Z(INUM)t1.2
00'4	 IF (Z(INUM).LT.O.) ZULIM a Z(INUM)#0.8
0076
	 ZLLIM	 a Z(INUM)#0.6
0077	 IF (Z(INUM).LT.O.) ZLLIM a Z(INUM)#1.2





Ctt####### #######tt WRITE OUT LONGITUDINAL DATA
0080	 IF (LONG) WkITE(3) Z(4)rZ(1)rZ(7)rZ(6)rZ(8)r
1	 AM69AM7 ► AM8rAM9rAM10rAMi1
0082	 IF (LONG.AND.EXTRA) WkITE(3) Z(2)rZ(3)9Z(5)r
1	 AM15rAM169AM17
C################## WRITE OUT LATERAL DIRECTIONAL DATA
0084	 IF (LATR) WRITE(3) AM1rAM29AM3rAM4rAM5rZ(4)r
1	 Z(1)rZ(7)rZ(2)97(8)rZ(9)
0086	 IF (LATR.AND.EXTRA) WRI1'E(3) AM12rAM13 ► AM149
1	 Z(3)rZ(5)rZ(6)
0088	 00 TO 998
0089	 1000 CONIINUE







A.13) MINC SUMMARY DERIVATIVE OUTPUT
Description: The SUMMARY program is used for the plotting of
derivative output as a function of lift coefficient. These plots
are used to show trends in derivative predictions.
Listing:
FORTRAN IV	 V02.5-2
	 Mon 22-Feb-62 00134104	 PAGE 001
0001	 PROGRAM SUMARY
C.... SUBROUTINE TO DO HARD COPY PLOTS OF COEFFICIENT DATA
0002	 COMMON /ADDRES/ INSTR
0003	 BYTE ANS9MESSAG(6)9LABEL(25)
0004	 DATA LABEL /25t' '/
0005	 DATA MESSAO /'V'9'S't'0'9'0'9'1' ► 0/
0006
	
	 DATA DOR /57.3/
C.... SET UP PLOTTER
0007	 CALL PSC (5)
0008	 CALL PCLR
C.... ASK FOR PLOTTER SPEED
0009	 TYPE 103





C.... ENCODE SPEED FOR OUTPUT TO PLOTTER
0013	 ENCODE (291001tMESSAG(3)) ISPD
0014	 1001 FORMAT(I2)
C.... CHANGE ENCODED BLANKS BACK TO ZEROS
0015	 IF (MESSAG(3).EG.' ') MESSAG(3)-'0'
C., SEND SPEED TO PLOTTER
0017	 CALL 19SEND (MESSAG959INSTk)
C.... TOP OF LOOP
0018	 1000 CONTINUE
0019	 CALL PEN
C.... GET QUADRANT FOR PLOT
0020	 TYPE 105
0021	 105 FORMAT('S' ► 'Inp ut the ouadrant for the Plot (1-4)1 ')
0022	 ACCEPT 104•lOD
C.... GET MULTIPLICATION FACTOR FOR CRAMER RAO BOUNDS
0023	 TYPE 200
0024	 200 FORMAT('6'9'In put the Cramer Roo bound multi p lication factorl ')
0025	 ACCEPT 20loFACT
0026	 201 FORMAT(F10.0)
C.... DEFINE P1 AND P2 FOR PLOT
0027	 IF (I0D.E0.1) CALL IBSEND('IP 6000@4700tl000Oo77001'9-19INSTR)
0029	 IF (IOD.E0.2) CALL ISSEND('IP 1000t4700950000700)'9-ItINSTR)
0031	 IF (I0D.E0.3) CALL IBSEND('IP 1000t120095000 ► 4200)'9-I#INSTR)
0033	 IF (IQD.EG.4) CALL IBSEND('IP 6000tl2OOolOOOOt4200 )'t-IPINSTR)
C.... GET INFORMATION FOR	 AXIS OF PLOT
0033
	 TYPE 106











	 110 FORMAT('f't'Input the maximum value for the r-axis: ')
0044	 ACCEPT 201tYMAX
0045
	 YINC	 n (YMAX-YMIN)/10.
0046	 CALL XAX(5.910.t1.tO.94.t0.OtO.2592.9-I.t
'LIFT COEFFICIENT	 ')	 m5
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111 FORMAT('6'#'ln ►ut CL# valuee t bound (in Percent# 0 to ouit)( ')




C.... MULTIPLY BOUND BY FACTOR
_	 0054	 BOUND • BOUNDSFACT
0055	 IF ((CL.E0.0.).AND.(VALUE.EO.0.)) 00 TO 999
-.	 C ... . PLOT DATAh,	 0057	 CALL PLT(CL#VALUE#+1)
C ... . DRAW SYMBOL
0058	 SIZE	 n 0.025$'	 0039	 DO 800 101.361918
0060	 ANG	 a FLOAT(I)/DOR
0061	 x	 - SIZE*(i.)SCOS(ANG)
0062	 Y	 • SIZE4(YMAx-YMIN)*SIN(AN©)




C.... COMPUTE UPPER BOUND
0066	 DELT	 • (SOUNDSVALUE/100.)
0067	 IF (VALUE.3E.0.) UPPER • VALUE+SIZES(YMAX-YMIN)
'	 0069	 IF (VALUE.LT .O.) UPPER • VALUE-SIZEt(YMAX-YMIN)
0071
	
IF (VALUE.OE.O.) ALOWER • VALUE-SIZEt(YMAX -YMIN)












0084	 00 TO 997
C.... DONE WITH PLOT 00 UP AND REPEAT
0085	 999 CONTINUE
0086	 00 TO 1000
0087	 END
211
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APPENDIX B
MHLE (NEWTON) TEST CASE
This appendix contains the computer output and comparison
plots for the 10ME test case A from NASA TND-7831. The comparison
is good with the differences of final weighted error (Our 5.7576 x
10-2 vs NASA's 5.890 x 10 2 ) attributed to floating point accuracy
(Our 32 bit vs NASA's 60 bit real numbers). The overall derivatives
and Crambr-Rao bounds are compared in Table B.1 below. Figure B.1
shows the time history plots. The dashed lines are the predicted
time histories, and the solid lines the measured time histories.




-1.015 x 10 1 (9.0) -1.2814 x 10 1 (5.8)
L 
2.464 x 100 (8.5) 2.4643 x 10 0 (8.3)
L8 -2.432 x 10+1 (0.6) -2.4328 x 30+1 (0.6)
L6 1.447 x 10+1 (2.5) 1.4422 x 10+1 (2.5)
A
L 6 1.787 x 10+1 (2.2) 1.7847 x 10+1 (2.1)
R
LO 4.092 x 10 1 (1.7) 4.1006 x 10 1 (1.7)
N 
4.483 x 10-4 (162.4) 6.1063 x 10-6 (100.1)
N -1.514 x 10-1 (10.8) -1.2918 x 30 1 (12.5)
N B 1.290 x 100 (018) 1.0243 x 100 (0.9)
N6 5.062 x 10-1 (6.3) 6.7616 x 10-1 (4.6)
A
N6 -2.125 x 100 (1.8) -1.9165 x 101 (1.9)
R
N0 -7.553 x 10 3 (7.6) -3.259: x 10 3 (17.2)
sinol 1.026 x 10 1 (0.8) 1.1360 x 10 1 (0.7)
Y 8 -4.670 x 10-2 (1.2) -4.6683 x 10-2 (1.1)
Y 6 2.753 x 10-3 (33.2; 2.7210 x 10 3 (33.2)
A
Y6 1.594 x 10-2 (6.4) 1.5915 x 10 2 (6.3)
R
Y0 -3.035 x 10 3 (6.9)
-3.0605 x 10 3 (7.4)







eCra"r-Rao bound as a percent&$* of eaoh derivative is shown in
parentheses following the derivative.
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( + 6 A produces a positive roll)
4
APPENDIX C
TRANSFORMATION OF AXES SYSTEMS
This appendix shows the correlation between several axes
systems.
Much information contained in this section is taken directly
from Reference 6, which deals in depth with the problem of the
different axes systems used in airplane analysis.
4
+ 6 A	 P
+ 6A
X
Note: All directions are shown positive
F
port
There are primarily five axes systems used in airplane analysis.
These are described here.
1) Body Axes
"The orthogonal body-axes system is fixed within the vehicle
with the X-axis along the longitudinal center line of the bod y , the
Y-axis normal to the plane of symmetry, and the Z-axis in the plane
of symmetry. This is the axes system about which aircraft instruments
are usually mounted. It: main advantage in motion calculations is
that vehicle moments of in.artia about the axes are constant, so that
the I terms can be omitted from the equations of motion. It is the
logical system to which to refer velocities, accelerations, and
stability and control parameters in the study of aircraft handling
qualities because the pilot's orientation with respect to this frame
is fixed." *ixed."  (Th,i.a •c a the axes a ya.tem uA ed in .th.i,a upont. )
2) Principal Axes
"The principal axes are an orthogonal body-fixed system for
which the products of inertia are zero. The X and Z principal axes
lie in the plane of symmetry; the angle between. the X body axis and
the X principal axes is usually small so that in many cases the body
*
axes can be assumed to coincide with the principal axes."
k
C
3) Flight Stability Axes
"The flight stability axes (sometimes referred to as vehicle
stability axes) are an orthogonal body-axes system fixed to the
vehicle, the X-axes of which is alined with the relative wind vector
when the vehicle is in a steady-state trim condition but then rotates
with the vehicle after a disturbance as the vehicle changes angle of
attack. This system is preferred in many stability studies because,
as with other body-fixed axes, the moments of inertia about the axes
remain constant and also because the motions defined are primarily
those about the flight path rather than about body reference lines."
(ThiA .i a the axes a yatem m6 ed in Re 6 eAence 25.
4) Wind-Tunnel Stability Axes
"The wind-tunnel stability axes are the system about whict
wind-tunnel data are obtained. For this system the X-axis is J
i
same horizontal plane as the relative wind at all times .
angle a between the X-axis of this system and the X-body axes
able. (It is a constant a0 for the flight stability axes.) TI
means that vehicle moments of inertia about the X-axis change.
i
also means that additional terms are required in the transformu
equations for static-stability derivatives and for u,v,w derive





"The wind axes are the system generally used in calculating
motions of the vehicle as a point mass. The X-axis for this system
is alined with the relative wind at all times so that vehicle moments
of inertia about this axis change. As with the wind-tunnel stability
axes, additional terms . . . are required in the transformation to or
from the wind axes and either the body, principal, or flight stability
axes, since the angle . . . between the X wind axis and the X-axis of
either of these systems is variable. Also, since the lateral angle	 .
between the X-axes is variable, there are additional terms . . . required
in the transformations for some of the lateral derivatives between the
*
wind axes and either of the other axes systems."
The correlation between these axes systems is perhaps best sum-
marized by Table C.1.
Table C.1 Designation of Force and Moment Coefficients
for Different Axes Systems*
Coefficients for axes system -
Component
Body or Flight Wind-tunnel Wind 
principal stability stability
X-axis force C 	 or -CA CX's -CD -CD
Y-axis force C CY CY CC• s
Z-axis force CZ or -CN CZ
-CL
-CLs
X-axis moment (roll) C CZ s CL wt CL,w
Y-axis moment (pitch) Cm Cm •s Cm,wt Cm,w




Transformation from the flight stability axes (as used in Ref-
erence 22) to the body axes used in this report involves accounting
for the steady-state angle of attack (a l ). The following equation
takes care of this by correcting the inertias. This is the only
change required.
b.
Ixx s	 costal	 sin2 al	(- ) sin2•	 al	 0	 Ixx
Izz s	 sin2al	 cos t al	sin2al	 0	 Izz
'	 s




Iyy9s	 0	 0	 0	 1	 I
I
YY
NOTE: "s" denotes stability axes; no subscript denotes body axes.
NASA Langley (Reference 4) and NASA Dryden (References 5, 16-19)
both use the body axes system. They both, however, use different
designations. NASA Langley uses the X, Y, Z, k, m, n designation;
NASA Dryden, the A, Y, N, X, m, n designation. The parameters will
be presented in the X, Y, Z, Z, m, n system in this report. Table
B.2 shows the correlation between both these systems.
The symbols (i.e., Za ', etc.) in the definition column of Table
C.2 are those as predicted by the MILE "BONES" program. For conversion
from normal stability parameters (as per Reference 25) to these state
vector derivatives, the reader is referred back to Tables 5.2 and 5.3.
For rigorous conversion between the various axes systems, the
I
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